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Belfast’s Vital Statistics, IS If The January term of the Supreme
....Fifty Men Wanted.Re *°' Judicial Court opened in the Court House
lutions of Respect....The !
Tuesday at 10 a. m., with the following
preme Judicial Court...Thai
officers and jurors in attendance:
to Thomas H. Marshall Post
The Red Cross Benefit.... W sd- Judge, Albert M. Spear of Gardiner,
Stenographer, ffm. H. Cornforth of
ding Bells.... T. he News of E el
fast.Secret Societies.P sr- -\uburn.
Sheriff, Frank A. Cushman of Belfast.
sonal.
Clerk of Courts, Geo. I. Keating of
Editorials.Why Is It?... A
Belfast.
Voice from the South.. .PI
County Attorney, Walter A. Cowan of
Toggery Smartest.An I m. .Vinterport.
portant Contract...The Won ell
Chaplain, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of
at Home.Indian Peers
Belfast.
Clerks.
Crier, Chas. S. Adams of Searsmont.
Belfast’s Vital Statistics I°r Messenger, Willis B. Fletcher of BelThe Most Despicabl
1917.
fast.
Allies to Act on Defensive.
Grand Jury. The Grand Jury orEditorials.Obituary.1 ht ganized with H. A. Dodge of Islesboro,
Churches. ...County Corresps in foreman; Charles W. Bagley, Liberty;
llney R. Bagley, Troy; Dana J. Banton,
dence.
Freedom; James Carleton. Winterport;
The News of Belfast
G. W. Dow,
lu Carrol Clements, Monroe;
Raising Game Birds by
G. Harding, Prospect;
Morrill;
Percy
J
Fa
of
Hundreds.. .Question
Charles G. Hemenway, Searsmont; L. E.
Idlers Should be Made
McKeen, Swanville; W. E. Nelson, PaWork.Memorials for Th
lermo; William F. Patterson, Belfast;
Dead....L i v i n g in Cities
Wentworth Pease, Burnham; O. C. RobWeather Changed His Viev
erts, Jackson; Ralph D. Shute, Belfast,
A Higher Standard for Ma " Ralph J.
Thompson, Montville; Alvah C.
,s
I
in
Real
...Transfers
Apples
Treat, Stockton Springs. Arthur Colson
tate,...Taken by the Govei r of Searsport, Edwin W. Downer o fUnity,
ment.Woman Pleaded
Charles McNeil of Frankfort, Dana ProcWhat Sammies E
Candor.
tor of Lincolnville, Anson M. Shibles of
Obituary. Referendum I
Knox and C. F. Spaulding of Brooks
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The Cabaret and Dance a Delightful Function and Financial Success
%

_

Belfast Opera House New Year’s

eve un-

Chprles

Bradbury

as a

benefit for the running

ex-

penses of the local Red Cross was an unqualified success in every particular.
Considering the fact of the intense cold
there was a large attendance including
Judge Albert L. Spear, Gardiner, presiding here at the January term of the Supreme Judicial Court, Mr. and Mrs. William B. Williamson, Miss Jessie Gartley
and Miss Ruth Henderson of Augusta,
and W. C. Conary of Bucksport. The
hall decorations were especially appropriate. Large flags were caught in each
of the balcony rail while on the
rail front large and small red crosses alternated; small crosses also decorated the

|

arches over the doors and windows and
i
an immense cross the center of the drop

horne, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs Clarence
E. Read and Mrs. H. L. Seekins attired
tition Fails
in white were engaged in making surgiwere excused.
bp «. Searsport—Stockton Spring'
t his jury broke all Waldo County rec- cal dressings during the opening concert.
Born- Married—Died— Mark
ords by reporting through the County Three of Belfast’s little Red Cross knitAttorney that they they had found no in- ters, little Misses Elena Shute, Eleanor
Vital Statistics, 191 dictments and were ready io report to the Stephenson and Alice Brown were seated
PAnrt at II a m
in rocking chairs in the center of the
in account of the large amount
The first l stage and were as busy as bees during
First
Traverse
Jury.
and
c
general
hty correspondence
Later they collected small
traverse jury organized with Charles E. this hour.
I items of local news, only the v
Coombs of Islesboro, foreman; F. G. Ellis, sums of money from the audience, rebe
will
of
Belfast
presented
[isties
Brooks; Carroll A, Estes, Troy; W. S. I ceiving over
$18, the child collecting the
The full lists are printed on
f
Foss, Belmont; Charles I). Grant, Frankreceive a Red Cross doll;
sum
to
largest
fort; George L. Jackson, Searsmont;
:
page. Since they were printed
which was won by Eleanor Stephenson
Walter Marden, Winterport; Frank R.
been
reported:
iwing have
Cf>
Tlia i.thnr littlfS (firlc r,'Riggs, Belfast; Homer Tasker, Winter- i
MARRIAGES.
port; Fred L. Toothaker, Belfast; Albert ceived
of candy—the gift of
boxes
I
large
Renfrew
Charles Kolerson and Ms 5 ! Watson, Burnham;
Wilson,
ec. 24.
Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell.
ise Aldus, both of Belfast,
Searsport.
second Traverse Juin The second
Robert W. Rollins and Ms s;
The small tables, reserved in advance,
ec. 31
traverse jury organized with Frank L.
S. Carlcton, both of Belfast.
were arranged around the hall.
They
Blanchard of Stockton Springs, foreman;
DEATHS.
were covered with dainty white cloths,
Wm. B. Bowdoin, Prospect; H. C. Brown,
|er. 30. benj. Bradford Toothakri 1 Northport; Jordan W. Coombs, Belfast; decorated with a small cross and centered
d 89 years and 8 months,
j Os< ar B, How, Monroe; GeorgeS. Lowell, with small silk flags of the Allied nations.
here were 84 births recorded, as !ol
Montville; R. E. Page, Jackson; E. J. A large number of waitresses in Red
s:
Jan., 6; Feb., 8; March, 4; A,'J | Parmenter, Palermo; Leon L. Richards, Cross
gowns served refreshments proClarence H. Smith, Waldo;
May, 12, June, 5; July, 9; Aug 11 i Lincolnville;
Harold Ward, Unity; Roland Woodbury, vided by Roscoe Arey, who gave 50 per
t,, 9; Oct., 3; Nov., 5; Dec., 5. Fony
cent of his profits to the fund.
j Morrill.
t were males and 35 females,
Stanley Higgins of Knox, James Parse
The piano solo by Master Reginald
inety-three marriages were recor ed of
Searsport, E. H. Simpson of Thorn- Boardman of Islesboro was omitted by
follows: Jan., 8; Feb. 7.; Marti 1
dike, Maurice D. Towle of Belfast were reason of his enforced absence.
SI, 7, May, 8, June, 12; July, 4; Aig. 1 excused from Traverse Jury. Geo. O.
The festivities were kept up until the
10; Oct., 13; Nov., 3; Dec. 12 Hatch called as a juror from Belfast is
dawn of 1918, which was greeted with
3 cases both groom and bride being
not a resident here and Frank A. Riggs
bells, horns, etc.
'ml o
p Belfast and 8 couples went
; of Belfast was substituted.
The following delightful program was
t for the ceremony; 11 out-of-bwi
Deputy Sheriffs J. A. G. Beach was in carried out with
every number encored:
tans married Belfast brides; am l1
Frank
A.
charge of the Grand Jury;
Concert by Belfast Band
out-of-bwi
■st
grooms married
Littlefield of Monroe of the First Traverse
Elbridge S. Pitcher, leader
Is. In 19 cases both bride and gropn
Jury and Silas E. Bowler of Palermo of Star Spangled Banner

|
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out-of-town.

The

"des

77 years of age and the yomg
The oldest bride was 73 years o ^

was

17.

Both juries were excused for Tuesday

afternoon,

when Judge Spear was engaged in routine work of cases to be set-

and the youngest 15.
There wo 21 j
less than 18 years of age. On

es

riage license
rears

but

,es were

was

was

never

were

issued.

a

grl
Tvo li
o

tied out of court.

[

Among the out-of-town attorneys

m

'a would-be groom’s intentions
>rded but the lady’s
One license
ired.

name
was

was

C.

■>■ver

neve

entered

pres-

ent were Walter A Cowan of Winterport, Albert L. Mudgett of Bangor, W.

July and 2 in Sep
In Jan
never issued.

entered

tier that*

entered of

Conary of Bucksport, Seth M. Nor-

wood of Brooks, John A, Morrill, Auburn,
Geo. H. Morse, Bangor. Chas. S. Taylor,

r

ii

Belfast’s new attorney, was present foi
There i
.‘ the first time as a member of Waldc
on the first of the year’
County Bar.
»rds that has not been filled in. Tiler
Assigned Cases,
[large percentage in which the t oon
The following cases have been assignee
I bride were of the same age, but ii
for trial and disposed of:
case the groom was 60 and his brill :
ii 1914, but
blank page

never

returned.

WEDNESDAY.
ire

were

103 deaths reported,

a>

fol

Frank

R. B. Hall
Geo. M. Cohan
Song—Over There,
Charles F. Hammons and Band
Medley—Sweet Old Songs, C. W. Dalbey
McKeen’s Orchestra
Mrs. Bessie Keyes, Accompanist
Frederick W. Spinney, Floor Director
Waltz
Doris Sweatt
Solo Dance—Columbia,
One Step
Violin Solo, Harold Staples, accompanied
by H. L. White
Fox Trot
Reading, Our Boys in France,
Mrs. S. A. Parker
Waltz
Ctarinel Solo,
Dean Knowlton
One Step—The Jazz Band
Exhibition Dance,
Marjorie Pratt, Harry L. White
Fox Trot
One
Good Time, Sabra B. Dyer
Reading,
Waltz
Song—Country Club Quartette,
Susan D. Wescott Elbridge S. Pitcher
Emma P. Pitcher
Charles F. Hammons
1
One Step
P'ox trot
Charles F. Hammons
; Solo.
Walt/.—The end of a Perfect Day
March—Guard de

the second.

Oakes

vs.

Howard

Harmon,

.Jan., 16; Feb., 14; Marc^ 14 | Ritchie; Johnson & Perkins. Defaulted
6; May, 10; June, 6; July, 7. Aug I for $50.
O. C. Roberts, Collector vs. C.E. Small,
5
pt., 7; Oct., 5; Nov., 11; De;
ateen of these were under ten ear
Brown, Jr; Libby.
e—9 females and 8 males; 2 frum l1
Harold Moulton vs. Harry Knowles,
; 3 from 20 to-30; 3 from 30 to 40;
Bangs; Maxwell.
40 to 50; 11 from 50 to 60; 16 iron
Clias.F. Drake vs. Horace Lane. Cowan
70; 32 from 70 to 80; 11 from 30 ti ] Bowden and Buzzell.

I

W-dnesday morning

I

The annual meeting of the Universalis?
Social Aid was called for last Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Eugene L. Cook.
On account of the very cold weather only
a few were present and all business was
deferred to a later meeting.

Henry Bakeman has bought the resi
dence of the late Lewis O. Fernald, a
the corner of Cedar and Salmond streets
The Sons of Veterans and their Aux
|1 J. W. Blaisdell has been in New York,.
; and will occupy it.
the past week on business,
iliary will hold their joint installation ii 1
A Journal subscriber has changed hii
the Knights of Pythias hall next Monday
James B. Waterman of Pittsfield is.
I address for a few months to Kissimmee
evening.
Advertised Letters. The following Fla. Do the brakemen on the Floridi ! spending a few days with relatives in;
|
Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest moyec letters remained
this city.
uncalled for in the Bel- trains speak distinctly?
Monday to Portland. Belfast is sorry ti 1 fast post office for the week ending Jan.
Mrs. Cecil Clay and niece, Miss CaroA still alarm was rung in last Saturday
lose them, but realizes they have movec 1, 1918. Ladies—Miss Luella Parsons,
afternoon for a chimney fire in the Albei line Havener of Portland are guests of
to a fine city, where they will soon mak<
Miss Ida B. Wentworth. Gentlemen— E.
Hutchins’ residence at the corner o: > Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dolloff.
many friends.
A. E. Geer, Paris & Marr.
Union and Miller streets.
Miss Sue W. Palmer, a proof reader in>
Letters have begun to arrive from the
The Home Furnishing Co., have reJ. E. Stevens of Rockland, expert ac- the Waterville Sentinel office, was a recent guest of relatives in this city.
leased the store in the Coliseum building Christmas Red Cross bags sent to the countant, has been working for severs
and will re-open for business in the earl) boys in their country’s service. One lady days the past week on the city account!
Dr. Hester Brown will leave Saturday
spring. A new roof will be put on at who made an extra effort to send what preparatory to installing a set of doubli for Portland, where she will attend the
would naturally please a man has receiv- entry
once and their office will be kept oper
books, which have been used ii annual meeting of the Maine Osteopathic.
for business, while the building is being ed an eight page letter from Camp Taylor Rockland since 1914.
Association.
remodelled with a new front, ceiling and in Kentucky from a young mgn in the U.
Have you secured the two new recip<
Miss Hannah Holmes of Ellsworth aroffice. The Home Furnishing Co. will S. Regulars. She intends to reply and books
just issued by the Royal Bakini rived Monday to attend the Red Cross
to
occupy the entire second floor, formerl) send a box of the articles he referred
Powder Company, 135 William street benefit and is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
used for a Ikating rink and will use it foi with evident gratitude.
New York? One has tested recipes foi Thomas B. Dinsmore.
a show room for carpets, bedding, etc.,
Miss Isabel M. Towle left Monday to war time breads, cake and puddings, am
Wilbur A. Macomber will leave next
with a furnished flat in the rear. Maurice resume her duties in the Barnum school the other 55
ways to save eggs.
week for Miami, Fla., where he will
D. Towle and Fred P. Obrey, managers, at
Bridgeport, Conn. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Miss Amy E. Stoddard and Mrs. Clan spend the winter with the family of his
will leave this morning for Boston, New L. Towle gave a dinner
party during her H. Seekins will be hostesses at the Janu- brother, E. L. Macomber.
York, Jamestown, N. Y. and Grand Rap- visit. Covers were laid for seven and
ary meeting of John Cochran Chapter,
Miss Kathleen Tuttle, a teacher in the
ids, Mich., to buy goods for their spring the time spent socially and with music.
D. A. R-, at Miss Stoddard’s home nexl Willimantic, Conn., schools, is spending
opening. William Vaughan, Jr., will be The guests were Mrs. Edith Skelton Snow,
Monday evening. The roll-call will b< ; the winter vacation with her parents,
in charge during their absence.
Miss Edith L. Strout, Miss Towle, Messrs.
answered by New Year resolutions. A Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Tuttle.
j
R. Joint Installation. Edward Skelton and Maurice D. Towle.
« The G. a.
paper on Legends of Castine, written bj
u
lytui iii.u uaiuiuay
The joint installation, of Thomas H. MarOrland Orcnard, a fourteen-year-old Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost, will be read. Miss to her duties at Guilford, after a few
shall Post and Circle was held Tuesday,
Boy Scout, was injured recently while Alice E. Simmons will read “The Bar- weeks’ vacation spent with her parents,
Jan. 1st, when a picnic dinner was served
sliding on the crust in the George E. on’s Letters,” by Louise Wheeler Bart- Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Clifford.
at noon. The following officers of the White field in East Belfast. He lost con- lett.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes have
Circle were installed by Mrs. Lulie Put- trol of his sled which dashed over the
nuiu
Leiicrs were leeeivcu ia&i

!

—

Nichols in

a

very graceful manner:

;|

PERSONAL.

j

j Mrs.
!

Julia

Coombs; Chap., Mrs.
Rose Fairbrother; conductor, Mrs. Etta
D. Smith; assistant conductor, Miss Minnie M. Shaw; treas., Mrs. Mary R. Russ;
sec., Mrs. Alice W. Gannon; guide, Mrs.
Susan F. Patterson; asst, guide, Mrs. Arreported and
villa Downs; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
the McLellan
Harriet G.

Towle.The following officers
of the Post were very ably installed by
John

W.

The piano pupils of Miss Amy E. Stoddard will give the fourth of a series ol
Monthly Recitals at her studio, 68 Church

street, Thursday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock,

| with the following program:

Mrs. Everett A.

Banks,

Class Reception March (2 pianos) Lindsay t v+v.
Myrtle Simpson, Beulah Young, Ruth
Entertaining Letters From MexKnight and Hope Dorman
Spinning Song from “The Flying Dutch- ico. The Woman’s Alliance of the First
man,”
Wagner, Liszt
Parish, (Unitarian) church, with several
Marguerite Owen
Alla Turca,
Mozart guests, met last Thursday with Mrs.
Ruth Knigiit
Thomas B. Dinsmore. The president,
William Tell,
Rossini, Dorn Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, presided and
Marian Small
!
the records were read by Miss Caroline
Kuhlan
Sonatina,
i E. White. The paper of the afternoon
Myrtle Simpson
What the Swallows Sang,
Heins was by Mrs. Dinsmore and was considerHope Dorman
ed the best of the series written for the
Tours
By the Brookside,
Alliance since her visit to historic old
Beulah Young
It was in form of letters to a
Mexico.
Ihorne
Simple Confession,
Ada Curtis
friend at home, gracefully written, with
Spaulding attention to the minor details, as well as
Trio, Through the Meadows,
Ruth Knight, Hope Dorman, Myrtle
vivid descriptions of the quaint buildSimpson
$
Lock ings, the beautiful plazas, the cathedrals,
Mazovia,
Velma Rogers
temples, etc. Her description of the
Wenzel
Shepherd’s Morning Greeting,
modern sections of Mexico City were
Bernice Armstrong
Loomis equally entertaining. She also exhibited
A

and

all

adjourned

|

Ballard,

The Sheperdess,

Pressei

j

Sochling

|

Eileen Fernald

Mr. Bradbury
remarkably large sum of Sweetly Singing,
Idres Rogers
$418.97 in net proceeds.
Mr. Bradbury
Christmas-Time,
from y() to 100. The oldest was 91
Doris Wilson
Emma G. Lane by nearest friend, Mit- 1 gave practically all of five days to the affair sod is to be congratulated on his The Rocking Horse,
and 25 days, the youngest age re
tie L. Gowen, App. from decree of Pro- j
John Vickery
•d 1 day.
There were 55 males am 1 bate Court.
Andrews & Nelson; Nor- | great success. He wishes to thank all

Orth

nounced the

Behi

Mrs.

Susan

several curios and pictures to illustrate
scenes in that
historic

conditions and
country.

We make the following interesting exfrom a letter written by Mrs.

tracts

Charles A. Pilsbury to

a

friend in this

city:,

sister reside.

Mrs.

first

£
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j

|
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Miss Louise Brown returned to Boston
resume

her duties at the

Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
Emma Hichbcrn

Miss
from

a

has

returned

short visit at her home in Stock-

ton Springs. She was accompanied by
her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, whc
will spend several weeks in Belfast'
Mrs. Essie P. Carle left lash Thursday
business trip to Boston. She was

on a

accompanied by her sister, Miss Mary E

Pierce, who had been the guest
mother, Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce, for

row.

!

of hei
a

week.

Walter S. Darby have
been in Boston the past week to be near
their son, Karl F. Darby, a member of
Mr.

and Mrs.

j the Maine Coast Artillery, now doing
at the arsenal in Watertown,
Clarence L. Morrill | guard work
!
Mass.
and Miss Beatrice D. Cook, both of Bel-

Morrill-C'ook.

fast,

were

sonage

married at the Methodist parm., Dec. 26th. The

at 8.30 p.

iuiao

uu/*auvwi

mtnai

ui

iccpu: l,

is the guest of Miss Margaret Craig
at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Charles M. Craig. The young ladies art

111.,

pastor, Rev. Charles W. Martin,officiated,
using the double ring service. The bride
was gowned in a
dainty dress of light classmates at Mt. Holyoke College,
blue silk with *lace trimmings.
They South Hadley, Mass.
were accompanied by Mrs. May Estes and
William H. Quimby of this city left
Allen Cook, the sister and brother of the Monday for Washington, D. C., where he
bride. The groom is employed as track- has a responsible position in the War Deman on the M. C. R. R., and the bride is
partment. His wife and mother, Mrs.
dressmaker.
a
They will make their John H. Quimby, will remain at their
home in Belfast.
Court street home as usual. They will
i also retain their cottage at Pitcher Pond,
Switzer Sholes. a telegram was
i where Mr. Quimby will spend his regureceived Dec. 27th from Spartenburg, S.
! lar vacations.
C., announcing the marriage at noon of
Ralph L. Flanders, Edwin L. Klahre,
of
and
R. W. Switzer
Switzer, S. C.,
Hamilton and Carl Reisner of
Vaughan
Miss Marie H. Sholes, daughter of Mr.
the New England Conservatory of Music.
and Mrs. James Sholes of Belfast. The
Boston, all regular summer visitors at
bride left Belfast Dec. 24th and was met
accompanied by Frank JorNorthport,
by *Mr. Switzer at Spartenburg about
dan, a former teacher of the Conservawhere
the
from
Switzer
11 miles
ceremony
tory have been guests several days the
took place.
They will make their home
past week of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R.
for the present on the orange and cotton
Conner at. their farm home in Northport.
The
plantation of the groom’s parents.
! They returned home Monday. Mr. and
romance began in 1916, when Mr. Switzer I Mrs. Conner are ideal entertainers in
spent the summer here as chaulfeur for home life, which added to the pleasur' of
this a
Hon. James P.Taliaferro of Jacksonville. I snowshoeing, skiing, etc., made
j novel and delightful outing.
The bride is a graduate of the Belfast

Sidney Mines,
Cape Breton, Dec. 18, 1917.
one in this part of the country is
j No much
for Christmas. All is going
doing
for the war and to help dear old Halifax
who assisted him in any manner.
males.
wood.
Colonial Theatre. Would you mar- which has been so sadly stricken. It was
(
Kate A. Lane, Appl. from decree of
only God’s providence that prevented me
ry a girl who had caused the ruin of youi
FIFTY MEN WANTED.
WEDD1NC BELLS.
Probate Court in estate of C. E. Lane,
cousin and disgraced his family? Would from being in the midst of it. My dear
sister who was confined to her bed was
r<t Maine Regiment Company in (ielfas t Norwood.
all the stories of her innocence bring you
removed in safety, but died the following
Ephraim Bragdon vs. Geo. O. Danforth.
Here
is
such
a
in
Registration Hall Completed
to
problem
forgive?
A cousin of
ROLBRSON-ALDUS. A quiet wedding
I Sunday from the shock.
High school and has been employed for
! Dunton; Libby. Continued.
took ilace in East Belfast Dec. 24th at “The Innocent Sinner,” the latest Fox mine who lives at the other end of the
a'.f the required number of raer navi !
about two miles away from the some time in the dry goods store of James
Arthur Ritchie, Assignee vs. Philip R.
I
j
town,
Miriam
shown
drama
starring
Cooperand
8 o’clock at the home of Mrs. James Altercel for the organization of the Bel
wrote me that she had no H. Howes. Her fellow clerks gave her a !
: explosion,
Porter.
Ritchie; Larrabee.
Cdlonial Thursday.
Friday, mati- I means of cooking anything. The water
dus, w.ien her daughter Louise was unit- at the
Company of the Third Maine Kegi
utility shower Dec. 12th, following the ;
Charles W. Lancaster vs. P. D. H. Cared in marriage to Charles Rolerson, son nee and evening, the big eight-reel suc- was cut off, there was neither gas nor
t to be organized in this city.
announcement of her engagement to Mr.
A-tini 1 ter. Buzzell. (Two cases.* Both have
i
of
the
was blown
All
glass
“Under
the
electricity.
Handicap,”
starring
S of Mrs. Emma Rolerson. The ceremony cess,
recent guest at j
uiting officer Dickey is by no mean: * been defaulted.
out of the windows and a terrible gale Switzer, who had been a
!
popular favorite, Harold Lockwood, will
was performed by Rev. Mahlon E. Curonraged for these things take a loni 1
and snow storm prevailed. She had taken the Sholes home. The bride is a general !
F. L. Dolliff vs. H. C. Hadley et als.
“Under
shown.
is
a
be
Handicap”
story
was
tis. Tie house
prettily .decorated
in a family of three to care* for who had favorite and has many friends who exand need careful thought on thi *
Dunton & Morse; Brown, Jr., for H. C.
for the occasion. They received many of New York—and the desert, principally been living for three days in a hallway tend best wishes for a happy life in her [
of the man who enlists,
Hadley.
shows the workings of gi- with two inches of snow in other parts
pretty and useful gifts from their many the desert. It
ithin a few weeks these mei wil 1
house. This gives but a glimpse attractive southern home.
A. B. Payson vs. L. I. Bickford. Norj
reclamation
projects, the problem of the
friends and relatives. After refresh- gantic
been examined and sworn into thi
of the general conditions in thousands of
wood; Brown, Jr.
from
SECRET SOCIETIES.
nature. Its
ments were served they all departed for of wresting great gifts
I do not see how anyone who
cases.
ice and ready for training. A
N. N. Whitten vs. T. I. Huxford. Norargi
their homes, wishing the young couple greatest lesson is perhaps that to win has passed through such experiences can
her of young men in the city iav<
The regular meeting of Primrose Chapas before.
wood; Dunton. Continued.
The
! from nature requires grit and
strength, ever be quite the same
future prosperity and happiness.
talV.cd with and many are favoabh
church which we attend ter, O. E. S. will be held tomorrow, FriL. E. Cookson vs. D. B. Eastman. NorPresbyterian
e idea but are not
| both moral and physical. It is partly be- j here has a vested choir and a splendid day, evening. Supper will be served at
yet ready tcsigi wood; Buzzell.
Lockwood plays are so clean that
which was the gift of Mr. CarneRobert Wayne ; cause
ROLUNS-CARLETON
roster, while others who would iiki
i organ
6.30 followed by the meeting and installaThe case of Charles F. Drake vs. Horhas learned to trust them and gie. The music is worth going miles to
gn are discouraged by parties vhc
and Miss Ida Sarah Carleton, both the public
Rollins
tion of officers at 7.30 with Miss Nellie
I hpar
ace Lane, Frankfort parties, was opened
Lockwood—and to want more of them.
! no interest in the affair,
were married at the residence
Coomhs of Islesboro as installing officer. !
before the second jury Wednesday morn- of Belfast,
fine
The
our
usual
!
Advertisements.
will
NEW
be
offering
City
Saturday,
e recruiting officers are
makiniai ing. It was brought to recover $122 on of the officiating clergyman, Rev. J. WilA short program of readings and music
an
annual
the
reI
Triangle play, “The Graft- I National Bank publishes
al to the men of draft age.
bor Richardson, at 5 p. m., Dec. 31st. projected,
Let en an account
will be given.
covering the years 1915 and
with Jack Deyereaux and Anna ! port, showing an interesting statement
n soldiers to young men
were unattended and the double ers,”
They
here, urgehi 1916 in a lumber deal.
The plaintiff
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, I. O. O.
Christmas
Club
at
the
a
and
!
little
of
account.The
Triangle
Comedy
Bobby
service was used. The groom is the Lehr,
pients to get all the military expiri.
will hold a regular lodge supper at 6 I
claims to have overpaid the defendant ring
F.,
closes next week. Join
j
e they can before
Rollins of Unity Connelly. Monday, matinee and even- Waldo Trust Co.
son of Mrs. Linnie C.
coming to camp
:__
uni;fnv nioociAr
-:_- u_i:
o’clock next Tuesday evening, Jan. 8th.
with checks, cash, produce, etc., to the
weeks
Christtwo
before
and
club
this
j
mong those who have signed the ,a.
and has been in Belfast several years as
the newly elected officers
above amount. Mr. Cowan for the plainfax as it actually was a few hours after 1 mas you will receive a generous Christ- At 8 o’clock
s since last week are the
following: a tiff introduced an itemized account. The clerk in the Dinsmore shoe store. The
Mrs. AliceM. Palmer,
the explosion, George Beban in his best ! mas Club check.See New Year adv. of ! will be installed by
Goodhue, David Floyd, H. W. Joins j
of Mrs.
(defence denied the claim with a bill in bride is tie younger daughter
i Penobscot Bay Electric Co.See list of District Deputy President of Monroe, to
old Fletcher and Lewis W
in
“Lost
and
the
sixth
Transit,”,
:
play,
r
Snyder,
Amos F. Carleton of this city. She gradfamilies
offset and claimed $100 due him on the |
of “Who Is ‘Number One’?” en- grocery stores and markets tha will close ; which all Odd Fellows and their
i uated from the Belfast High school in the episode
K ESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
entertainment 1
deal. Mr. Buzzell introduced Mr. Lane’s
titled “The Flight of the Fury,” will all i at 6 p. m. three evenings a week until are cordially invited. An
class of 1914 and is employed in the City
account book in proof of same.
will follow the installation exercises.
i
V hereas death lias once more
I NationalBmk.She was becomingly gown- be shown. Tuesday, matinee and even- April 1st.The annual meeting of the
entei-c
At the regular meeting of Silver Cross |
at a great expense we have secured stockholders of the Stockton Springs
ing,
lodge and has taken from us one g A tmiiw iv if
with
waist
in
a
creim Georgette crepe
i'inivvi incc
| ed
beloved members, Brother J. \
“The Man Without a Country,” featuring Trust Co. will be held at 10 a. m. Tues- Lodge, Dec. 26th, the following officers
POST.
j plum coloifed skirt, coat and hat to match. Florence LaBadie. Most
fge, be it
of us have read day, Jan. ,15th, and of the Stockton were elected for the ensuing year: C. C.,
the
will
for
their
home
pres!
Hake
They
tesolved, That Sliver Cross Lodge, ho,
about him—and have seen in type his Springs Water Co. at 12.30 p. m. Tues- J. M. Pattee; V. C., F. F. Graves; prehas lost an honored
member, whiy To Thos. H. Marshall Post, G. A. R:
| ent with the bride’s mother on Congress fearful
"y hue qualities and virtues are
words, “Damn the United States day, Jan. 15th.See list of bargains of- late, H. M. Brown; M. of A., J. A. G.
wdi i
The Belfast Red Cross wishes to ex- J street.
They were the recipients of
&v'n to the members of this
—I hope never to hear the name again.” fered by Dickey & Knowlton, Pythian Beach; M. of E., F. G. Mixer; M. of F.,
lodge, let
of
a
set
beautiful
including
to
its
of
many
gifts,
great appreciation
you
memory abide with us as a fragrant press
And we have read about the punishment Block.David Brackett and Harriet A. H. L. Bucklin; K. of S. & S., S. W. Duver while we seek
to copy his sterliic your generous offer of Memorial Hall for sterling silier table and dessert spoons
that he received—an easy enough punish- Brackett publish a card of thanks....Shoe rost; I. G., A. Howard; O. G., H. A,
egnty.
from the president and employes at the
its work this winter.
ment it Beemed, until one stopped to help wanted by the Somerset Shoe Co., Clements; trustee for two years, H. S.
tesolved, That the officers and eii.
We fully understand the sacrifice it en- City National Bank.
Mrs. Rollins plans
rs of Silver
realize all that it meant. Philip Nolan Skowhegan, Maine.Join the Aluminum McKeen; trustee for three years, M. R.
Cross Lodge extend the tails on your part and on the part of the
few
to resume hqr duties in the bank in a
reaved family our fraternal
to Grand Lodge,
never wanted to hear of the United States Club at Fred D. Jones’ store and receive Knowlton; representative
heartfet patriotic bodies which have held their
weeks.
H. S. McKeen; alternate, H. A. Clements.
mpathy.
meetings there.
And
the
n—and
he
didn’t.
as
■
aga
years a (15 set for 19.98. Mr. Jones is also of—fItlat our charter be drapid
The spirit of service, for which you
*
cays and a copy of these resolu
THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
George Wadlin, U. of M. ’17, son of dragged slowly on, he began to feel the fering the New Perfection oil heater at
stand, is exemplified by what you have j
in s k
he spread upon our records.
done for the Red Cross, and you have Capt. and h! ns. Bartlett Wadlin of East bitterness of the price he had to pay. 84.50 and $5....<See notice of A. Stinson,
j
The January meeting of Waldo Pomona
Signed |A. L. CURTIS,
supplied at the right moment, our great- j Northport hi i Keen aceepted for the third John Alton, too, felt as Philip Nolan did, North Searsport, in regard to boat taken
Grange to be held at Center Montville
H. S. McKEEN,
est need.
Gratefully yours,
saw.
will
feel
until
he
American
and
Every
will
Nov.
and
lak.Mrs.
Aldana
in
reserves
camp
Berry
report
ofgoflii
was postponed from last Tuesday to next
M. R. Rnowlton,
j
LOflSE HAZELTINE,
i.
Committee ootReaohitioai. I Chairman Wakfc Co. Chapter, A. R.C ■ at Caihp Dev Ins Jan. Oth. He is now the prouder of being an American after see- family of Stockton Springs publish a Tuesday,on account of the extremely cold
1
I
tlraKt, Me., Jan. I, 1«18
weather.
ing it.
card of thanks.
guest of hia| I rents.
Belfaat,|Dec.|SS,
,-js
Kohlei

was

Schaff Chocolate Factory as an R. N.,
after a visit with her parents, Mr. and

well

Bells.

but his wife has remained for a

Monday to

favorably known here, where she
has the sympathy of many in her sor-

Wedding

A. Farrar of Bath,

Henry G. Hills of East Northin Belfast last Friday on her
way to Boston, where she will spend
several weeks with her daughter, Miss
Janetta Rogers.

Wasson of

White is

E.

Mrs.

port

teach-

and

Presser

home,

W. White of this city who was called to
Dennysville by the accidental death of

daughter,

and Mrs.

longer visit.

Mr. Charles E. Sherman returned to
Belfast last Saturday from Skowhegan,
where he went to accompany Mrs. A.

to next Monday, Jan.

were

Ellen chapman
The Snow-Man,
Mahlon Curtis
The Village Smithy,
Ora Wade

Mr.

He says you have no idea
how good it seems to receive them when
the mails arrive. Mr. Foster has written

her

where

spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
M. Thayer.
Mr. Farrar has returned

from them.

very regularly, but received his
home letters early in December.

CampelJo, Mass.,

they were guests of their daughter, Mrs
Richard P. Whitman and family.

Skowhegan. Mr. Sherman says everyer of the commercial department of the thing indicates that Mrs. Wasson was ill
High school, is in the Peter Bent Brig- at the time she fell from the raiiroad
ham Hospital in Boston and Mrs. Stephen bridge she was crossing, to reach the
S. L. Shute is substituting for her. It post office for a Christmas package sent
The funeral took place
was found almost impossible to heat the by her mother.
school buildings Monday and the schools in Skowhegan, where the deceased’s son
nobscot.

Patterson.

|

number in

Grace E.

Ferguson:
Com., Thomas Gannon; S. V. C., Robert
F. Russ; J. V. C., A. K. Fletcher: surgeon, John R. Bryant; adjutant, L. C.
Putman; sergeant major, R. B. Smith;
quartermaster, D. H. Strout; quartermaster surgeon, Dr. A. Q. Stoddard; chap.,
Capt. Geo. T. Osborne; officer of the day,
J. O. Clark; officer of the guard, F. W.

!

same

and Peirce first grades. Miss
Walton, principal of the McLellan school, is again in charge since
undergoing a very serious surgical operation last summer and w(as given a pleasant greeting. Mrs. Sarah J. Knight who
had been substituting for her was placed
in charge of Mrs. Amy Sprague’s room
for the day, as the latter was given the
day to reach here from her home in Pe-

Belle P.

Past Commander

about the

i/uiio

returned from

banking and precipitated the boy on the Winfield
V-j Colby and Herbert B. Foswhom are somewhere ir
rocks of the beach. He was fortunate to ter, both
In the main points'their letters
escape with a fracture of the right arm France.
and a dislocation of the wrist. Dr. Elmer are exactly the same. They are interSmall was called to reduce the fracture. ested in the country, have the best ol
The city schools opened Monday with food, particularly on Thanksgiving. Mr.
At Colby sends his regards to all homt
a small attendance in all the grades.
the Kelley school in one room only four friends and would appreciate letters, etc

G. Ferguson; S. V.
Pres.,
Pres., Mrs. Nettie M. White; J. V. Pres.,
Mrs.

Corps,

an-
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corner

curtain. On either side of the stage were
Red Cross tables where Mrs. Z. D. Harts-

THURSDAY,_3,
■

The Cabaret and dance given in the
der the direction of Mr. and Mrs.

OURNAL.

FUEL

THE

SITUATION.

The following is an extract from a.
recently received by the Local

letter

Committee from the Fuel Administrator
for the State of Maine:

“Owing to ihe general serious shortage
of coal both anthracite and bituminous in
the bitate and the indications of a famine,
the conservation of the present and in-

coming supplies is imperative, and immediate action must be taken regarding
the situation.’’
The Local Committee at the suggestion
of the Fuel Administrator wishes to urge
that the dry wood now in the hands of
those who chopped it be marketed as
soon as may be so as tc relieve the fuel
situation the present winter, also that arrangements be made for the cutting of a
maximum amount of wood this winter

and its marketing
situation

so as

to relieve the fuel

year from

a

now

as

much as

CELEBRATES HALF CENTURY’S
SERVICE.

Schuyler S. Bartlett, manager of the
Union Safe Deposit Vaults, 40-50 State
street, observed the 50th anniversary of
his connection with the business yesterday and coincidentally the vaults completed a half century, of service to the
people of Boston. Mr. Bartlett, who became an official of the “Union Safe”
when it was opened for business January
1, 1868,. bad a part in planning the vaults,
which represented a new venture in banking. A member of the 44th Massachusetts regiment, some of the safeguards he
arranged for the vaults at that time had
Most of
a strictly military character.
in force.
Mr. Bartlett
of his half century of experience in the vaults and said
that the meet interesting and inspiring
thing he could mention was that practically every safety depoait box now contains one or more Liberty bonds. —Boston.
them are

still

spoke briefly yesterday

Herald, Jan.

id
__

An

such energy that by midsummer there
will be not only an ample supply but a
surplus, and the same may be said oi
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 3. 1918. clothing. While it is possible that the
German strength may at any time colBY
THURSDAY
EVERY
lapse it is probable that the struggle will
PUBLISHED
continue for some time and our duty is
The
Journal Pub. Co. plain. We must not relax our efforts
but must redouble them.
A. I. BROWN, Editor.
SHIPBUILDING IN MAINE.

The Republican Journal

For

one

square,

ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

ESSIE P. CARLE

one

I
During the yehr just closed there have
steam3
Maine
yards
been launched from
Who by special arrangement has all the
numerous
ers, 18 schooners, 3 barges and
patterns all the time.
months,_ small craft all totalling a tonnage of
made
been
has
jy NO waiting to send.
28,369. Enough progress
to show that in 1918 there will be more
Plain Toggery Smartest.
than four times the number of vessels
Rockbuilt in this State than in 1917.
land district has nine vessels on the Hats, Gowns and Coats That Depend
stocks, Belfast will build two. In MillSolely Upon Line and Color
bridge 4 will be built. Several schooners
For Effectiveness.
will be built at Boothbay Harbor. Waldoboro, Sandypoint and Stockton will each
f Correspondence of The Journal,]
build one or more, while at Bath and in
NEW York, Dec. 24, 1917. The smartthe Portland district will be built nearly
most attractive clothes worn here,
est,
as much tonnage as all the other yards
have little trimming, often none at all,
combined. In this line of work Maine is
yet women never appeared to greater addoing her bit.
vantage. Perhaps it has been the object
WAR FLOUR.
lesson of military uniforms, where cut
and finish are the all important items—
‘Oh, speed the moment on when wrong
During last week the milling of “war
that has influenced designers for women’s
and
Love
shall cease, and Liberty and
flour” was begun in the mill centers of tha
Anyway the change from meanTruth and Right throughout the earth be
apparel.
west, under the new government regulaknown as in their home above.”
ingless fussiness is welcome, and an adtions. The flour now in use is made from
vantage both from an artistic and ecoGIVE US THE TRUTH.
50 per cent of the wheat berry. The
*
nomic viewpoint.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
»rd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
9UBSCRIPTI ")N TERMS In advance. $2 00 a
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 frrsix months;

_

The Boston Herald and Journal in its
of Dee 24t’i, published a dispatch
from Portland which said: ‘‘Gov. Carl

issue

candidate to succeed

Milliken will be a
himself as chief executive of the State,
and will not contest in the primaries for

other 50 per cent has been used for feeding stock on the farms. The “war bread”

Colorings.
The coloring is especially good in most

will contain 74 per cent of the berry.
Bran will be cheaper, because it will be
Whether “war flour” will
less valuable.
be cheaper than the present grade of flour

of the typically new dresses, and the hats
seem to have been selected as backgrounds
for their wearers rather than extraneous

ornaments that might be worn by anynow is;remains tobe-demonstrated. There
the t nited States Senalorship to succeed
will be two grades of the new product, one. Individuality is emphasized where
B. M. Fernald, now serving for the short
to be known as the first grade and the people possess it, and where the natural
term.” Governor Milliken is reported to
second.
appearance is rather negative, a striking
nave said, when afterwards interviewed:
line or becoming use of color gives the
Governor Milliken has appointed Hon.
‘I find enough to do as Governor to
needed relief from monotonous effect.
commisof
as
Foxcroft
none
Willis E. Parsons
>ccupy all my time and 1 am giving
Some Instances.
of it to political matters of the future. sioner of inland fish and game. Mr. ParAt a morning musicale at one of the
When the time comes I will consider ons will make a good official record md
“I have made no such we congratulate him on his appointment. smart hotels, a terra cotta suit of wool
tiem ”...
.tatement as appears in the Boston Herald The appointment of a Maine man to this velours, was worn with an upstanding
article from Portland, and no one has position is a surprise to us. We supposed turban of gold and black brocade quite
tieen authorized to make such a state- the place would be given to somebody in
We are entirely willing to wait Oklahoma or
Ik
ment
some other Western State.
.11 his Excellency makes a decision as to I
--

WHY IS IT?

We do wish, however, that the leading
newspapers of the country would cease

“Some Democratic newspapers assert
that ‘this is no time for politics,’ and
that ‘this is no time to talk about the

publish fake dispatches.

;o

If

dispatch

a

from Portland to Boston proves to be ten
egrees below a tawdry camouflage, what
faith

can

have in dispatches from

we

ioneva, Berne, Amsterdam or anywhere
‘over there” after they have been maiiu'actured by an imaginative newspaper
nan and afterwards censored by John
Bull and George Creel.
OUR

SOUTH

Prior to the

AMERICAN

war

TRADE.

Germany had

acquir-

a
large part of the South American
foreign trade especially on the Atlantic
Her trading and double dealing
uast.
in diplomatic affairs, and her sinking of
-nips so exasperated the people that
friendly relations have been severed and
nominally, at least, a state of war exists
between Germany and nearly the whole
of South America, making its people our
Allies, in business if not in actual war-

ed

fare

As a consequence our trade with
has greatly increased. To Argentina, Chili and Peru our trade has more
than tripled; and to Uraguay quadrupled;
ifiem

while to Brazil, Columbia, Ecuador and
Venezuela it is nearly three times as extensive as in 1914. The magnitude of
bis trade is shown by the fact that in
die first eight months of the past year
aggregate of this trade was 1620,000,-

the

no

tion of free traders talk tariff?

Shall

men

seriously interfere with

our

coastwise

or

South American trade and an open and
profitable field for our trade lies open.
“LET GEORGE DO IT.”
This is

one

which live for

a

of those short sentences
time in the current slang

of the day.
Its hold on life is probably
the fact that we have a habit of
delaying in the performance of duty
This habit has made a great number of

•due to

people iadifTerent, not only in matters re
fating to social uplift, but in business
matters and in the performance of official
duties.
“Let George do it” is closely related to “watchful waiting,” and has
been the main cause of all unpreparedness.
George happened to be just like
the rest of us and George did not prepare,
besides being too lazy to do it, it is unfortunately true that in a great many cases
George did not know how to do it.
In Germany when a job is given to
George he has to get busy ,at once and
unless he shows results as required on the
blue print his name is not on the Saturday payroll.
In this country, George does not begin
to hustle till he starts for the office to get
-his pay check. The American “George”
nas proved to be a failure.
We have no
further use for him.

Shall

be told lhat

tics while all the power of the administration is being used to place Democrats
in power?”

A Voice From the South.
General Crozier has failed.

Just when the next call will
be made and the number of men to be included in that call is not yet determined
but probably the date will be in February
and that about 300,000 men will be called.
: other 500,000 may not be summoned
June. Much will depend on the
made

in the

manufacture of

It is exat from now on the manufact-

unitions and

clothing.

rmaroent will be

M

implements
then to‘ create better implements and get
them up as fast as possible.

Providential.
Mr. Younghusband reached home late
for dinner.
“I got caught for speeding on the way
home,” he explained rather sheepishly..
“Have to appear to-morrow morning and
get ‘ten dollars or fifteen days.’
Mrs. Younghusband fervently clapped
two blistered little hands.
“What a providence!” she cried devoutly. “Take the fifteen days, John!
The cook has just left!"—Harper’s Maga-

*1

tinnal H^mnnrl for

eral interest.
harms and rieaun.

a

]

the

Censor.

good opportunity

slips

to ex-

farm communities. The willingness to overlook all defects of teeth,
eyes, nose and throat until the conditions

appreci-

on

For Piles

we

seem

to be fast

approaching

the old

Soutache and other braid trimmings
smartly used for contrast and to em-

are

phasize lines. A dress of brown cloth,
with braidings in straight narrow lines of
cream colored soutache is new and pretty
and the high collar that hugs the neck

INCOMPETENT DEMOCRACY.
to win the war is not the way
If it should
on which we have embarked.
turn out that unpreparedness should neutralize our part in this world crisis and
that “politics” should arrest our efforts
to make ready even at the eleventh hour,
cannot dodge the conclusion that
we
democracy is neither morally nor intellectually competent to get an equation
between words and deeds.—Lewiston

The

way

Journal.

or

|

mailed.
Send Free Sample of Ointment to

Save Health

CASCARA

©9UININE

in tablet
The old family remedy
form—safe, sure, easy to take. No
opiates—no unpleasant after effects.
Cures colds in 24 hours—Grip in 3
days. Money back if itfails. Get the
genuine box with
Red Top and Mr.
Hill*s picture on it
24 Tablet* for 2Sc.
At Any Drug St or*
—

ul

ei

Americans make a, howl if they can In
get all the sugar they want.
I

Right here we have a clear view
why Germany gets ahead while we floutr
der in this war business.
A whole column might be used in elabri
orating on this condition, but the scor
of words first written above answer}
every purpose.—Berkshire County Eagb-*

a

e,
a

C*-

Tl,ep'
^

I

GEORGIA
AMD

>r

I

FLORIDA
Company

RESORTS

SICKBEASTS-

winter paradise for New
Englanders in search of physical
well-being and mental exhilaration amid congenial associates.

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine
(56 William Street, Mew York.

treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys1 Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines. 156 William St., N. Y

BOOK

on

Savannah

I

o

13

la

to

$41.00

I

n,

Jacksonville 48.00
St. Petersburg 59.60

in pine
A million feet of 2 in.. 1& in. and
our mill at Skowhegan, Maine 1 ;
M. K D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,
61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

delivered at

Including Every Expense

6m33

|County

r

I !

Round trip, first class fares, Boston

WANTED

land situated in the Town of Palermo, in the

|

THE

Only

Direct Service

T'lew England
of Waldc

to

Ship

on

r

from

o

tht South

f

New steamships "C:ty of Rome"and
"'CityofAthens,"now inthe BostonSavannah service, formerly the

I

*

1

“Suwannee" ^“Somerset” in service
between Baltimore and Jicksonville.

I

I

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO.

1

j

Boston

Office:

C. \V.

JONES,

Pier

Hociac Tunnel

41,

re

Docks

1

England Passenger Agent

Nero

*

i.

$350; tax, $12,25.
A. J. Long. Land bounded on N. by land of A J. Long, on E. by land of Martha
Turner, on W. by land of H. M. Crummett; value, $250; tax, $8.75.
F. E. Marshall. Farm bounded on N. by land of N. A. Bachelor, L. A. Bowler, G.
F. Norton, town road, on E. by land of G. F. Norton, N. A. Bachelor, F. L. Brown, on
W. by H. F. Black, G. F. Norton, on S. by land of Ralph Young; 80 acres; value,
$400; tax, $14.00.
P. R. Porter. Land bounded on N. by land of J. I). Turner and 'own road, on E.
by Lovejoy Brook, on S. by land of W. W. Wood, W. B. Clifford and A. R. Burrill
stat e, on W. by China town line; 85 acres; value, $175; tax, $6.13.
P. R. Porter. Land bounded on N. by land of Geo. Fuller and P. R. Porter, on E.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET. JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
by Mill pond, on S. by Somerville town line, on W. by land of E. R. Evans; 50 acres;
value $100; tax, $3.50.
I have single and double hitches, buckboard-, etc.
Careful drivers if desired
P. R. Porter. Land bounded on N. by land of J. L. Dean, on E, by land of P. R.
Porter, on S. by land of Gustavus Brown and Geo. Fuller, on W. by China Town Your patronage is solicited. Telephone—stable,235-2; house, 61-13.
line and land of Barbara Neal; 80 acres; value, $150; tax, $5.25.
v
P. R. Porter. Land bounded on N. by land of H. P. Reed, on E. by land of J D.
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
Turner and S. by land of Gustavus Brown on W. by land of Geo. Fuller; 25 acres;
t(
value, $25; tax, 88 cents.
P. R. Porter. Land bounded on N. by land of C. F. Downer, on E. by land of J.
H
D. Turner, on S. by land of P. R. Porter, on W. by China town line; 40 acres; value,
$80; tax, $2.80.
P. R. Porter.
Land bounded on N. by land of McDougall Bro’s, on E. by town
road, on S. by land of H. P. Reed, on W. by China town line; 75 acres; value, $150;
k
tax, $5.25.
J. N. Webber. Cottage and lot bounded on N. and W. by land of J. A. B aditreet, on E. and S. by Sheepscott Lake; 1 acre; value, $300; tax, $10.50.
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me
S. E. BOWLER,
(1;
Palermo, Me.,
Dec. 17, 1917.
Collector of Taxes for the town of Palermo for 19.7.

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding

and Transient Stable.

—

DENTIST,

>(

WANTED

Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners
STATE OF MAINE.
Unpaid taxes
1917

on

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of IsUsboro
iforesaid, for the year 1917, committed to me for collection for said town on the twenty-fourth
lay of June, 1917, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with iiterest
, ind charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
imount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be .sold without further mtice at
mblic auction at the Town Hall in said Town, on the first Monday in Februiiry, 1918, at nine
a.

7ax Due

Including interest
and Charges.
Name of Owners.
Description of Property,
P. Allen.Land bounded on north hy land formerly owned by Jesse
Stinson, east by E. Penobscot bay, south by land former$ 55
ly of Jas. Sanborn, west by town road.
l. L. Allen.Land bounded on north by land formerly owned by T. U.
Burr, east by E. Penobscot bay. south by land of Agnes
1.63
Straw, west by town road.
3.*A. Barbour.A lot of land.
1.63
Bangor & Bar Harbor
S. S. Co,.Land bounded on north by E. Penobscot bay, east by E.
Penobscot bay, south by E. Penobscot bay, west by land
7.67
of Rhoda M. Ryder.
?red W. Brown.Land bounded on north and west by land of Houston &
Otis, east bv land of A. A. Pendleton, south by land of
1.53
Islesboro Land & Improvement Co ...
darie Coniglio.Land hounded on north by land of Wm‘ Clayton, east by E.
Penobscot bay, south and west by land formerly owned
27.15
by Thibbets & Clayton..

The.following clubbing
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a

offers are only fo

r°U

|

EVER

advance:

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

$2.00

15c

2.25

a

copy

At Your Newsdealer

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25
The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.

v

ETTER
THAN

r

subscriptions to 'i'he Journal paid one.year
n

*

_MAGAZINE
ARTICLES 36o7CLUSTRATIONS

v

Yearly Subscription $1.50
Send for our new free catdog of mechanical books

l
!

I

lopular

Send in your subscription

now.

Mechanics Magazine
North Michigan Avenue. Chicago

C

•

—

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
Belfast, Maine.

—

8.70

on north by lands of Sarah J. Richards and
Houston & Otis, east bv E, Penobscot bay, south by land
Walter A. Coombs,, south by town road and land of S.
23.05
J. Richards.
Frederick H, Osgood....Land bounded on north by land of Crowley & Lynch, east
by center line, south by lands of Lydia Hill and Houstan & Otis, west by land called Naples.
16.87
'ornelius J. Lynch...[..Land bounded on north by W .Penobscot bay and land of
heirs of Eiiabeth Sprague, east by land of Addie V.
Trimm and Clara J. Boggs, south by land of heirs of
Alverdo Dodge, west by land called Naples..
16..90
W illiam Munroe.A lot of land at
Naples, consisting of ten lots, bounded by
Sts..
Birch
and
Clinton
5.63
avenue, Valley
Highland avenue,
Pullen, Porter, Burr, | Land hounded on north by Ryder’s Cove and land of E. G.
Nichols & Prescott, v Coombs, east by hotel and several cottage lots and land
or owners unknown
) of heirs of L, A. Knowiton, south by lands of Otis
Childs and Adriana Bunker, west by town road.
13.31
delen J. Wilbui.A lot of land at the Fairfield place.
2.56
east
?red E. Wyman.Land bounded on north by land of C. E. Willians,
by
town road, south by land of heirs of Wm. A. Wyman,
west by center line..
10.76
December 20,1917.
L. N. G ILK BY
Sw61
Collector of Taxes of the Townoflslesboro.

1

liiriTR

m.
Amount of

H

SECOND

lands situated in the town of Islesboro, in the County of Waldo, fir the

rear

>’clock

f

HAND GOODS of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
If you
stc. Antique furniture a specialty.
lave anything to sell drop me a postcard and
pou will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS.
249-3
64 Main Street, Belfast.

GEO. t. JUHNSON,

Eugenia Isaacs.Land bounded

\S|J|r

*

pap

Hemorrhoids,

south by land of E, R. Adams, west by land of heirs of L.
A. Knowltcn...

Kill That
Cold and

use

•

For more reawona than one the true L. F. Atwood'Wedicine la handy Medicine to have handy.

I

untrimmed and matching knitting bag
was similarly plain, except for a tassel

Germans grimly make and
clothes.

—you will find remarkable relief in the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. A
remedy, the old-fashioned reliability of which has never been questioned in its
60 years’ sale. Your druggFt or general storekeeper wdl recommend this mediF nni'le free.
citie when selling it. Farm b.ittie,

Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief.
Price 25c., at all druggists or

for the year 1917.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of
Palermo for the year 1917, committed to me for collection for said town, on the
thirty-first day of May, 1917 remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said
taxes, interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient to pay.the amount due therefor including interest and charges, will
be sold at public auction at The Branch Mills Grange Hall in said town, (the same
being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was
held) on the first Monday of February, 1918, at nine o’clock a. m.
L. M. Johnson. Bryant Lot, value, $500; tax. $17 50.
J. E. Jennis. E. 1-2 of Wm. Hisler farm; value, $200; tax, $7 00.
Lawrey & Wing or unknown. Alden Lot; 115 acres; value, $600; tax, $21 00.
Ralph Young. True Young farm; 80 acres; value, $500; tax, $12 10.
A. J. Long. Lot of land bounded on N. by A. W. Worthing, on E. by land of
Mrs. C. A. Newhall, on S. by land of A. J. Long, on W. by China Town line; value,

McCall Design

in

oi

times your regular work with attendant worries, nervous excitement, possibly irregular, too hearty meals—have a tendency to upset the digestive system: Headaches, biliousne ■, constipation result.
To prevent these troubles; to overcome them if too busy to ward them off

Collector's Notice of Sale.
Unpaid taxes

Hearken Unto This:

External or

health work-

an

i|
•-oi

at

many

of‘public

be sent to France.

(COMPOUND)

air,

liness while not confined to one type of
living have nevertheless been found in

now

!

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

country have long made use of scientific
knowledge along the lines of hygiene
while rural districts have pot felt the
need of the same careful application of
well-known principles. Too often fresh
in spite of its abundance, has been
shut out of the farmer’s dwelling. Lack
of bathing facilities and general unclean-

another unique instance just now of tli
womanly instinct which deserves puli!®
recognition. Red Cross women
worked
in and about Boston are now placbJ
thousands of small cards in sweat*1
pockets, folding them in other knitu
articles and in the little khaki kits fill ”
with useful supplies. These cards hai,a
been going to training camps. By author
ization of government officials, they w 1

•ii

numrnKt i a'

nasal troubles, etc.
conThe explanation of this surprising
of
facts,
a
on
variety
based
be
dition may
but one point is clear. The cities of the

adenoids,

rtp

us

tell us about how many there are over
there.
The information would please
everybody and harm nobody, so far as the
plain and nonbureaucratic understanding
can see.
Besides, if the powers that be
would take the public into their confidence a little more, there would be much
less scope for the alarmist rumors and
sensational stories of which the government justly complains.—Milwaukee Sentinel.

ercise in the open it is hard to realize
that almost four times as many children
disin the country are found with lung
defects and
eases, heart diseases, mental
Nearly
ear troubles as city children.
three times as many have spinal curvatwice
ture and enlarged glands. Almost
and eyes,
as many have defective teeth

the Christ-

care’of

Pershing eludes the censor and
the information that our troops
are “arriving in increasing numbers.”
Some day the general may cut loose and
Gen.

be
That country children are found to
is one
more unhealthy than city children
of the public surprises of recent days.
When the farmer has plenty of 'fresh air
to breathe and

fllftl.

and

Pershing

that lips hpfnrp him

fight

pushed with zine.

which
fifty per cent and the ease with
of the
they tcan be secured in any part
State make the new arrangement of gen-

ation of the great opportunities for health

The failure may not have been his fault, but he
has failed. Mr. Baker, Secretary of War, closely and meets the coiffure, has a little
assumed the responsibility for a part of satin turnover of the same color as the
the failure.
braid that circles it in row afterrow, that
The American people are not concerned
outlined a high,
with who is responsible for the failure, never stops until it has
but they are concerned with the failure round neck.
itself and they want the person responBoots and Gloves.
sible for this failure put in a position
where the danger of an additional failure
There is a decided penchant for patent
will be lessened.
leather oxford with high heels and pointCongress, in 1916, when we were about ed
toes, with never a spat to protect the
to fight the Mexicans any minute, ausilk
clad ankles, which is all very well if
thorized large quantities of arms to be
a car takes one
purchased.
about, but not to be
Money was appropriated to purchase recommended otherwise. Tinted gloves,
Now we find, after
machine guns.
rather than white are favored with day
eighteen months, that no machine guns
have been purchased, but that a com- costumes, creams and soft grays and
mittee has been tinkering with a new light tans that often repeat the color contype of gun. That is not warfare. The trast used in the costumes.
game of war after you are in it is to
Lucy Carter.
at hand and
with the

them.

products by approximately

that confront the farmer and

soften out-

We have had an army of a million men
in process of training for several months,
Some of these men have never had a gun
in their hands.
We have had several hundred thousand men enlisted for months and they
have no winter clothing, and yet the private merchants in the country have in
stock enough uniforms to clothe two or
three army corps.
The factories of this country can
make enough clothes in ninety days to
amply co^er every American soldier.
Soldiers and officers have been exeTHE NEXT CALL.
cuted and cashiered because they broke
the military law. Other soldiers and offiThis year there will be great military cers have been discharged because they
were deficient.
activity in the United States. It is exBig men in Washington who have worn
pected that 800,000 more men will be out the seat of their breeches in the swivel
called to go into training as soon as the chair should be made to either get results
cantonments are vacated by those now or to get out.—Memphis Appeal.
in

in Portland, Augusta, Bangoi
The reduction of the usual

in these days is to develop in rural
districts an appreciation of the dangers

but various devices
are ‘nervous and hysterical’ when •'hobble,”
000.
Large as this sum is, it is sure to they
lines that might be ugly. Panels and long
for
commerce
be increased in the near future. Not only they urge preparedness
little
when they urged pre- loops of material at the hips,
will be this true during the war,but the in- just as they were
coatees and sashes of many sorts, slashes
who
bemen
for
war?
Shall
paredness
crease will continue for years afterward.
i lieve in ‘America First’ leave tariff dis- and Turkish trouser lines, all help in the
Germany’s merchant lleet has vanish- cussion and tariff legislation to that po- new slim
silhouette, which saves material
ed and years must elapse before it can be litical party which, in 1913, legislated for
without too apparent economy.
built up.
Aside from the standard ships : Europe and Asia first?
“Shall Republicans cease to talk poliBraid Trimmings.
which the
is

government
building for
transport and overseas service, private
vards are constructing many vessels for
the carrying trade.
The U-boats cannot

are

ers

men who exercise alert foresight in their
or two, yet the effect was particularly
private business adopt a ‘watchful waiting’ policy in public affairs? Shall we stunning.
Skirts grow tighter and tighter, so that
postpone preparedness for peace until

has come?

ucts

and Houlton.
cost of the

and

instrumental in secur-

ing the speedy passage of the bill permitting the sale of Indian coal lands in OklaIt is estimated that over 450,000
homa.
acres of such lands will be opened for development by the legislation, which will
go a long way toward relieving the na-

The four main
are willing to co-operate.
distributing centers for the other prod-

the chief interests

re-

cently reorganized on the most systematic campaign basis ever attempted by
in the United
any party committee
States? Why is that committee issuing
partisan publicity matter and maintaining an extensive publicity bureau? If
this is no time for politics, why are the
Democratic campaign contributors given
the most powerful positions in our war
organization and why was the chairman
of the Democratic National Committee
chosen to go as a representative of this
country to the war conference in Europe?
Why are the Democrats so actively organizing in the State of Maine?
“If this is no time to talk tarriff. why
are we maintaining a tariff commission,
why was that commission placed in the
control of free traders, and why is the
commission now conducting a tariff in- i
quiry? Shall the businessmen of Ameri- !
ca keep silent while an official organiza-

peace

member,

was

was

message sent to the American
soldiers in France from the women of
America, with the President’s approval.
It reads: “The women of America are
You
with you in spirit and in service.
are our standard-bearer and our hope. We
in
and
believe
you
pray for
love you, we
season.” The wordyou this Christmas
be
bettered.
It
is
laden
not
ing could
with the characteristic contributions to
masculine heroism which womanhood has
made since our human world began.
The beneficent effectiveness of women
probably never showed to greater advantage than in their present war work. A
story has come across the ocean which
bears telling testimony to the effect of
their almost boundless practical achieveA body of American soldiers
ments.
were watching French troops start for
the trenches. It was cold, and the frenchsweaters.
A quick
men were without
transfer of the sweaters worn by the
under
way, our men
Americans was soon
French comrades in
merrily helping their
garments.
’But
getting into the warm
do without
what will you yourselves
Frenchmen.
the
grateful
them?” asked
will soon taka
“Oh our women at home
hearty answer.
the
was
that!”

whom they undertake to control. Mr.
Campbell takes a prominent part in-the
discussion of all matters coming before
the Indian committee, of which he is a

established for the
ucts needed in the treatment of disease,
the diphtheria antitoxin will be placed ir
the druggists
any town in Maine where

but practically all the conditions making
the rural population less healthy than
the city people can be remedied. One of

time for politics, why has

the Democratic National Committee

Thoroughly womanly

But it has ever been woman’a way
add to her material ministries benefit
that reach men’s hearts and souls.
Tt,
Christmas message to which we have
ferred is in keeping with this life-con
passing grace of womankind. There

Home.

at

mas

and business

points have beei
general biologic prod-

While four distributing

There are undoubtedly other reasons
for the physical defects in the country

tariff.’
“If this is

Representative Philip P. Campbell of
for years has made a study of the
Kansas
in every part of Maine in the
Indian question, and has been vitally inif the present plans of the State Depart- terested in the welfare of those wards of
ment of Health are carried out. A con- | the Nation. He thinks the time has arshould be allowed
tract for the supply of biologic products ! rived when the Indian
to cut loose from the supervision of clerks
and
diphthevaccine
including smallpox
in the Indian office at Washington, many
ria antitoxin has been made with the H
of whom are far below the general ability
K. Mulford Company of Philadelphia,
capacity of the Indians
futuri

become unbearable has contributed not a
little to the situation.

which office he is to seek and we do not
are very much what his decision will be.

The Women

be availabU
near

10c. and 15c.

INDIAN PEERS OF CLERKS..

Contract.

Diphtheria antitoxin will

Republican

ADVERTISING Terms.

Important

House for Sale
OS PARK STREE1

of

Attorney at Law
BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice in *ali
8
*

Courts.

Probate’, practic*

■

Tie

Shute house oi nine rooms and bath

Apply on

modern conveniences.

the

premises.

Buy

Thrift

Stamps

AND

Help

Save Your

Country.

Send for circulars on WOOD
SAWING OUTFITS.
.THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY.

Portland,’ Maine.

^

CATARRH

To Mr. and Mrs. Eugene T. Aldua,

28.
son.

OCTOBER.

Hvomeb for Two Minutes and
5. To Mr. and Mrs. George S. DagI
d Up Head Will Get Relief.
gett. a daughter.
7.

iI\aNstSsH

To Mr. and Mrs. Otis W.

Ellis,

a

j

laughter.

want to get relief from catarrh,
the head or from an irritating
the shortest time breathe Hy-

I

25. To Mr. and Mrs. Gurth S. Robinon, a son.
NOVEMBER.

j

4. To Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. McTagclean out your head in two min,;:rt, a son.
allow you to breathe freely.
It
12. To Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Pea:i will end a cold in one day.
\ey, a daughter.
eve you of disgusting snuffles,
15. To Mr. and Mrs. Everett Phillips
spitting and offensive breath in

.if Searsport,

a

both of Thorndike.
28
In Auburn, Leon F. Goddard and
Carrie G. lioberts, both of Belfast.
NOVEMBER.

daughter.

16. To Mr. and Mrs. Levi D. Holmes,
ji is made chiefly from a sooth- j
a daughter.
ing, germ killing antiseptic,ofthat
j !0. To Mr. and Mrs. Bert H. Stevens,
inom the eucalyptus forests
itralia where catarrh, asthma and 8 laughter.
DECEMBER.
ition were never known to exist,
ei is pleasant and easy to breathe,
4.
To Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Jackson,
the hard rubr a few drops into
a'OD.
relief is
13. To Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Meier, use as directed and
ertain.
lt
en, a son.
lnincluding
4. To Mr. and Mrs. Harold II. Smith,
plete Hyoinei outfit,
costs
of
bottle
Hyomei,
one
d
a aughter.
at
A.
and
everywhere,
druggists
7. To. Mr. and Mrs. Ghas. H. Bowen,
If you already own
ss & Co’s.
a on.
;r you can get an extra bottle of
7. To Mr. and Mrs. Chas. M. Wood,

druggists.

a

a

tor

Y

Percy L. Cun-

Mrs.

and

To Mr. and Mrs. Jerry E. Hayes,

a

Ulitibtc r.

30. LTo Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Emerton,
i aota.
FEBRUARY.
4. Jo Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mclntire,

A.

E.

DECEMBER.
Arthur W. Sanderson and Louine E.
Sholes, both of Belfast.
9. John Adams and Manilla Ingstrom,
both ot Belfast.
8.
Winfred S. Edminister and Garrie
M.;Harriman, both of Belfast.
15. Percy C. Harriman and Mertie C.
Ames, both of Belfast.
22.
In Bath, Hamyt E. Bowker and
Louise C. limes, both of Belfast.
22.
Samuel H. Payson and Elmore
Mank, both of Belfast.
24.
Gilbert S. Keller of Waldo and
Myrtle A. Clement of Montville.
25.
Harold Ladd and Rose Ellen Duhamel, both of Belfast.
26.
Clarence L. Morrill and Beatrice
D. Cook, bmh of Belfast.
R. W.
27.
In Si’ortenburg, S. C.,
Switzer of Switzer, S. C., and Miss
Marie H. Slides of Belfast.

Fred E„ Davenport of Monroe and
Anna L. Brown of Belfast.

Albea E. Hutchins and Mrs. Geneboth of Belfast.'
Albert A. Gray and Florence Jelliboth of Belfast.
Harold H. French and Elizabeth
p,. lips, both of Belfast.
7.
Samuel K. Thompson and Amy B.
j- mas, both of Belfast.
Robert L. Knowlton and Annie T.
p Je, both of Belfast.
Merl B. Annis of Belfast and Alice
F look of Unity.
Homer B. Carter and Maud Conboth of Belfast,

To Mr. and Mrs. Einwood B. Long.

I

-s

Harry C. Knowlton and Ada
of Belfast.

3.

d.

v

To Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Staples,
nd daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Her-

H.

28.

Minnie A. Patterson of Au-

Sholes, both

JANUARY.
5.

JANUARY.

lip.

fast and

MARRIED.

1917.

Albert Ernest Fletcher and Ida May

gusta.

lughter.

Statistics

BORN.

To Mr.

1

Anderson, both of Montville.
28.
In Augusta, L. F. Whitmore of Bel-

—

Vital

15.
In Sea ram ont. Ralph H. Cunning
ham of Belfast and Almeda J. Richards
of Searsmont.
15. Burton W. Johns and Bernice C.
Phillipa, both of Bangor.
17. John W. Ferguson and Julia G.
McKeen, both of Belfast.
17. In Bangor, W. Harold Dickey and
Harriet Edna Coombs, both of Belfast.
19. Edgar W. Dyer and Blanche S.
Small, both of Thorndike.
20.
Warren Lee Robinson and Mae A.
Jackson, both of Belfast.
23.
Frank J. Page and Caroline E.
Whiting, both of Belfast.
26.
John H. Merry and Sadie J. Dyer,

Brown,

DIED.
JANUARY.

FEBRUARY.

2.
Ruth Alice Johnson, aged 3 months
and 27 days
6. Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tdaufih r
Percy L Cunningham, aged 1 day.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grant, a b h of Belfast.
11.
11.
Mar> E. Thompson, aged 74 years,
Eleanor
i.
Jr.
and
Wilbur O. Colby,
4 months an 1 day.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Phil- h Shales, both of Belfast.
14. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Clif!
i.
and
Walter Norton
Lavaughn ton Staples.
j[a son.
_Jo Mr. and Mrs Janies E. Staples, ! lyowlton, both ot Belfast.
14.
In B.mgor, Ralph E. Freeman,
12. Arthur A. Hamilton and Ella M.
xdliH
aged 42 years. 5 months and 27 days.
11, [Td Mr. and Mrs. Vivian D. Sylrk, both of Northport.
17. Charles H. Sargent, aged 75 years,
a
7. Charles E. Lawrence and Matilda 3 months and 2 days.
and Mrs. Herbert A.
10. 'To Mr
vey, both of Belfast.
17. Alfred K.. Paul of Searsmont, aged
:(!.
James H. Seekins and Alice E. 71
Drinkw iter, a daughter.
years, 8 months and 22 days.
10. To Mr. and Mrs. George Wey- : nch, both of Belfast.
21. James A. Smith, aged 58 years, 8
a
daug’hter
mouth,
months and 22 days.
MARCH.
18. To Mr and Mrs George F. Taylor,
23.
Emm A. Drake, aged 66 years.
14.
In Vinalhaven, Frederick L. Lawi son.
25.
Mary E. Ryder,' aged 37 years, 2
MARCH.
ry of Vinalhaven and Natalie V Mdnmonths and 24 days.
30. To Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jackson, a ire of Belfast.
28.
Ada M. Canning, aged 3 months
APRIL.
bob.
and 10 days.
30. To Mr. and Mrs. Harvard W.
29.
Rufus Dyer, aged 85 years, 9
10. In Waterville, Ralph M. Rnmsdell 1
Saiilh v, a son.
id Marietta Parkinson, both of Belfast. 1 months and 2d days.
a
To Mr. and Mrs. Perley Barry,
29.
Amanda B. Stantial, aged 75 years,
10. Percy L. Cunningham and Clara
1 month and 29 days.
daafb' < r.
both of Belfast.
itterson,
L.
Albert
and
Mrs
Cuzner,
®T To Mr.
29.
Martin V. B. Knowlton, aged 81
15. Ernest T. Roberts of Belfast and
years, 3 months and 14 days.
goes M. Cram of Brooks.
APRIL.
30.
Hattie C. Perkins, aged 61 years
I t.
Donala B. Rogers and Dorothy I.
and 25 days.
48 To Mr and Mrs. John B. Chal- ickford, both of Belfast.
30.
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs*
14. Marshall N. Walton of Thorndike
m«n, a daughter
Clifton Staphs.
i.? To Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Aldus, id Sarah M. Bucklin of Knox.
FEBRUARY.
17. R. B. McFarland and Evelyn Mor1
mwicucc
mr.
ana
Mrs.
to
in, both of Camden.
n,
2.
Susan I! Marden, aged 77 years.
In Waterville, Herbert R. Dickey
a daughter.
25.
Grotto
4.
Henry L Lord, aged 78 years, 4
Belfast and Edylhe I. Atkins of Read- months and 16 days.
To Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. RobHid.
5. In Waterville, Florence I. Hibbard,
ert*, a daughter.
17. To Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Doak, a
MAY.
3 months.

"S®

Armand L. Spaulding of Bingham
Sarah E. Wright of Belfast,
i. Harry Smith and Lena Phillips,

|To

Iti!

j

^

■

—
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needhave
As Goal Grows Scarcer Xou
Kerosene
just

fcar of la<,k °f heat,

no

easy to get
of rising costs.

is

as

it

as

so-co-ny
always was—and the

price has remained practically constant during all these days
is the Standard Oil Company of New York’s best grade of kerosene oil.
It lights easily and
burns with a steady, even flame.
No fuss or muss, smoke or smell.
Insure yourself against cold, disagreeable rooms by using SO-CO-NY Keroseneina Perfection Heater.
Every
gallon gives you eight full hours of comforting heat, just where you want it any time you want it.

SO-CO-NY

.■[

He

sure

STANDARD

and say SO-CO-NY when ordering from your grocer.

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

Principal Offices
*

New York

Buffalo

Albany

Boston

Ii

l

———M—38i

aged

To Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bow-

11.

daughter.

kef,

a

bee,

a son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. Wentworth a son and daughter.
27. To Mr. and Mrs. V.ctor V I.arra-

^^B

MAY.

1.1

and Mrs. Patrick H

To Mr.

ley, a

,
Han-

son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes,

2.1

4Ji To Mr. and Mrs. Franklin A. Warren, a daughter.
5. To Mr. and Mrs. Percy A. Bradford, a daughter.
8.1-To Mr. and Mrs. Martelle E. Ellis
a ton.

To Rev. and Mrs. Walter T. Haw

10.

thoiae, a son.
12. To Mr.
a

erBOO,

son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Gra

13.

Jr.M

Mrs. Horace F. Nick

and

daughter.
and Mrs.

To Mr.

16.

drtjhter.
M

To Mr. and

nMMfcS,

I*

L. Benner,

Mrs. Chas.

F. Han

son.

To Mr.

*.§#3.
Roger

a

and Mrs. Raymond !

son.

24.

To Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Roberts,

II

To Mr. and Mrs. Dana Staples,i

JUNE.

son.

IS. To Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Noton, a son.
20. To Mr. and Mrs. Leroy S. Gref,
1 dfcighter.
21. To Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Smit.i
Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. Lin-

To

26.

kin,

daughter.

a

JULY.

To Mr and Mrs. Donald A.

2.

Ellis,a

nrhte;
To Mr. and Mrs. John L. Palmer

6.

fB
JMk

a

To Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Rno la

son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Perley RadclifT

^B

a

.4(6
(■tighter.

To Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Job s,

jft

To Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. HanMr. and Mrs. Basil F. Lint®,

fTo

gbter
To Mr. and Mrs. Bowling Tinier,

In New York, to Capt. and hrs.
V Pratt, a son.

44
X

o

AUGUST.

Mr

and Mrs.

N. A.

Fortii,

a

To Mr and Mrs. Mark L. Dolloi', a

daafhtrr.
X. To Mr.

and Mrs. Everett Bridgs,

a

To Mr. and Mrs. Orrin L. M-nt

h,

a

son.

5

To Mr.
a

and

Mrs. Harry A. lot-

son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo T. lick1,

a son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Percy R. Suart,

I

To Mr. and Mrs. Clarence (lley,
To Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. ,teva

daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. RenTo Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. fiimp-

a

daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn E. £>wen,
SEPTEMBER.

To

^

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Maine

tills,

To Mr. and Mrs. Calvin /ldus,
To Mr. and Mrs. Herbert F

a

a

Clark,

To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. i^oods,
To Mr. and Mrs. Josiah E. Harvey,

^

To Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. fmith,

a

To Mr. and Mrs. Leslie H. Elms,

a

1.
Albert L. Norris of New York and
1 heresa M. Ellis of Stockton Springs.
4.
Arthur C. Flanders of Northport
a id Viola E. Overlock of Waldo
5. Willard Sanborn of Belfast and
lice E. Wilson of Keene, N. H.
10. Herbert E. Snow of New York
a id Edith R. Skelton of Belfast.
15. Edgar J. Gowan and Madeline A.
L ow, both of Bangor.
In Calais, Guss H. Gove of Belfast;
22.
id Mary B. Mingo of Calais.
Malcolm L. Cottrell and Alberta
20.
h ickerson, both of Belfast.
20.
Joel L. Prescott and Gladys L.
H nmRpv. both of Belfast.
JUNE.

6. George tt. Forbes, aged 70 years, 9
months and 24 days.
6. Susan J. Dodge, aged 92 years and
25 days.
7. Earle 11. Emerton, aged 21 years
and 4 days.
7. Israel V Miller, aged 77 years, 11
months and 20 days.
12. Helen R. Houston, aged 81 years,
1 month and 10 days.
13. Francis B. Overlock, aged 71 years,
8 months and 21 days.
14.
Lavina .1. Lawrence, aged 79 years,
10 months and 20 days.
14. Annetto C. Wells, aged 77 years, 5
months and 20 days.
17. Grace 1). Pease, aged 68 years, 5
months and 13 lays.
27.
Lillias A. Hart, aged 59 years, 5
months and 20 days.
27.
Hattie E. Norton, aged 78 years,

1. Robert R. Reynolds of Waterville j
a id Dora Mathews of Belfast.
2. Herbert O. Brier of Belfast and
azel M. Hall of Brooks.
10 months aru) rlavs
5. Charles E. Lynds of Detroit, Mich.,
MARCH.
a id Velma S. Mitchell of Belfast.
7. Addie S. Strout, aged 41 years, 5
Walter I. Newton and Mertie L.
.6
months and 17 days.
S loles, both of Belfast.
7. Alice J Hrinkwater, aged 17 days.
9. James C. Aldus and Mildred Wilson,
10. Julia A Co idon, aged 76 years
ith of Belfast.
16. Frank O. Allenwood of Belmont ; and 5 days.
10. Wm. H llunn, aged 48 years.
a id Georgie A. Achorn of Belfast.
10. Joseph H. Darby, aged 72 years, 10
18. Isaiah W. Cross and Isabella Lanmonths and 9 (lays.
11, both of Belfast.
In Bangor, Martha S. Carter, aged
13.
19. Robert B.lnnis and Doris E. Dodge,
67 years, 6 months and 29 days.
ith of Portland.
Esther S. Bowen, aged 67 years, 7
14.
Leonard O. White and Nettie R.
23.
months and 26 days.
v errithew, both of Belfast.
22.
Levi L. Walker, aged 68 years, 11
27.
Harry E. Peirce and Annie Louise
months and 22 days..
nnett, both of Belfast.
In Macliias, Frank Perkins, aged
23.
28. Guy A. Ware and Alta M. Parsons,
75 years, 1 month and 27 days.
, ith of Thorndike.
j
Nathaniel Sholes, aged 80 years, 9
24.
30. Horace L. Wentworth and Virgie ;
months and 14 days.
^ Beckwith, both of Belfast.
24.
Iva L. Coombs, aged 27 years, 8
JULY.
months and 16 days.
29.
Dr. Gustavus C. Kilgore, aged 67
10. Jerry Haile ot Knox and Maude
years and 20 days.
A Ware of Thorndike.
29.
Hartford Shute, aged 73 years.
12. In 'Morrill, Allan P. Gillis of LuChester Irving Hall, aged 25 days.
30.
hi c and Leona J. Achorn of Belfast.
21.
Clyde Moody and Hazel BradAPRIL.
st reet, both of Belfast.
6. Foster C. Aldus, aged 1 day.
In Northport, Dr. Ansel M. Loth- j
25.
13. Velzora A. Mitchell, aged 76 years,
'< p and Marian M. Heal, both of Belfast.
4 months and 1 day.
AUGUST.
Elmer C. Hamilton, aged 55 years,
14.
1. Rudolph Sanders and Annie M. 11 months and 2 days.
In Bangor, Oscar M. Newell, aged
jrtis, both of Belfast.
21.
5. In Brunswick, Carroll L. Varney 78 years.
of
Belfast.
both
1 id Pauline Gray,
Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
24.
22.
Frances Conner of Burnham and B. F. Wentworth, aged 1 day.
^ da Blanchard of Belfast.
30.
James A Wise, aged 78 years, 2
21. In Camden, John U. Bachelder, months and 10 days.
and Helen W. Warren, both of Bel.,

!

MAY.

29. In Eastport, Roland E. Stevens of
1. Jeremiah O Hayes, aged 67 years,
H dfast and Kathryn S. Black of East- j 2 months and 20
days.
>' irt.
1. Jefferson F Wilson, aged 77 years,
Rumney and Elmira 9 months and 5 days.
29. Ernest J.
}
all, both of Belfast.
2. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
29. Edwin S. Flanders and Hazel M. P. Hanley.
^ reenlaw, both of Belfast.
3. Placentia Knowlton, aged 83 years,
31. Willis N. Foy and Vida M. Bart- 9 months and 25 days.
1' Lt, both of Montville.
5. Phebe A. Fraser, aged 59 years, 4
SEPTEMBER.
months and 17 days.
Freeman J. Creasey, aged 50 years
11.
1. Henry C. Burgess and Lucile A.
and 16 days.
( loate, both of Belfast.
15. Charles A. Pilsbury, aged 77 years,
2 George C. Finch and Lillian Curtis,
9 months and 18 days.
| w.h of Belfast.
16. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Rev. Harry H. Upton of Northeast
F\ Hammons.
brbor and Mary K. Hayes of Belfast,
Frances M. Norton, aged 33 years,
21.
t
In Lynn, Mass., George H. Robin- j
11 days.
of Belfast and Emma G. Currier of 7 months and
22. John H. Quinn, aged 58 years and
1 yin.
8 Lewis H. Eldridge and Erma G.
n I rnas, both of Belfast.
JUNE.
If James P. Shaw and Evelyn A.
7. In Auburn, Harvey H. Gray, aged
I
of
Springs.
both
Stockton
oner,
2;. Pearlie Carlton Haynes, U. S. A., 17 years, 2 months and 19 days.
18. Rena M. Seekins, aged 1 month
a nc Miss Helen Edna
Ellis, both of Beland 17 days.
as.
Eliza B. Walker, aged 71 years, 6
23.
2. Alfred Y. Hall and N. Blanche
months and 15 days.
I iai, both of Belfast.
24.
Emily F. West, aged 67 years, 9
2|. Lester J. Bailey and Avis M.
months and 24 days.
I
ry, both of Monroe.
In Bangor, Clyde R. Shute, agetf
24.
2! Henry Bakeman and Lillian V.
( 'hsnberlain, both of Belfast.
26 years, 9 months and 14 days.
In Bangor, Stephen S. Woods,
29.
OCTOBER.
aged 83 years, 7 months and 18 days.
3- Henry B. Clement and Cora' B.
JllLY.
on*, both of Montville.
4. Willie H. Snnw, aged 56 years, 5
.6 William J. Brown and Minnie E. months and 27 days.
t'Ciina, both of Belfast.
9. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. P. O.
8. Lester P.
Conary and Bertha R. Rackliff.
[idl
^ y, both of SearsporL
79
10.
George W. Patterson, aged
8. James D. Nickerson and Lilia M.
**’
years, 2 months anc 15 days.2^L.
but both of Belfast.

MMI

£■■

16. George E. Brackett, aged 79 years,
5 months and 18 days.
17. Susie F. Shaw, aged 53 years, 5
months and 10 days.
24.
Henry A. Lloyd of New York,
aged 67 years, 8 months and 12 days.
26.
Marjorie A. Brown, aged 14 years,
4 months and 8 days.

ALLIES

TO

ACT

ON

DEFENSIVE

!

_

Washington,

Dec. 24.
Information
brought back from Europe by American
officials and laid before this government
permits a forecast of the Allies’ general
strategy on the western front for the
next few months at least. The much advertised German drive is not expected to
AUGUST.
materialize in the sense of a sustained
15. Mary A. Cheever, aged 79 years, desperate effort to break through on a
2 months and 11 days.
large scale.
20.
The Germans now have an advantage
Julia A. Baker, aged 67 years, 1
in man power on the western front, but
month and 11 days.
this is offset, it is explained, by the suSEPTEMBER.
periority of the Allies in ammunition,
13. Fred B. Moore, aged 46 years and
enormous supplies of which were made
4 months.
available in anticipation of continued of19. Joseph Morrow, aged 52 years and
fensive operations against the Hinden1
9 months.
burg line.
19. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Much more ammunition is needed for
R. Smart, aged 14 days.
offensive tnan for defensive operations.
19.- In Waterville,Edwin J. Gray,aged
Arrangements perfected months in ad; 14 years and 25 days,
vance for the continued hammering
i 24. Harry E. Bangs, aged 38 years, 3 esses which the British and Frenchprocexmonths and 20 days.
pected to maintain has resulted in vast
25.
Lucy Ann Howe, aged 76 years, 7 reserve supplies having been distributed
months and 19 days.
among the British and French forces.
27.
Winston P. Nickerson, aged 4
Because of the marked superiority in
9
months
and
21
days.
years,
ammunition which rests with the Allies
OCTOBER.
it is expected by general staff officers
4.
Mary E. Blodgett, aged 69 years that the Germans necessarily will have
to move slowly in building up their plans
and 11 days.
Instead of a general desper5. Wm. M. Hodgdon, aged 64 years and for offence.
ate forward movement the German high
3 months.
6. Betty Rae Daggett, aged 1 day.
! command is expected to proceed method17. Mary A. Jackson, aged 66 years, | ically by assuming the offensive and
2 months and 27 days.
hunting for weak spots in the Allies’
25.
Esther M. Levensaler, aged 88 line to permit local successes.
The defection of Russia will result in
years, 5 months and 19 days.
the offence passing temporarily from the
NOVEMBER.
Allies to the\Germans. This is admitted
7.
A. B. Kichards, aged 74 years, y here. The general plan for the Allies
and
months
11 days.
will be to remain on the defensive now
11. John Catlin, aged 62 years.
until America’s weight as a military
14.
Esther'M. Greeley, aged 48 years, j factor increases sufficiently to swing the
7 months and 14 days.
balance of military power the other way.
19. Iq Boston, Sarah E. Lampher,
aged 53 years, 6 months and 12 days.
20.
Louise M. Wight, aged 52 years, 5
months and 23 days.
21.
In Portland, Jacob L. Havener,
How to Make Hair Grow Strong, thick
aged 76 years,
and Lustrous on 'I hin Spots.
22.
Michael Andrews, aged 82 years,
3 months and 4 days.
If your hair is falling out don’t wait
26.
Lucius P. Walton, aged 82 years, another
day but get from A. A. Howes
3 months and 13 days.
& Co. a package of Parisian Sage, the
27.
Lydia T. Waterman,aged 8(f years, really efficient hair invigorator. Don’t
1 month and 5 days.
say—“It’s the same old story—I have
29.
Albion K. P. Stephenson, aged 91 heard it
before,” but try a bottle withyears, 6 months and 12 days.
out risking a penny.
Parisian Sage is
F.
74
30. Josephine
years
Wight, aged
guaranteed to grow hair, to stop falling
and 4 months.
hair, cure dandruff and scalp itch or
DECEMBER.
money refunded. It's a scientific preparation that supplies all hair needs,—
1. John Llewellyn Sleeper, aged 72
there is nothing better.
years and 7 months.
Par’sian Sage is in great demand by
7. In Bangor, Miss Annie Feltman.
women because it is deli18. Loomis Eames of Searsport, aged discriminating
cately perfumed, not sticky or greasy,
87 years and 8 days.
an i makes the hair soft,
lustrous, and
28.
Harriet L. Gross, aged 74.
If
seem twice as heavy and attractive.
you want to Bave your hair and beautify
THE MOST DESPICABLE.
it by all means use Parisian Sage—you
will not be disappointed.

DON’T BL BALD

Of all the profiteers those who attempt
to fatten their pocket books at the expense of the safety or the comfort of the
country’s soldiers are the most despicable.
Whether frauds affect munitions or equipment the principle is the same. Frauds
at the expense of the government are
frauds at the expense of the splendid
who have

men

responded

with the

young
offer of their lives to the country’s call

people are
heavy burden or taxation in’ order that those men may be
properly equipped for the great task they
have in hand. For them nothing is too
good. The people have a right to every
for service.

The American

gladly bearing

assurance

a

that the men are

given

the

equipment for which the government
pays. There must be no excess profits to
anybody, and no frauds. Persons who'
contemplate frauds against the. government and the soldiers would do well to
understand that in the popular mind they
are traitors, and that for them a traitor’s
punishment is none [too severe.—New
York Herald.|f

DODGE’S CORNER.

Stevens’.
are

Mr. and Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham are
located in New York for the winter.
Otis Colson is spending the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Colton.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Stevens are visiting in Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Howard are caring for their home while

they are away.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

For Sale

An

4 H. P.

[

a house in which there was a food
card.
!
“Those people don’t have anything to
; eat, either,” he said at the next house.
"Those people don't have anything tu
! eat,” he said at the next house in which

|

there

:

ing about.
“Those people don’t have anything to
eat,” the little boy said at the next

food card,
By tins time the mother began to
j
| wonder what her young son was talk-

j

AND STEAM PUMP
INQUIRE AT THE

| REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Always

the

Signature of
•

OFFICE

BELFAST, MAINE.

house.
“What on earth do you mean by saying that those people don’t have anything to eat?” asked the mother.
“They have a card like ours.” said
the

son.

Child ren Cry

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops |
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
|
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.!

I

FOR FLETCHER’S

1

CASTO R I A

j

Belfast Savings B?nk

Has extraordinary deansing and Rermicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by \

|

I

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
I
Book No. 16,722. issued by this hank, has

Vmiu. The Paxton Toilet Company, Boston, Mass.

been lost and application has been made for
duplicate book according to laws regulat-

ing issuing

new

books.

I

WILME* J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, Dec. 26, 1917-3w52

t. H. bOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BOYINUTOiN OPTICAL CO.,
44

DAYS,

prepared

to do

Furniture and piano

I

/ have
cows.

all kinds of trucking-.
moving

a

specialty

Have just added to my equipment
Acme
cern.

a

auto true kmade by the Cadill
Leave

orders at the stable,

2-toc.
c con

Main and Cross streets, and they will

I

ceive prompt attention.

|

Telephone

o:?.

corner

|

re-.

connection.

12b

W. W. BLAZO.
venue, l ellast.

Walco fl

MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Cows for Sale
in

am

South Main Street, winteruort. Maine
OFFICE

^j

TRUCKING

a

some

excellent

bargains

Better look them

over

HERBERT F. HANSON,

Belfast, Maine.

WOOLENS
Dress Materials and Coatings direct from
the factory. Write for samples and
state garment planned.

F. A. PACKARD, BOX B.
CAMDEN, MAINE.

4m36

MALE BELP WANTED.
WANTED—applications

for positions
as
subscription department from
good education. If your
application is accented, you will be started at
$7 a week ai d will be rais< d just hh rabidly
and just as high as your work justiti s There
is no salary iimit with us. You will, if you
choose, be given a chance to learn typing,
stencil cutting, letter writing and other jobs
at which extra good pay can be earned arul you
clerks in
girls with

will have
to you to

our
a

fair to

direct line of advanc> merit open
of the highest positions in the
establishment. Our publishing business holds
a bright future for ambitious girls who are
willing to work—and if you are such a girl we
hope you will write us. We shall be pleased
to send you free our illustrated booklet “Working for Comfort." This wi 1 give you an idea
of the place, the work and the future it offers.
Then, if you like the prospects here, you can
put in your application. Why not write today for this booklet to W. H. Gannntt, Pub,
3w50.
Inc., Dept. R. J., Augusta, Maine.
a

some

Freedom Academy,
FREEDOM. MAINE.

College, Scientific and Agricultura
Courses.

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears

Engine

IN GOOD CONDITION

was a

before purchasing.

Henry Dodge has employment at Frank
Ed. Savory and David Nickerson
threshing the grain in this locality.

Telltale Evidence.

Indianapolis schoolteacher, according to Indianapolis News, tells the
; following story:
i
A mother and her little boy were
walking down street In which food administration membership cards were
especially thick.
“Those people don’t have anything
! to eat,” said the little boy, pointing to

j

For

fell information, address

LUCRETIA A. DAVIS, Acting Principal

—

■

4__

:

BUSY, HARD-WORKED

The Republican Journal
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 3,

MEN AND WOMEN

1918.

Will find that the sarsaparilla, pepsin, mix and iron treatment comprised
in ilood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron
rewill give brain and nerve force,
to
lieve the nervous strain incident
<.
too much to do in too little time,

BY
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

Republican Journal Pub.
A. L

Co.

characteristic of life today.
Those blood and nerve medicines

BROWN, Editor.

For one square, one
DVERTISING Terms.
for one week
inch length in column, 25 cents
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
advance.
$2 00 a
In
Terms.
Subscription
50 cents for three
ytar; $1.00 fersix months;

seem

*

to lift the nervous and over-

worked into new life, enabling them
that
io accomplish easily the things
have fretted them and have seemed
to bring them to a standstill.
Ilood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron
are very cffectivelv supplemented by
laxaHood’s Pills, in cases where a
tive is needed. These three preparations are all sold by your druggist,
(let them today.

months.

_

somebody. The whole department evidently needs a housecleaning. In fact
the house should have been set in order
more than two years ago and even since
out
then a little occasional swaajing
would have made things look better to
the public eye. As far as Mr. Baker himbeen
self, is concerned not enough has
yet. shown to determine to what extent
the blame for present conditions can justbe attributed to him. To him, perly
it
enters
Journal
The
With this issue of
it is due that he have a fair hearsonally,
To
as a newspaper.
upon its 90th year
and an unprejudiced verdict as soon
ing
and
friends,
readers
all its correspondents,
We hope it will be shown
as possible.
it sends its heartiest wishes that they
all that man could do in
has
done
he
that
Year.
•may enjoy a Happy New
which he has
face of the difficulties
doubtless encountered. We think, however, that the feeling is becoming quite
general that Mr. Baker has failed as an
executive officer. Failed because he has

RAILROAD CONTROL.
Since the last issue of The Journal
President Wilson has put the railroads

not broken loose from the meshes of miliFailed because he has not
tary red tape.
said “to the rear with your old military
traditions.” Failed because he has not
fought for results and against methods as

a>f the United States under government
ontrol. In a proclamation announcing
•this action Mr. Wilson gives his reasons
-in clear and cogent language. The newswith few exceptions, have voiced
heir approval and the same may be said
of most of the managers of the important railroads of the country. The people
papers,

soldier should fight. In this we may
be entirely in the wrong, but if we are
right the time has come when Mr. Baker

a

+

should give place to a better soldier or
his ability and fitness for the place he
occupies should promptly be made known.

been aware for some time that something ought to be done to regulate and
-peed up freight traffic but of course,
have

*

Whether Mr. Baker stands or falls his department must be freed from the trammels of red tape and old fashioned circumlocution, and thoroughly reorganized.
The country is in danger and prepared-

having had noexperience in dealing with
complex railroad matters, they could
ilTer no suggestions. They knew that
-Sec y Baker, Sec'y Daniels, Mr. Hoover,
Mr. Garfield, the ship construction board
and perhaps others had been saying to
the railroads, do this or do that till they
bossed transportation into a tangle. Aside
from this and much more embarrassing

must henceforth be more than the

ness

sounding of brass and the tinkling of
The investigation of meat
cymbals.
packers continues to show them in an
unfavorable light. When their case has
•was the fact that the railroads were hambeen
in
laws
and
thoroughly and accurately diagnosed
interstate
many
by
...pered
contracts or agreements with the report should not be tucked away in a
uses by
ach other which prevented such unity pigeonhole, but Congress should enact a
,f action and prompt handling of freight well framed law which will compel these
and all other profiteers to confine their
us the exigencies of war now require.
Something had to be done, and,as author- operations within the limits of common
ised by Congress during the last session, business decency. Mr. Reed of the com.he President fearlessly took command mittee which is investigating the food
of the situation. This puts one man in administrator is evidently hostile to Mr.
supreme command, destroys ail legal tn- Hoover and is not inclined to favor that
tanglements and brings the railroads of gentlemen or even to give him a hearing.
the country into a confederation for the This has reacted in favor of Mr. Hoover,
benefit of the people and for the perform- who, by the way, seems amply able to
As everybody
take care of himself.
ance of regulated service for the needs of
the government in preparation for and knows Mr. Hoover has made some misthe

prosecution

of

Govern-

the war.

takes.

mental control of the railroads is one of
the really great undertakings of the century in which we live. Much, if not
everything in relation to the war,depends
economic venture.
un its
M ith the hope of thus bringing order out
of chaos, the President has accepted the
success as

All

men

of

have done that and

action and energy
have noticed that

we

made any mistakes
have been of but little use and have never
been heard of very far from their local
habitation. We do not look for any

they who have

an

never

scandalous developments concerning Mr.
Hoover, nor of Mr. Hurley of the ship
construction board who is also being in-

OBITUARY.

churches.

the

Services yrtll be held next Sunday at
Bradford Toothaker died
church at 10.45 a. m., with
very suddenly Sunday evening about 9 the Unitarian
Rev. Arthur E.
o’clock, as he was preparing to retire. He sermon bv the pastor,
“The Unending Quest,”
his
was
in
usual
health
and
subject,
been
had
Wilson*
New Year.
about the house and barn during the day.. a sermon for the
of the Baptist
as
he
wished
had
meeting
away
always
passed
He
The annual
last Sunday.
to, suddenly and quietly. It was a peace- Sunday school was held
ful ending of a life of good will and help- Tiie secretary’s report showed ah averfulness in all of life’s relations. He was age attendance of 115, with three'mema native of Morrill, where he was bom
bers not absent for the year-Mrs. Annie
April 30, 1828, the son of the late Isaac L Burgess, Mr. George H. Robertson
and Eunice Robinson Toothaker. He was and Joseph Perkins. Clifford Tinker was
twice married. First to Miss Sabra Berry absent only one Sunday. Gerald W. Howof Montville, who died many years ago ard was elected treasurer, Miss Edna
leaving three sons and one daughter, Trundy, secretary and Clifford Tinker,
Charles Franklin, Fred L., and Harrison librarian.
B. Toothaker and Mrs. Laura B. Dyer, ail
Methodist Church, Rev.
The People’s
of Belfast. His second wife was Miss
Parsonage 7 Court
Martin,pastor.
W
Chas
Mary J. Mason of Searsmont. For the
Sunday at 10.45
213-11.
Tel.
street.
last years of his life he had.enjoyed a
“Making Light of Religion.
preaching:
with
home
most comfortable and happy
Sunday school at 12.00. Sunday evening
his son, Fred L., and wife. For about 52
at 7.30 preaching: “Opened Eyes.” This,
Mason
a
Master
was
Toothaker
years Mr.
Thursday, evening prayer meetingat7.30;
uniting first with Quantabacook Lodge of
“Memory.” At close of prayer meeting
Searsmont and after coming here he took
of the official board.
an important meeting
Chase
Lodge.
a demit to join Timothy
are urged to be present.
All
members
After he was eighty years of age he
of the trustees of
There will be a meeting
joined the chapter and council and bebethe church this, Thursday, evening
came a member of Palestine Commandery,
meeting.
the
prayer
fore
Knights Templar. He enjoyed his lodges
r:.,.*
mrreffational Church, Minister,
as much as most men of half his length
of years, and until failing health of the Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne, 26 High
past winter prevented, was a regular at- street. Service will be held in the Contendant at all their sessions. In the home gregational church Sunday morning at
A short New Year’s sermon will
life he was a devoted husband and father. 10:45.
He never grew old in spirit, and was be preached by the minister and the adbright and cheerful. He was never known ministration of the Lord’s supper will
to use any but kind words and always re- follow. The music of the service will be

Benjamin

I

*His

led by our chorus choir. Come, and worwill be
ship wth us. At noon the service
continued in our church school. Thurs-

ceived kindness from others.
well spent life. The funeral took place
at his home Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev.
was

a

Baptist day evening, January 3rd, at 7.30 o’clock
will be
the annual meeting of the church
It is hoped that no
held in the vestry.
Eleazer Boyd Dickey was Dorn rvomember of the church or congregation
vember 23, 1847, near Monroe, Waldo will be absent on this occasion. Choir
county,-Maine, and died December 7,1917, practice Saturday at 7.30 p. m.
at his home in Jackson township, Guthrie
of
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor
county, Iowa, a short distance west
minister; residence No. 1
At
14
Richardson,
and
days.
70
years
Redfield, aged
This
telephone 212-3.
his
with
ave.,
moved
Northport
he
the age of 18 years
extends a cordial welcome to
parents to Redfield, and this was his home church
without a church home to worship
ever since, with the exception of 12 years those
to with them. The sittings are free both
spent at Eureka, Nev. On returning
morning
Redfield he was united in marriage to morning and evening. Sunday
Minister’s
at
10.4-5.
services
To
1882.
preaching
Laura K. Foy on September 24,
Being honest towards Christ—to
this union were born eight children—four topic:
Communion service follows
a cent.”
these
of
All
four
and
daughters.
sons
Wilbor

J.

Richardson

of

the

church officiating.

At 12.00 m., the Bible
the sermon.
school begins in the vestry. Classesfor
A cordial welcome for visitors.
all ages.
At
Young People’s meeting, in the

left to mourn the loss
The
of a loving husband and father.
children are: Lois E. of Dallas Center,
with the

wife,

are

6.30,

Ella F., living at home, Robert H. of Bagley, Iowa, Mrs. Alva Wirt of Jamaica,
Iowa, Ira M. of Redfield, Mrs. Eugene
Co.
Ballow of Ames, Private Otis I. of
and
N.
C.,
Charlotte,
61st

preaching service at 7.30, minister’s topic,
that had grit, grace,
“Three young
and tremendous grip’!’ This Thursday
evening at 7.30 the monthly covenant
men

infantry,

F,

E., at home.
grandchildren and

Clarence
four

vestry. All young people cordially invited
to a splendid service. Sunday evening

He also leaves
brother, Ira

one

service will be held. Rehearsal of the
will
young people for the coming play
follow at 8.30. Friday at 7.30 Liberty Bond
masquerade sociable, admission 10 cents.

He
Dickey, who is in Amesbury, Mass.
the Masonic
was a faithful member of
order of Redfield for nearly forty years.
The high esteem of the community in
which he lived testifies to an honest and
He will be sadly
character.

Preaching at the Northport Baptist church
at 2.30 Sunday afternoon

upright

missed in the home, for he was always
faithful to his family and home, and al-

JACKSON.

found there. Funeral services were
held at the Redfield Methodist chnrch,
conducted by Rev. J. S. Young.

K. E. Page attended the State orange
at Lewiston last week.

ways

_

The students of the B. H. S. returned
Dec. 31st after a two weeks’ vacation.

•

Mrs. Harriet L. Gross die d at her horn
in East Belfast Friday evening, aged 74
years. She had been in ill health for

Mrs. Herbert Chase was in Havery, N.
B last week to attend the funeral of her
niece, Miss Ella Hunter.

several years, and was confined to her
home only a few months. Her maiden
Miss Clara Jones is to teach the Gramname was Stearns and she formerly lived mar school at Brooks, and Miss Eunice
in Frankfort. She was twice married. Chase the Intermediate.
Her first husband was William Woodbury
Dannie Gould has returned home after
SWANVILLt.
of Searsport, and their one son, Silas
spending two weeks with his aunt, Mrs.
Woodbury, survives. Her second hus- Charles Woods of Lowell, Mass.
The Christmas drive in this town se- band, Amos Gross, died several years
Miss Ardis DollolT has returned to Old
cured 45 new members for the Red Cross. ago, leaving six sons, Alexis, Clifton,
Town after spending the Christmas vacaall
and
Benjamin,
Robert McTaggart of Brooks was a Robert, Ralph, Ernest
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
her home with
Christmas guest of his sister, Mrs. G. T. of Belfast. She made
Dolliff.
Two sisters, Mrs.
her son Benjamin.
Nickerson.
Miss Doris McKinley has returned from
Jennie Cooper and Mrs. Esther Hamilton,
Leslie Craney of Boston spent Christthe Waldo County Hospital where she resurvive. She was a devoted wife
also
mas with his brother, Chester Craney,
underwent an operation on her
and mother and a good neighbor. The cently
and family.
throat.
funeral took place at her late home SunEfforts will be made to secure some
Mr. John McKinley was in Worcester,
day at 2 p. m., Rev. William Vaughan of
suitable room and have the Red Cross
the Trinity Reformed church officiating
Mass., last week, called there by the
meet twice a week.
The remains were placed in the receiving death of Mrs. McKinley’s brother, Joseph
Miss Marion Walker, a student atFaraa- omb at Grove Cemetery.
A Webber.
ingten, spent the holidays with hermoth-

responsibility assumed by his
.proclamation. We believe he has done vestigated.
remendous

right and we believe that better traffic
conditions will soon prevail. Mr. McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury, has
been appointed director-general of the
We'think that here the Presirailroads.
dent has

made

a

mistake.

The public

readily believe tnat Mr. McAdoo
or any other man can be a highly efficient
-Secretary of the Treasury and at the
will not

time a highly efficient directorgeneral of the railroads. Either office,
especially at this time, seems to require
the undivided attention of a conspicuously able man. Either office demands
constant thought and much responsibility.
Mr. McAdoo is an able man and in comparison with some of the members of the
.^resident’s official family he is a very
same

aftte

man.

list oi

one

But if one were to make a
hundred of the Democrats of

ability in directing important undertakings, Mr. McAdoo’s name would
not he found anywhere near the head of
\Jiie column either as a financier or a railroad man. There are plenty of Democrats
in the United States who stand high in
public esteem because they have repeatIv demonstrated their capacity for doing
things and doing them well. These are
proven

the
the
*

men

Islesboro,

now

complex

Miss Hazel Sparrow returned to her
school in Farmington Dec. 31st.

Works.

the winter.
We will go without wheat,
We will go without meat,
We will go without coal altogether,
Even cranberries we’ll eat
Without any sweet (a few)
If you’ll only send us
Some warmer weather.

problems

rad the country. These are the men who
measure up to the standard required by
the danger and the need of this crisis
None but the best should now be allowed
Mr. McAdoo
to give direction to affairs.

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

has enough important work as Treasurer.
He should not be asked to do more. A
too heavy a load often
man carrying

The

grange installation will be Jan.

15th.

There are

Mr. Phil Libby having been granted a
furlough of a few days, with his wife,
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Libby the
past week.
Miss Lena Plummer, who is studying
for a nurse in Boston, passed her vaca-

tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Plummer.
Dr. M. M. Small and Mrs. Small from
Waterville, and Mr. and Mrs. Porter

Webb from Swanville, visited Mrs. S. J.
C. S. Adams is attending court in Belpeople who critisize the President because
Flye Dec. 25th.
This fast this week.
Mr. McAdoo is his son-in-law.
The sophomore prize speaking of FreeMrs. Frank Cunningham has a little dom
criticism is illogical.
Helationship has
Academy was held in the church
no real bearing on the question, which is
girl, bom Christmas day.
Thursday evening, Dec. 20th. The prize
solely one of fitness and capacity.
The W. C. T. U. met last week with for girls was awarded to Maude Alice
Mrs. C. M. Howes. Visitors from Liber- Greely, and for boys to Harold Weston
Nutter.
Rosa Sylvester had honorable
INVESTIGATIONS.
THE
ty were present.
mention. School closed Dec. 21st for a
Franklin Adams and Bertha Dinslow two weeks’ vacation.
Congress is conducting its investigaspent Christmas in Camden with her siste ons of the various departments with inter, Mrs. O. P. Fuller.
$100 Reward, $100
dustry and vigor, and w* are beginning
The readers of this paper will be pleasThere is a crew of men from Camden
to learn from the reports of the daily
ed to learn that there is at least one
sessions, what should have been learned working in John W. Prescott’s woods dreaded disease that science has been
and corrected several months ago. The getting out ship timber.
able to cure in all its stages and that is
storm center rages around the disclosures
Catarrh being greatly influenced
Miss Mary Martin who has been home catarrh.
by constitutional conditions requires conmade concerning the absolute inefficiency
for a two weeks’ vacation from Gorham, stitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh
uf the war department and the crookedN. H., as teacher has returned.
Medicine is taken internally and acts
ness of the meat packing concerns and
through the Blood on the Mucous SurVery cold 40 degrees belowzeroin some faces of the System there})? destroying
their associated industries. The condition of these have been found to be inde- places. Sunday was very cold, it was 10 the foundation of the disease, giving the
by building up the confensible.
It seems plain that^ some of below zero all day, the coldest December patient Strength
stitution and assisting nature in doing
Secretary Baker’s associates who are just people ever remember of having.
its work. The proprietors have so much
a step removed from his own appointees
faith in the curative powers of Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine that they offer One
should be kicked out on the toe of a
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
double soled boot. We suppose Mr. Baker
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
FOR FLETCHER’S
has no authority to do this but it is an
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
mmediate duty which devolves upon

Children Cry

I

l

j

;
and Mrs. Arthur Sampson from
Mrs.
D.
W.
Dodge
Bath visited Mr. and

Mr.

Dec. 25th.
Guy Mardea came from Auburn to
Mr. Willard Sparrow has closed his
spend Christmas with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Marden, who returned to blacksmith shop and gone to Bath, where
Auburn with him for the remainder of he has employment in the Bath Iron

confront the administration

stumbles and sometimes falls.

has moved his family on to the

old home farm.

Rheumatism Yields

FREEDOM.

Mrs. Blanch Walker.

Mrs. Blanch Walker and her mother,
Mrs. James Wallace, have moved to
Her son, Eddie Walker of
Searsport.

who should be asked to solve

important and

hic h

r,

Only rheumatic sufferers know
darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.

the agony of its

But some few have not known that

MOTTS
EMULSION

utterly failed.

Scott’s is essentially blood-food
in such rich, concentrated form
that its oil gets into the blood to
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott’s Emulsion or advise an ailing
g.
AggY friend. No alcohol.

111 l\

The Norwegian cod liver oil in
Scott’s Emulsion is now refined in our
American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.

own

Scott £

*

y

Police
That

Thor»^hness
Astonishes Colonials.
Display

Centers of Entire

Rhodesian who has arrived in
to “join up,” after -(,rvice in
the three cainpaigus under-k?n by
bis
the South Africans, assures
astonisiiment at the tact »n<i ttloroughness exhibited in theidn'ly work
of military police, says a "riter in
Westminster Gazette.
The tendon of
today is, indeed, a never-«ii ,inS marA

England

Horsi s.
Sound
Horses.
Good Working
True Pulling
Horses.
Good Driving
Horses.
Good Colored
Horses.
Horses priced
Horses.
right. Horses which you
will find just EXACTLY
AS REPRESEN 1 ED.

~

|

|

STARRING IMIRIAM COOPER

I

FRIDAY—fcflOD NEWS!

I

HAROLD |

i)CKWOOD in
“Under Handicap”

vel to'the colonial soldier. 11 forms
of tlie most important military
centers of the world.
It Is inhabited
by a floating population flr»'vn from
one of the most cosmopolitan armies
in history—an army, too, Bw' ,s In n0
of
way remarkable for the

An

Eight

“The irafters”

couple

Drama,

ib m mm

|

Transil

Sixth

The Most

Inspiring, Worthwhile
utterly Satisfactory
p]ay

Episode—“The Fliglit
The Fury.”

Ever Shown Here.

sctiT

first two weeks of
Music by Keyes
orchestra of Belfast

BROOKS.
C. F.

Spaulding

i;miii

s

“Who s ‘Numbi
One’?”

A comrade lay helpof sand.
less a mile or so behind, too far gone
He was brought >» later,
to walk.
unconscious, but still alive The four
heroes—captives in the hands of the
Hun—had preferred the chances of
death to the grim certainty of a cruel
and galling captivity, an" had man-

is in Pittsfield

Schools

c

opened

-ha

r

mhool

Alex Stevens is at work for
Webb on the M. C. R. R.

1

^hHstmnC%WaS

h6ld 31 Crockett’s
k.
hOD°r ofC°rPoralKII
Vbout
tbout 30 couples
were present.
G.
6

so"

1

r„C"

visjlr

Mrs. Samuel Lord of Belfast
sister, Mrs. Inez Payson last weel|in
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens is able
sume her duties in Hall’s pant slioj

1“

COnSiStin«

Piano

George B. Roberts and da
Christmas with relatives in E

and

of three

drums,

was

violins, cla,
furnished .
Corp Kl

time enjoyed
by all.

liberty.
urd Was

spe®

wh.

who has the Gram.

;

Wilbur Blodgett of Belfast

sa,

ntermedlatea"d Miss Euui

Miss Mary Dumphy is at work f
H. M. Brown in Unity

spent*

with the

of

H. E. Jenkins returned to his
New York last week.

of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Colson
A. B. Payson
are caring tor Mrs.

Monday

the exce^»
ZTcLZTrwith
J°"es
Ja<*son

ness.

Mr.

“Up Again!"

|

IN

“Lost in

nace

When we were little shavers, toddling about the house and went down
on the floor or the ground because our
feet could not keep up with our ambition to run and “get there” right off;
grandmother, a lovely old down East
lady, would sing out to us: “Up again !
That didn’t hurt you!
Never mind!
Up again!” So up again we would
jump, all the iiurt gone, just because
grandmother cheered us to try it over
again, writes Vincent in Farm Life.

The Great
Patriotic

GEORGE BEBAfl

of the Union advance" posts saw
approaching them from the desert
three living skeletons, who staggered
like drunken men as they groped
their way blindly through the fur-

COMFnv

TUESDAY

DiJ

“The Halifax
aster”

men

the town!

TRIANGLE

I

MONDAY

prpfl

that way in the early duf8 of the
forces raised by the domtni"ns in the
first year of war. My Informant illustrates the contrast with ao incident
that came under his notice while his
regiment lay intrenched at Swakopmund during the “German Southwest” campaign. One mining the

them to madness.
They had escaped
“by the skin of their teeth” from
both vengeful Han and prowling lion.
And an officious military policeman
greeted them on their arrival in the
British lines with the order that they
were not to loiter in the streets of

and Anna Lehr

vereaux

IGLE PLAY

•BOBBY CONNELLY

trained dogs behind them.”

end of the vast territory to the
Almost naked, the ice-cold
other.
winds of night had cripple" them, huntheir
robbed
them of
had
ger
strength, and thirst had all hut driven

With the Real

rod Punch.

IN T|

■

unaged to escape from their jailers
Practically
der cover of darkness.
without food and, for the most part,
without water, they ha" traveled
one
some hundreds of miles—from

Wonderplay

SATUkDAY—Jack

gentleness

TT1J1 fl 5i

Part Me

Lo«

Its fighting methods when the game’s
Yet, as my Sooth African
afoot.
friend phrased it, “the "hole mob
an<l its
goes about on it!$ busine-pleasures like a small fleet'' of con°f wel'_
tented sheep with a
nrni.n

fvening 7.C0 and 8.30

PiiteTToxTfmiBp"
“THE INNpNT SINNER”

one

rrhitwtc*

_s

IHUiiSDAY-\

World-

Z|f F* Monday
•fast

W

and

business visitoi
Tuesday.

a

week-end with W. E. Barker and 1 Roy Woodard, master
of Geor«
R:
Grange, attended the State Gra.
Mr. Walter Hall of Hinckley
Hin
Lewiston last week.
Christmas with his son, Leon

yer

*
1

*alph

wife.
Miss Vera

Patterson

TW«

of

I. Morse spent a
few days
last week with his
parents, H,
Mrs. L. C. Morse.

yn

tov>n
visited friends and relatives in
1 4r8.

Wyman Tibbetts, who had
be
Bernard Ellis lias been worki'ts ding friends in Belfast and Montvili
Jrned home last
week.
Hood’s creamery, cutting ice thet
^ Valdo Hoit
week.
came home
from M. C
Leo pass the Christmas
Miss Mabel Johnson, now of
recess with I
Doris)ar :nts. Dr. and Mrs. C. B.
spent a few days with Miss
Hoit.
week.

Sam Jones has had the luck of bad] >
crops two or three years. Things have!
seemed against him. But he has been|
No frost can ever
as brave as a lion.
T P. Mathews
come that froze the smile from his
recently.
has closed h,s homes:
face or withered the hope in his heart!
last week for
Saturdayft
no
pictures
There were
Waterville, where
And he is right at it this year, just j
wi-atldl pass the remainder of
owing to the extreme cold
the winter,
as if he had had the best of luck all
M r. and Mrs.
bad roads.
George Dow, Mr. a
through the years.
Ernest Bowen of
Miss Isabelle Cole of
But I wonder who of his neighbors
Morrill and M
of W. Sid Mrs. Ralph
was the week-end guest
has been down to sing out to Sam:
Overlook and childi
1
!
This
is
all
man
right!
and family.
“Up again, old
reedom, ate their Christmas di.„
M their
You’ll come out all righr— can’t h£p
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C
Miss Christine Jones spent the
it!”
Mr. Si10 vlton.
mas week with her parents,
I don’t know of anybody that has
Ml
F. Phillips of
W. S. Jones.
had time to look up from his own hoeWatertown, Mas
ving
at
some very
been
and
has
long
and
digging
Grant
plowing
ing
Mrs. P. H.
interesting
lectu,
e Baptist
enough to do that; it’s a shame, too!
vestry Sunday eveni..
the A. E. Chase Co. the past
m':;
ig
now
down
Let’s
go
right
Come on!
staying at the home of Mr. Bar
account of stock.
Maybe we
and cheer Sam up a bit
man.
Those who do not
hae
who
atte
Manson
W.
A.
Mr.
lift
at
too.
the work,
can give him a
lectures are missing a liters
his
visited
ment in Pittsfield,
All the world will he th, brighter for
children last week.
it after that—to Sam and to you and
tmaster Maurice
to me, writes Vincent In farm Life.
Gray, who w.
Corp. Frank B. Ellis of
w York
two weeks ago for the
nis
witn
pi.
Christmas
spent
(
f
Trench
for
Soldiers.
Codfish
enlisting in the aviation servi
and family.
Jr.,
Ellis,
^
r
It
ijected on account of
The codfish army is to dream.
physical d
Miss Helen Crockett return* lit;
arrives in the trenches somewhere In
Mr. Gray returned last we.
frk
with
visit
;
week’s
a
France at the rate of 5,a)0,000 pounds
p;
from
itrons of the office are
day
very glad
On its strength of “two
a week.
is
relatives in Massachusetts.
very obliging official.
one
fish
and
dinner”
Canabreakfasts
been
at
has
who
Herbert Ellis
dian and British “Tommies” are kept
OHAK5MONT.
Exeter, Me., spent the holidays
up to their working mark.
E.
EUm
J.
Mrs.
and
[r )■ w. Skinner
parents, Mr.
Canada herself Is helping to solve
is visiting his sor
1
the food problem by hwing two fish
Miss Mabel Johnson and \ Ion aecticut.
days a week—Tuesdays and Fridays,
Roberts returned to their duties r md Mrs. David
Craig have cl.*
With this
notes a correspondent.
ton, Me., and Springfield, Mass. , r | 'ome and gone to Boston
for tl;
grent demand for fish ”ie Nova Sco1
met
i
:er.
The Camp Fire Girls
I
tia fisherman suffers neither fog, nor'
jj liss Marriner has
guardian, Mrs. Amy Grant,
rain, nor ice, nor snow nor darkness
gone to Ne
nor submarine to interfere with his
night and enjoyed a fine clam ota a delegate from his club
in Coil.
task of supplying the dominion and the
0 :ge
per.
J
empire with fish in quantities never
Maynard Stantial of Watervi ( rjs tmas the members of
in
history.
Rosewo.
paralleled
11 li ,te
friends in town last week
O. E. S. sent a
Chinese prii:
listed in the Navy and expect; lS t0 Mrs. Eva
Moody, Worthy Matro
Time Will Tell.
h is 1 shut-in.
soon.
training
v
Nora—Do you think marriage Is alRaymond L. Merritt and 1 k is ] felen Cobb writes from
ways a failure?
Littleto
u nder the date
Ada—Always a
failure!
Well, I
Jones, U. of M. students, spent
of Dec. 24th “It
should say not. Why, [ know a case
with their patents. Mr. Merritl ;r col J here this
and looks
morning
id
lizes her huswhere a wife fairly
it r01 Id snow
to U. of M. Monday.
again. Two weeks at
band, and lie—why, he can’t keep away
e
d 1 0 inches of snow
Brooks Grain Co. have the
and that is n
from her a minute.
1
That from the
store completed and were re > le.
Nora—Bless me, how long have they
sunny Soul
Ei 1 fi ir for a
business with prompt service
good old fashioned wi.
been married?
r 1 ‘e.
tion Tuesday, Jan. 1, 1918.
Sunday morning thermomete
Ada—Nearly a week.
^ls re 1 26 below zero
in
the therm

Springflfjrs

b,

week,tfl

AyW(Ne

uj

1
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|s

t oung

fprina

Daily Matinee 2.30.

London of Today a Marvol, Forming
One of the Most Importer- War

Clever.
“Clever, Isn’t he?”
“Very. He can evea persuade his
small boy who wakes !t seven o’clock
Sunday morning, ready for play, to go
back to sleep for another hour or two.”

HORSES

CASTORIA

•

Bownc, Bloomfield, N. J. 17-22

W. L.

Colonial Theatre
—————i—I—__

hie

Ur"
sel

1
In

j

has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have

liy/
\\l A

NERVE OF BWSIES

—"

1

Sunday morning

The following clubbiagoffers are only lot
to The Jounal paid one year

subscriptions
in advance:
The
The
The

$2.00
Journal and Farm aid Home,
Journal and McCall’: Magazine, 2.25
Journal and Womans Magazine, 2.25
The publications liduded in our
clubbing offer maybe sent to different addresses.

WEST,

Send in your subscripion

Street.

^

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURkal PUB. C<L,
Belfast, Mdne.

JAK

HILL, (Stvanville. )

A nna

The K. of P. Lodge held a si: :k,
ing Monday night to watch t
out and the new year in.
was served and a good time

CLUBBING KATES

Searsmont.

the various places here regis
24 to 36 below zero, which is
known here for several yeaars

m <

Webb, who has been
lining slowly.
n( I Mrs. F. P.
Webb were in

ven

g

Free

rj stmas, guests of Mrs.
S. J. FI
j f, j| Y-

a*1-

dr ic Mrs. A. T.
Toothaker were n
extreme coldn ars[ ^
recently, guests of their daugl
weather and the bad condi ,f ^
lohn Innis and
family.
roads, the R. F. D. carriers ^
D. Holmes has
returned from
r
to cover the whole of their
w ^
and
where he
dayi bes or several
weeks on business
The Christmas Tree at th<
^
Iney Evans of Wiscasset wm
tioual church Christmas Eve
gut 1 •f her
parents, Mr. and Mrs F
enjoyed by all and a pleasin j^.
s, for several day. the
past
ment was given by the mei
^
Sunday school.

Owing

to

J.j

'l

Pennsylvania,

,.

warr

returned to SkewThe Senior Class of B. H jan j lc
^ytn, after spending a week
ing preparations to stage tl th hi j arents, Mr. and Mrs. F. ft
American Flag” at Rnox, skins

the
rna

-‘ha
for
s°°

si a:

The Associated Charities are receiving
requests for clothing, especially for boys.
If any are interested in assisting in this
work, they can confer with Mrs. Charles
M. Craig

or

any

*

The City National Bank of Belfast
1st, 1918
January

The Minnetoska Club entertained 11 o f
the Camp Fire Girls and Mrs. Arthur E.
Wilson at the home of Mrs. Charles M.
C.

j

Friday, evening. There is a pronounced
rivalry between these factions that will

at 8.30 p. m.

I

Banking House.

!

be

a

business meet-

which all members are asked to

The Pilgrimage will compresent.
at 7.30 and at the conclusion a ban-

| in
1

j

f
■

(Belfast,
Superintending

School Committee,
Gentlemen: Since coming to Belfast
my son, Frederick, has had repeated attacks of broncho-pneumonia and is seriously sick in bed at the' present time
w ii!: that disease.
It has been necessary
•wice, since I have been here, to send
m away from this salt air.
Wc have consulted local doctors and a
specialist and have been advised to get
■>ni permanently into a different climate.
opportunity to do this has come enlrely unexpectedly and unsought by myyelf I have been invited to the Wiltontarmington Union; work to begin as soon
as 1 can be released here.
The work of this Belfast-Searsport
l nion has all been planned ahead for the
'ear, teachers have been elected and are
acquainted with what is expected from
them; a new man will find that school
matters wrill run along of their own momentum until he gets
acquainted, and
'hat he will be in a much better
position
for next rail’s work.
Under these circumstances I am asking my release as
'.oon as a successor can be
found.
thanking you for all favors during my
stay in this district, I am,

Yours truly,
Wm. B. Woodbury.

'

down and 50c.

THE
RONS

STOCKHOLDERS
CITY

THE

OF

per week.

first payment.
Yours truly,

FRED D. JONES.

NATIONAL

Report

and Statement of Condition

some

of them.

again organChristmas Club for
CLUB
1918, which encourages the
Habit of Thrift in all walks
(
of life, the rich and the poor, the young and the old.
You deposit 5c., 10c., 25c., 50c $1.00 or $2.00, as
the case may be, each week. We also have other
This Bank is

CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS

izing

a

classes. At the end of the year we send you a
check for the amount deposited plus 2' ,' interest.
People in the country may remit once each month
We hope to distribute at the close
if they

prefer.

of 1918 from $25,000 to $50,000 to Members of
this Club. Join at once!

THE SERVICES WE RENDER.
PAY

ccmpourded

Interest

ON SAV-

4%

each

November InculA Savings Accate Thrift.

May and

INGS ACCOUNTS

count is Thrift’s first SignIt is Thrift on the
board.
way

PAY 3% AND 4%
ON CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSITS

according to length of time.
They are very convenient
for
requireTemporary

j

1909

$869,049.74
JAN. 1,

you

1912

j

CHECKING ACCOUNT.

RENT SAFE
DEPOSIT BOXES

1914

$1,734,278.20

at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and
$8.00. A Safe Deposit Box is
now

Vault and

$1,841,005.07

necessity, providing
Our
the best that can be obtheft and fire

Service are

anywhere

tained

1916

our

:

a

against

JAN. 1, 1915

made on Names, Stocks,
Bonds, Mortgages on Farm
Property and Live Stock. When you want a Loan,

LOANS

$2,014,292.44

come

JAN. 1, 1917

Year’s net Profits have totaled $37,880.90 from which
two Dividends of 5% each,

a

ISSUE TRAVELERS’ payable in all parts of the
World
CHECKS.

$1,583,595.41

JAN. 1,

keep

more likely to spend than money in the
You will SAVE MORE during the Year if

you run a

JAN 1, 1913

We expect
Every indication points that way.

are

Bank.

$1,432,971.15
JAN 1,

thus

thorough and systematic record of all expenditures.
Pay
Do not run the risk of keeping money by you.
by check. Furthermore, money in your pocket

$439,923.02
JAN. 1,

one

Account and

1906

JAN. 1,

We solicit and urge every
to have a Checking

CHECKING
ACCOUNTS

OUR DEPOSIT GROWTH

$10,000, have been paid; $27,189.43 applied
incident
marking down of Securities owned,
values and in harto the War shrinkage of market
and the balance
mony with our established policy;
now
$691.47 has been carried to Undivided Profits,
Machines
purPosting
Two
04.
Ledger
$12 497
to regular
chased at a cost of $1,400 were charged
such
are pleased to be able to make
We
Expense.

buy

should

ments.

to us.

That is what

we

for.

are

It is

as

to loan you as for
is a proper one
loan
if
from
borrow
to
your
us,
you
and your security adequate.
much

;

an

accommodation for

i

from
liberal reductions of book values

our

I

4

our own

are

This

current
*

arnings.

BOND
DEPARTMENT

have your account?
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST
for itself.

speaks

■■

_,_

us

appendicitis

meet.ng of

the

as

offers bonds

Boy

and the evening was spent socially.
There will be a committee of Messrs’
Orrin J. Dickey, Hugh Young and Rev.

investment.
supply both issues of U. S.

offering

some

Loan

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

|

__J

course

ing good progress.

Robert W. Rollins and

interesting

Ida Sarah

CASUALTY CO.,

COOK,

Carleton,

were

bride,

nee

given

a

Miss

unique

serenade Monday night on their way
home from the cabaret in the Opera
House, when their friends accompanied
them with bells, horns, etc. New Year’s
night a .party of clerks from the City
National Bank and a few friends spent
the evening at the Carleton home. The
time was spent with cards, vocal and instrumental music.
Delicious refresh-

—»

Pa(s

He would like to hear

from his young friends in this city.

war.

j
j

Liberty

well as U. S War Stamps.

—

■

Belmont, Lincolnville, Morrill, Northport, Searsmont.
in connection with the
subjects
j
| Belfast, Islesboro, Searsport.
j Each Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Frankport, Prospect, Stockton Springs,
the
holds
stage
local
! Winterport.
speaker
nights some
Brooks, Jackson, Monroe, Swanville,
\ for four minutes to call the attention of !
i Waldo.
elected to membership and a number of
the audience to subjects of vital imporothers were referred to the committee j
i tance in connection with the war. The
A permanent commiton investigation.
first speakers in the opening campaign
|
tee of investigation for new applications
PEERLESS
were Messrs. Morris L. Slugg, Dr. W.
has been appointed consisting of Scouts
last
L. West, Orlando E. Frost, and
Rudolph Cassens, Kenneth Colcord and week there were Rev. A. E.
Wilson, S.
Forest Woods. At future meetings there
Augustus Parker and John R. Dunton.
j
will be required of the Scouts following
Keene, N. H.,
Tuesday evening of this week C. W.
the roll-call, the pledge to the flag and
and
on
Wescott spoke,
Thursday evening
Sick and Accident Benefits
the Scout oath. There will also be rei R. F. Dunton and Saturday evening Rev.
quired a report of what has been accombe
the
Hawthorne
will
Walter
T.
speakplished in Scout work in the past week, |
in order that at the close of each month ers. This work is given under the diM. A.
it may be learned just how much local aid rection of the National Publicity Comto city work the Scouts are doing. George mittee and is uniform with that line of
District Manager, Sears port, Me.
Randel acted as secretary in the absence work given in other cities in the United
of Frank Downes.
States.
are

from

6%.

we

Freedom, Knox, Montville.
The Four Minute Men Campaign, given
Appleton, Liberty, Palermo, Washingat the Colonial Theatre evenings of each j
week under the direction of Orrin J- ; ton.

Dickey,

to

able to

j

a

yielding

We sell only
such bonds as we buy for
We also have on hand and

5%

The North Church Guild will meet next
Miss Sarah Frankel, the local represen- j
Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of Somerevening with Mrs. Clarence E.
been
Monday
has
relief
fund,
;
tative of the Jewish
ville has sold her play The Hurdy-Gurdy
Mrs. 2. D. Hartshorn assistwith
Read,
successful in her work, many of the
Girl to Prof. Walter Baker of Harvard very
hostess. There will be a roll-call
ant
men
generously.
contributing
business
College and has written to Mrs. S. A.
answered by Current Events.
The following is the districting in new
Parker, coach, for the cast of characters
Letters received from John Canning,
for the Belfast High school to be placed unions of the schools in Waldo County as
who is a member of the force on the U.
H.
B.
The
book.
of
the
1917:
on the first page
: provided for by the laws of
S. S. South Carolina, states that he is
S. has the honor of being the first cast
Albion, Burnham, Troy, Unity Planta- now in the radio department and is taking
to produce it.
tion.
a
in wireless in which he is mak-

Mrs. Frederick G. Spinney was operatWednesday at the

ed on for

May

~

'>-

|

old,

one, young and

>

Encourage the children to buy them.

quota

Government and
of loans to the injury of both
Bond sales our
two
Liberty
the
for
But
Business.
or $260,Growth would have been $150,000 larger,
this increasing Growth to con-

vaudeville entertainment,
Scout play
which will be given later in the season as
a benefit to the local Boy Scout movement. Two boys from Northport, William Creamer and Harvey Watkins were

U

You can purchase as little as 25c
on his money.
When you have accumulated sixteen (16) of these
25c. Stamps you can exchange them for a $5.00
War Savings Certificate by paying 12c. more. The
free purchase of these War Savings Stamps wi'l
help to delay the U. S. Bond Issue and every

,

do that. Of course,
ernment, but to ourselves to
too far to the
carried
be
not
should
this principle
or calling
forced liquidation of Bank Investments,

or

0

ment undertakes to maintain them at cost and inrepurchase them at any time on ten
days' notice at cost to the Individual and interest

State Chairman and C. W. Wescott, Local Chairman for Waldo County.
Each Federal Reserve District is allotted its
of bonds from Washington; each State in

our

YEAR’S NET
PROFITS

now

terest and

be a State Chairman and Secretary located in
Portland and a Local Chairman in each County.
Each County Chairman will appoint a Chairman in
each Town. Each Town Chairman will appoint
his Town Committee. Mr. H. A. Rounds of Lee,
Higginson &■ Co., Portland has been selected as

PAT-

AND

BANK OF BELFAST:

W. T. Hawthorne Friday evening of this
week to make out a program for either a

Aluminum Kitchen

on

Deposits.

atScouts last Tuesday there was a small
severe weather
the
to
owing
tendance,

Set for $9.98
2

59 200 00
2 265 360 04

the water pipes in the city |
Tapley Hospital.
had beeiTreported frozen and niany]had
At the regular
burst.

f

We deliver Set

Circulation.

j

Stamps These
any Bank or Post Office. We have them for Sale
and urge their Purchase
They can be owned up
to $1,000 by Any one individual. They are really
superior to the Liberty bonds because the Governand

to the

er

JOIN OUR
“Aluminum Club”
and at 50c.

will come out in March or
April. We attended a meeting in Boston a few days
since called by the Liberty Loan Committee of New
England to perfect the organization of the State of
There is to
Maine for the sale of these bonds.

j

or

low-

—

A $15.00

portion and possibly at 4yi°/,

Notwithstanding the withdrawal during the year or
$150,000 for the purchase of
Growth shows a net
Liberty Bonds, our Deposit
We urged
increase of $110,494.79 for the year.
to buy these
their
Savings
withdraw
to
customers
to the Govbonds. We felt it our duty not only

I

from certain sections

one^half "of

ISSUE

65 000 00

tinue.

While bright and fair
the wind made the day much more disagreeable than Sunday. As low as 36 de-

that about

65 090 83

Payable

ANOTHER

OUR DEPOSIT
GROWTH

zero.

busy.plumbers said

Notes Rediscounted.

494.79.

was 16 below and Friday 20 above zero.
About forty years ago Capt. Warren recorded on March 24th the temperature as
24 below.
Monday, Dec. 31st, he report-

of "the* very

LIBERTY BOND

Service today, a principle incontrovertible,
of each
and based on that principle, our success
and
of
that
than
today,
be
shall
greater
tomorrow
of the year past.
of each succeeding year than that

!
!

tested and standard thermometer in a
location where he can depend on its regLast Thursday it
istering accurately.

register. Plumbers were kept busy all
day Sunday. In many homes the men
were kept busy following the pi.umbers’
instructions, while they themselves atCapt. Wartended to more urgent cases.
ren reported the thermometer registering
21 below Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. He sayrs the season of 1876 seemed
much like this and that year the Belfast
bay was closed with a record freeze. One

Other Undivided Profits

Another Liberty Bond issue
of probably still larger pro-

•

offering $2,000,000,000 of
War Savings Certificates
can be purchased freely at

STAMPS

100 OOO 00

$

50 000 00
12 497 04

on

a

cause a

176 253 28

--

canthe Good Will of its Customers, which Money
of the
not measure. This Bank is the promoter
and courProsperity of its Patrons, their willing
tomorrow
depends
Success
Our
teous servant.

Weather.

grees were reported
of the city, where conditions

■

Jan. 1, 1918 are herewith submitted. They
and Progrepresent the usual Growth in Strength
We feel a pride in saying that the Strength
ress.
Dollars and
of this Institution is not only in the
but also in
Cents which its Investments represent

the bride, assisted in serving refreshments. Mrs. Hayrnes will remain with
her parents while her husband is in the I

ed 21 below

43 127 34

as of

Capt. Royal W.
Lincolnville avenue, has kept a
Tne December meeting of the school Warren,
weather since 1898 and recommittee wras called for Monday even- diary of the
December of 1917 the coldest for
ing, but was adjourned to this, Thurs- ports
that period of years. There have been
day, evening on account of the lack of a
eleven
days with the mercury below zero.
Members of the committee
quorum
For three days it was 12 below zero, for
lave received the following letter, which
Sunwill be acted upon later by the joint two days 16, one day 18, one 21 and
day, Dec. 29th, it was 26 below. He uses
boards of Belfast and Searsport:
Dec 29, 1917.

on

The Annual

The hours of the reception
from 8 to 10 and the storm and se-

Winter

Cash

TO

in honor of the groom. Misses Laura
Morris and Frances W yllie, classmates of

quet will be served.

from

$2 617 147 91

Belfast.

were

$133 125 94

Banks,
Hand,

Due

Bills

mence

|j||

65 090 83
300 00

Capital.
Surplus.

was

at 7 o’clock with
to

Notes Rediscounted... >

LIABILITIES

I

>pen

40 566 75
500 00

!
!

the

to

The Government is

WAR SAVINGS

irresponsibles.
Three things are necessary—Efficiency, Man
Power, and Money—Efficiency among the Civil
Population as well as among our Fighting Forces:
the Conservation of Physical Energy for more
Work, longer Hours, larger Production. Thrift
must be studied and practised for a purpose—that
to the Govpurpose to be of special assistance
ernment. Buy nothing not absolutely needed,
thereby releasing, perhaps forcing the men from
the production of unnecessary articles into occupations necessary to carry on the War. It is the
production of War things, War necessities, that is
paramount right now.

3 000 00

i

j

respective Counties.

class themselves among the Nation’s

Loan

Bonds Sold.
Other Real Estate Owned.

us

and expects the Government and his Neighbors
protect him and his without any return. Both
shirk their responsibility and duty and voluntarily

$2 617 147 91

vere cold prevented many of their friends
reported clear Mon- from attending. The bride, a very atday morning. The Golden Rod made her tractive young lady, was daintily gowned
regular trip
in a dress of white silk net with satin
ribbon trimmings. The home was pretThe Grand Conclave of the Oriental
decorated for the occasion and the
tily
to
been
Thursday
Princes has
postponed
room was in red, white and blue
dining
evening, Jan 10th, to accommodate sev-

iing,

Liberty

■

bridge to the Eastern Steamship Co's her senior year at the High school. The
j
Wharf. C. W. Wescott, president of the groom came here from Portland and has
;
board of Trade, is confident their com- ! made many friends during his residence

The Conclave will

advanced -on

Internal Revenue Stamps.

j

present.

Money

a

over

to

1 000 00

Due from United States Treasury,
Due from U. S. Treasury 5°/, Fund,

other Counties in the State will be credited

this class or that group of citizens as an excuse for
doing his part. We have more sympathy
rather with the man who admits he is a Slacker

1 000 00

posits

Such

each Town Chairman, responsible that the
Town allotments be sold. Some of the Towns in
this County have not done their full part in the sale
of the past two issues, but will be expected to come
to the front and do their 'bit” in the coming issue.
We do not believe that any Town will prove a
Slacker. All people in the County should buy
their Liberty Bonds through one of the Waldo

County Banks, that Waldo County may have the
credit of their purchases. All bonds purchased
through Waldo County Banks by people from

his not

60 000 00

U. S. Bonds to secure Circulation.
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. De-

j

these are

Population compares with the Sacrifices of our
Fighting Forces. We have little patience with the
man who attributes the War to the activities of

15 000 00

$

recognize

sold;

critical time. While the War cloud hangs
it is the duty of each Institution or Individual to do his utmost; in fact there is but one
point on which all should focus their vision and
that the Successful Termination of the War. No
Sacrifice however great on the part of the Civilian

Mrs.

the groom was expected to be at home,
Wilbur K. Blodgett, now with The City j
but was unable to do so. The marriage
to
has
of
j
resigned
Belfast,
ational Bang
took place Sept. 22nd at the bride’s home
icome cashier of the Searsport National
on
Bay View' street, Rev. Walter T.
Barker
of
Erma
Miss
May
Brooks,
ank.
Hawthorne of the North Congregational
has
also
resigned
whom he is engaged,
church officiating. The marriage license
ji position as teacher of Grade VII in
was issued by Judge Maurice W. Lord as
will
Their
marriage
ie Belfast schools.
a special permit to the soldier who was
|
ke place early in February and they
at home on a short furlough. The marin
home
make
their
Searsport.
ii!
not publicly announced as the
I riage was
The bay is frozen over from the lower bride wished to continue her studies for

sire to be

$262 000 00

$2 254 437 05

Coney High.
April 12th, Open.
19th, Rockport at Belfast.

Real Estate Go,,

eral Princes from out of town who de-

over

j

Lucy Small Hall gave a partylast Friday evening at her home on Bay
View street in honor of her granddaughno1 arter’s marriage, Miss Helen Edna, only
I he Boston Sunday papers did
Our newsdealers were child of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Ellis, to
ve last Sunday.
that
Pitied " telephone from Rockland
Corporal Pearlie Carlton Haynes of the
could not U. £>.
ie train was late and they
A., now' in the Maine Heavy Artilso
:ach here until late in the evening,
lery at Camp Green, Charlotte, N. C.
until MondayWhen the plans for the party were made
e were obliged to wait

bor at Castine

Total

leans and Discounts, $1 202 335 23
Bonds and Securities, 1 052 101 82

22nd, Belfast at Camden.
March 1st, Waterville at Belfast.
8th, Belfast at Castine with Normal school.
March 15th, Coney High at Belfast.
22nd, Belfast at Castine with High
school.
March 29th, Belfast at Rockport.
April 5th, Belfast at Augusta with

house on Spring
ive rented the Conant
Coloord,
reet to Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
the
ho have been residing there since
block on Main street.
it- ii. the Dutch

handle the ice situation withmittee
The ice is said
>ut any serious trouble.
to be very bad at Brooksville,but the har-

12 000 00

ASSETS

8th, Open.
lath, Castine High at Belfast.

will convene
The Board of Registration
14th at tile
annual session January
of revising
the
purpose
ty budding for
correcting the names
ie check list and
election.
voters for the March

can

100 000 00
50 000 00

Other games of the

ivnuna.

each

be borne
one of the war-time features which must
without complaint. We even feel glad to be able
to be of material Service to the Government in

Feb. 1st, Belfast at Bucksport.

here

Dickey-Rnowltc"

$100 000 00

over

The game
Miss Margasenior at Mt. Holyoke Col-

11th, Belfast at Waterville.
18th, Bucksport at Belfast.
25th, Camden at Belfast

Jan.

The G. G. Class of the Baptist .Sunday
Bond social m
bool will hold a Liberty
evening.
Friday,
tomorrow,
vestry
,e
to mask,
II attending are requested
and games.
will be a short program

The

aio uo

regarded good.
unprecedented times;
consetherefore, must expect unprecedented
Government financing, we
quences. Owing to the
of work for which
are obliged to do a great deal
there is no return of expense incurred, but it is
All notes in our Loan Account are

We

to do their best.

mission 25 cents.
net ico

War.

Other Undivided Profits

ret Craig, a
lege and a prize winner in athletics, has l
been coaching the B. H. S. team.
Ad-

ball game beThere will be a basket
the Shamrocks and the Searsport
1 hursV. in the Opera House this,

Valorus A. Simmons

Setwyn Thompson

TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY

will be called at 8 o’clock.

,eea

Elmer A Sherman

The Government Bond issues
Investment
have pretty thoroughly absorbed the
the
Demand and must continue to do so during
less satisfactory.

Capital Paid in.
Stockholders’Liability.
Surplus.

!

held responsible that the State allotment be sold;
County Chairman that the County allotment be

Department through

Charles H. Walden
C. W. Wescott

|

teams will meet the Belfast High school

iy,

IraM. Cobe
Chas. P. Hazeltine
Asa A. Howes
Thomas W. Pitcher

|

teams in two of the best games of the
season at the Opera House tomorrow,

them

WESCOTT, President
BRAMHALL, Cashier
DIRECTORS

The Castine Normal school basket ball

lead

W.

R. A

turn is allotted its quota from its Federal Reserve
District; each County, from the State; each Town,
from the County. The State Chairman will be

are
Interest rates have been more favorable,
will
are
indications
they
and
firm at this writing,
continue so.
Opportunity,for profit in our Bond
selling of Securities has been

OFFICERS

Craig last Saturday evening. Music and
games were enjoyed during the social
hour, followed by light refreshments.
Mrs. Craig was assisted by her daughter
Margaret, her house guest, Miss Elizabeth
McNary of Freeport, 111., and by Miss
Louise Clement who is at home from Abbot Academy. Mrs. Walter T. Hawthorne
was also a guest of the evening.

Belfast.

County’s Leading Banking Institution

Annual Report of Waldo

Sheriff Frank A. Cushman has submitted his annual report of commitments to
the county jail for the year ending Dec.'
31, 1917: For vagrancy, 10; common seller of intoxicating liquor, 2; debt, 2; forgery, 1; larceny, 1; arson, 1; single sale of
intoxicating liquor, 1; liquor nuisance, 1;
held for witness, 1; total 20.

The News of

Y

^

of the officers.

one

:

'.

|

ments were served. On their departure
all the guests left an abundance of confetti and good wishes for the newly weds.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson, Misses Grace A.
Lord, Alberta Farnham, Edna D. Craw-

ftfrd, Lillian Harmon, Helen Kittridge,
Marguerite H. Owen, Charlotte M. Tibbetts, Leverne Whitten, Ralph A. Bramhall, Fuller C. Wentworth and Leroy
Coombs.

NOTICE
Until April 1st our stores will
close at 6 p. m. the following evenings: Monday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day.
E. F. BRAMHALL & CO
DI TCH RROS.,
B. D. FIELD,
JOHN A. FObG,
A. A. HOWES & CO.,
I. L. PERRY,
L. J. SANDERSON.
C. F. SWIFT.
H. L. WHITTEN CO..

,,

F. L. YOUNG.

THE CI'.Y NAHOHMl BANK.
BELFAST.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of The City National Bank of Belfast for
the choice of directors ana the transaction
of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at thei
banking rooms on Tuesday, January 8
1918, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President.

Belfast, Me., Dec. 26,1917-2*32

6
-—*

LIVING IN CITIES

Catarrh of Throat
Miss Amalie Ruzicka, 1449 South
16th St., Omaha, Nebraska, writes:
"I have suffered with catarrh of the
throat. I caught cold and it settled
in my throat, and I coughed badly
and was very weak. I could not sleep
docand had no appetite. I had two
tors, and had taken so many different
medicines and found no help. I thought
I will have to give up; but at last
so I
my mother read about Peruna,
thought of trying that great medicine
and in
Peruna. I got a bottle of it
about four days I almost stopped
coughing, and after a while I surely
Those who object to liquid medi»
we
found relief, and from that time
cines can procure Peruna Tablet*.
not without Peruna in our home.”

Could
Not
No

Residents Are Not

Sleep

as

Appetite

Home.

“Who, then, is my neighbor?” the
man “in the city pent”' asks himself,
as he regards a row of similar house

_

fronts and reflects on the fact that he
has only a nodding acquaintance at
best with the majority of the inmates.
Interdependence is fostered by the
conditions of living in the country.
Ordinarily we do not need the help
of the next house, near or far. But
let fire come, or a destructive storm, or
a predatory visitor, or a serious illness, and the neighbor may be as welcome as angels, says a writer in Phila-

.are

Raising

Game Birds

by

the

| MEMORIALS

Hundreds.

It is not quite accurate to entitle
this ceremony a funeral, for it is net
that, but we have in English no one
word or two words with which to express the meaning. In order to secure
complete accuracy, it would have been
necessary to head this sketch with the
words, “Ceremony Performed by a Serbian Family on the Anniversary of the
Death of One of Its Members,” and no
u
newspaper copy reader would pass

there are many mouths to feed and
shuffling feet to be shod. If we
let ourselves think of it, the vast multitude of identities striving to establish
themselves is almost terrifying. Where
did so many people come from? Where
How are they to
are they all going?
Each
find a lodging for the night?
of the moving swarm is the center of
many

The humblest, una circle of friends.
less deeply unfortunate, has ties that
bind him to earth and make life—in a
degree—dear to him.
Out of the pagan wilderness to the
lignts ana roarings comes inicolic youth. What will the city tlo to
Or in what
that unsopliistication?
way will its rugged, innocent power
in time come to prevail upon the city?
Your shrewdest, hardest captain of
business closes his eyes at his desk
and is taken hack to murmurous water
brooks and bees, to the aroma of hag,
of kine, of burning leaves, to the
sound of the whetted scythe or the
sight of baked apples in the window of
urban

the family hies to the cemetery, accompanied by close friends and headed by priests. Flowers are laid on the

_

and the
grave, prayers are offered
The virtues of the dead
women weep.
are extolled and he is addressed and

apostrophized.

(lie numerous species being raised.
A covey of mallards came from Michiof
gan and plainly missed the privilege
feeding in grain fields such as they had
been used to there. A pond is available
for these birds while brooks around the
sides furnish water easy of access for all.
Buckwheat is sowed for the pheasants
and their appetites are understood by the
superintendent, who had experience on a
similar farm near Worcester before taking up his duties here.
Pheasants came from England originally, first to Massachusetts and considerable success has been achieved in populating wooded sections of that State with
these beautifully plumaged birds. War
prices prevail in the foreign pheasant
market and it has become necessary for
producers to breed a supply in this couna
try if the work is to go on. They cost
dollar each before the war and now there
is practically no importation from Eng-

This part of the ceremony over, the
company sit down to a meal that they
have brought with them. The affair
takes on the aspect of some grave social occasion. Wine is drunk and much
food is eaten. It is customary to tell
all the anecdotes and incidents relating to the dead man that those present
Even bits of the past
Van remember.
that have a humorous turn are not
barred. It is in some sort a bringing
forth of his whole memory and setting
him again before his people, brushing
aside the passing days that were hiding
the thoughts of him from view.
It is interesting to speculate on the
meaning of this unusual practice, and
it
on the human tendency that gave
birth and keeps it alive. It seems to
root in the old human dread of being
forgotten completely. As these peo-

ple do it unto the dead,

so

the woodshed.
Why can’t they brown flapjacks or
bake beans or concoct apple sauce or
conk oatmeal as they did down on the

l

!
I

|

i
|

We have filtration, and the vacuum

and somehow or other “the men that
were boys when I was a hoy” mean
something in a lifetime that the brisk,

they expect

ambitious,

ning of this war, this authority says:
"On the whole, though, actual experi-

of Fact.

moving pictures.
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!
!
|
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IDLERS SHOULD BE MADE TO WORK
What Superintendent Hausmann of the
State Employment Bureau has told about
the impossibility of getting men to take
well-paid jobs, and of the refusal of even
men who admitted themselves to be down
and out to take places on farms at $40 a
month and maintenance, suggests that
force of law should be used to compel
such

ip,

X

®
am

■
X

If
»■
n

A DC

men

to work.

This nation needs the labor of its ablebodied men just as much, and is entitled
to it quite as much, as it needs and is entitled to the military service of a part of
its young male population. And it is the
duty of every man living in the United
States to earn his livelihood.
The nation has not waited upon the
willingness of a sufficient number of men,
to organize its national army. Its representatives enacted a law that made military service compulsory upon those selected for it. That law has the approval
and the obedience of all good citizens.
A law making service in civil life, for
adequate compensation, compulsory upon
all men physically able to work, would
likewise have the approval and obedience
of all loyal citizens, and it would bring to
their senses such men as those idlers
whom Superintendent Hausmann en-

countered.—Albany Journal.

up-pushing

the

|

of work.

clean-shaven,

igeneration does not convey. It would
;do these take-it-or-Ieave-lt fellows good
'to study the large, leisurely, tranquilizing ways of their forebears in the
flays when “civilization” was not on a
;tear from the cheap lunch to the bargain counter, and home was not a waystation betwixt the joyride and the

Learn Value of Men.
In one of the chapters of “A Student
in Arms.” hy Donald Hankey. a volunteer iu the English army at the begin-

men to

farm?
The table was always big enough
for the unexpected guest. An egg or a
quart of milk was no such great event
as it is in a
city. There used to be
time, too. to settle the affairs of the
borough and the nation, to discuss
Horace Greeley and to wind the clock,
between supper and early bedtime.

cleaner, and the servant question, and
all the other city advantages. But it
was something to know the neighbors,

their children and their relatives to do
unto them, and they cherish the custom
as a fountain that will keep their own
memory green when their time comes.

ence of war brings the best
fore, and the best qualities of the avOfficers nnd men are
i erage man.
On October 11, 1917, the Committee of i welded into a closer comradeship by
Public Information, of which Secretary | dangers and discomforts shared. They
of War Baker is a member, made the fol- I learn to trust each other and to look
lowing announcement:
i fur the essential qualities rather than
We have not only equipped an army at
i for the accidental graces. One learns
an
out
fitted
expeditionary
home,but have
hearts,
force within the short period of six to love men for their great
! their pluck, their indomitable spirits,
months.
In a report by the Secretary of vVar, is- ; their irrepressible humor, their readlsued December 15, 1917, this statement ness to shoulder a weaker brother’s
! burden in addition to their own. One
appears:
Our activities in this regard have re- sees men as God sees them, apart
to
an
of
army
sulted in the transporting
from externals such ns manner and inFrance,fully equipped, with adequate re- tonation. A night in a bombing party
serves of equipment and subsistence, and
of
a man
with those large quantities of transporta- I shows you .Tim Smith ns
A shortage of ration appliances, motor vehicles, railroad splendid courage.
construction supplies and animals, all of tions reveals his wonderful unselfishwhich are necessary for the maintenance ness. One danger and discomfort afand effective operations of the force.
ter another you share in common unCongressman Miller was a member of til you love him as a brother.
Out
the party of congressmen who recently
remind you
As an there, if anyone dared to
visited the European war front.
while yotl
intimate friend of General Pershing, he that Jim was only a fireman
had an opportunity for observation not were a bank clerk, you would give him
1
You
accorded the casual visitor in the war one in the eye to go on with.
On Mr. Miller’s return to the have learned to know a man when you
zone.
he
issued
United States a few days ago
; see one and to value him.”
the .following statement:
virtualFrance
The American troops in
Largest Catch of Salmon.
ly are without 3-inch guns, a prime esNew fish are Introduced every year
sential of either defensive or offensive
discovered
operations. By this I mean to say they and new fishing grounds
are without American
guns. We have nnd surveyed for the benefit of fisherbeen able to buy a few guns from France, men.
Rescue work among the fishes
but, the supply is not sufficient.
is also undertaken nnd last year more
have
There are many batteries which
than 8.000,000 fish, left stranded in
been sent to France that have not yet had
evaporating pools, were saved to grow
form.
in
to
train
with
or
use
a gun
any
to a life of usefulness—that is, big
There is a shortage of clothing, and I up
don’t care who says to the contrary. enough to be fit for the table.
A skilled investigator has been
There is a shortage of nearly all the supstudying frog culture, and the Alaska
ples needed to equip troops in the field.
If it is stated our troops have an abun- salmon fisheries have been so guarddance of supplies, ask whether or not our ed and protected in accordance with
army officials, in despair of receiving
federal laws that this season's catch
suitable and sufficient clothing for our
has been enormous, the largest ever
men over there, ordered uniforms a short
•
time ago from the already overtaxed made.
The Alaska seals constitute the most
English firms.—Biddeford Journal.
wild animals ever
Mr. Baker would make a valuable ad- valuable herd of
owned by any government, and the budition to the reporter’s staff of a Hearst
reau of fisheries is their custodian.
He has both the imagination
newspaper.
line
in
that
and the nerve to make good

Question

delphia Ledger.
City life is often a battle of the
strong, because there are crowds and

title like that, writes a correspondent.
It is the custom of the country to remember the dead on the anniversary of
death by a pilgrimage to the graveyard, with all appropriate ceremonies.
A morbid custom, and one that raigjit
be productive of endless and needless
grief, according to our ideas, but the
Serbs are a hard race and face their
All of
sorrows without covering them.

rage.
Wire fences run 160 feet long, six feet
high and 38 feet wide with two feet oyerhang on each side are provided for the
bi’ds. They are unable to clear the overhang if they try to fly out. This bird
farm has 60 acres and Mr. Bullock eventually will cover every acre with runs for

land.
Black ducks are. highly favored also
and the wild species seem to be diminishing rather than increasing. Maine has
given considerable protection to conserving its game animals and fish but very
little to birds. A few pheasants have
been the subject of experimentation, but
no well defined effort has been made by
t he State to breed and distribute them.
This farm bids fair to become a popular depot for restoration of wild birds and
breeding pheasants in the years to come,
as it is not being conducted for profit.

FOR THEIR DEAD

Serbians Ever Keep Green the Memof
ory of Deceased Members
Their Families.

Richard E. Bullock is raising game
birds by the hundred in a wire-fenced inclosure of 25 acres at Scarboroas superintendent of a preserve owned by C. H.
Sprague of Boston. English ring pheasand like
ants, mallard and black ducks
species are being produced for liberation,
in an endeavor to rehabilitate the woods
of New England and replenish the stock
of wild feathered game. There is a ready
market for the surplus birds and an order
for 1,000 pheasants eggs was received recently from a Long Island fancier.
These birds are half tame and flutter in
noisy flocks around the fence at feeding
time. Little protection from inclement
weather is needed, as all these are hardy
breeds and flourish best when left practically without shelter.
Pheasants contract tuberculosis if shut
They huddle under a strip
up in coops.
of canvas during stormy weather within a
out freezing and subsist in the woods
wild state, as do partridges, on tree buds,
blizzards
and burrowing into drifts when

la

Battle for Existence, With No
Time for Sociability.

a

We Always
Have PERUNA in the

Neighborly
Country.
as

Metropolitan Municipalities

Life in

Now Well.

in

STOMACH

Of what use is ir t

Thousands? yes, hundreds of thousands
of people throughout America are taking
the slow death treatment daily.
They are murdering their own stomach,
the best friend they have, and in their
sublime ignorance they think they are
putting aside the laws of nature.
This is no sensational statement; it is a
startling fact, the truth of which any
honorable physician will not denjf.
These thousands of people are swallowing daily huge quantities of pepsin and
other strong digesters, made especially to
digest the food in the stomach without
any aid at all from the digestive membrane of the stomach.
Mi-c-na stomach tablets relieve distressed stomach in five minutes; they do
Taken regularly for a few weeks
more.
they build up the run down stomach and
make it strong enough to digest its own
food. Then indigestion, belching, sour
stomach and headache will go.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold by
druggists everywhere and by A. A. Howes
& Co., who guarantee them.

I

Dispersing a Crowd.
“I have just cnme back from fortyeight hours’ duty in Paris.” writes an
officer in a Highland regiment.
“My
servant and I. both in the kilt, were
buying some stuff outside a shop, as
one does in Paris, when a crowd of
about twenty people gathered round,
and simply stared—some amused, some
doubtless in
I was amused at first,
admiration.
but it got a bit too much of a good
tiling, and my servant, who is a wag,
said:
‘Shall I hand round the hat,
sir?’
So. not thinking he would. I said:
“Yes, do,’ and—if be didn’t whip off his
Balmoral and take it round perfectly
seriously, with a childlike expression
his face.
on
They cleared off all
right, some grinning, and others looking very sheepish. But we got noth-

open-mouthed,

and

some

ing."
Prepare

to

Care for Themselves.

Nowhere have tiie French snown
their Remarkable national vitality more
striking than in the way they have
kept up the pursuits of peace while
bearing the brunt of the most exacting
So far from having
war in history.
their industries broken by conflict they
have developed scores of new ones,
An exhibit
writes a correspondent.
now being held in Paris is given over
entirely to products manufactured in
France, which were formerly imported.
The first division consists of articles
formerly brought from foreign nations,
largely from Germany, while the second is made up of articles formerly
made in the northern French districts
now occupied' by the invader, which
are now being manufactured in southern France.

Interesting Experiment
Experiments just completed by two
French scientists have reopened tho
controversy whether rudimentary manifestations of life can be produced in
inorganic matter. These men took a
glass tube containing a solution of colloidal silica, sealed it by melting the
glass and subjected tube and contents
to a high temperature, long enough to
sterilize them thoroughly, according
to all current ideas of sterilization.
The tube was then kept moderately
warm
for two months, and when
opened the contents were full of living
bacteria. Objectors contend that the
colloidal silica probably operates to
protect bacteria originally in the solution from the effects of the heat
sterilization.
She

Thought

So.

As the steamer was leaving the harbor
of Athens, a lady approached the captain,
and, pointing to the distant hills, inquired:
“What is that white stuff on the hills,

captain?”

“That is

snow,

Capt. W. H. Harriman was at home
from Rockland and spent Christmas with
The recent destruction by fire of a/ his family.
certain ancient New England meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Clifford and daughter
house has set the villagers to retelling
Grace, spent Christmas with Mr. and
an amusing anecdote connected with
its partial demolition nearly a cen- Mrs. Gerry Harding.
tury ago, when it lost i-ts steeple in a
Capt. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman and
hurricane, says the Youth’s Compan- son Evander spent Christmas with Mr.
;ion.
and Mrs. J. A. Pierce in Sandypoint.
Deliberate and cautious lovemaking
Miss Anzelia Harriman arrived home
figures in many tales of rural New
Englhnd; but surely In none of them from Howland, Me., to spend Christmas
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. H.
does the hero show less impetuosity
than the Amos of this story showed.
For ten years he had courted his patient Eliza; at last he had proposed,
had been accepted, and the wedding
day was set. It dawned unpropitiously, with a howling gale blowing, which
At the
increased hourly in violence.
the
hour, nevertheless,
appointed
guests gathered at the home of the

was

vitally necessary substartce by treating
illuminating gas without affecting the
gas appreciably.
quality of

t^u?

What animal makes the

nearest ap-

—

E. MOORE of Belfast in the County
State of Maine, respectand eives this Honorable Coirt to
libels
fully
be informed; that she was lawfully married to
Pearl S. Moore of Belfast aforesaid, at said
Belfast, on the thirtieth day of September, A,
D 1916, by Rev. L. W. Hammons a minister
of tbe Gospel duly authorized to solemnize
marriages; ti at since Baid marriage one child
has been horn to them, to wit, William F.
Moore; that since said marriage your libelant
has conducted herself towards the said Pearl
S. Moore as a faithful, chaste and affectionate
wife; yet the said Pearl S. Moore, wholly unmindful of his marring'.1 vows and duty, since
said marriage has treated your liheiant with
cruel a* d abu-ive treatment and has wantonly
neglected and refused to provide suitable food
and shelter for your libelant and child, although having sufficient ability so to do.
Libelant, aver-that ihc reside* ce of the said

ANNIE'
of Waldo and

libelee is not known to her and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now * xisling between her and the said
Moore and that she may be given
Pearl
the custody of her minor child
D-ited at Belfast this Beventh day of De-

cember,

Tea for Soldiers.
England tea has advanced In
price to such an extent and it is at the
same time so necessary an accessory
of diet in the army that it is considered an act of patriotic economy to
drink cafe au lait for breakfast in-

A Wise F'sh.
“I wonder why this goldfish never
grows any.”
creature
little
“The
intelligent
knows there would be no room for

H.C. BUZZELL,
STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo,

Cows!
Cows!!
cow* for spot cash at

Belfast, Maine.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

ss.

Court,
Vacation.
Dec 11. A. D 1917,
Upon the annexed Libel, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
notice be given to the. Libelee by publishing
an attested copy of the same, or an abstract
thereof, together with this order thereon,
three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be
thirty days at least before the next term of
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and
for said Couo.y, on the third Tuesday of April
next, that he may then and there appear in
said Court and answer thereto, if he see fit.
WARREN C. PH1LBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and order of Court

[l,

s

Supreme Judicial

]

in

BeLFA;

thereon.
Attest:

T.

GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

Notices.

Probate

and
a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day
A.
1917.
D,
of December,

At

In Use For Over

1

count

as

executrix be

allowed.

_1
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11 rh day
of December, A. D. 1917.
ADA B. MOKTON of Belfast, executor of
the will and testament of Horace B Mort »r,
late of Northport, in said County of Waldo,

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that the actual market value of the property
of said deceased now in her hands, subject to
the payment of the collateral inheritance tax.
the persons interested in the succession thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon may bo
determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively, in Th Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 8th d~.y of January
A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if ary they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
E.

A true copy.

< has

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate oourt neia at
for the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. 1917.

Belfast, within aim
on the 11th day of

SUSAN M. MORSE of Cohasset, Massachusetts, guardian of Emily N. Morse. Marian
E.Morse and Dorothy L.Morse, minor children
of herself and Fred H. Morse, late of Chelsea,
in the State of Massachusetts, deceased, having presented a petition praying that she may
be licensed to sell and convey at public or private sale certain real estate belonging to said
minors, situate in Belmont in said county, and
described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a new:-paper
published at Belfast, in said county, that they
held at
may appear at a Probate Court, to be
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 8th
day of January, A.j D., 1918, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be

granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Attest:

A true copy.

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

not be

granted,

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

Attest:
A true copy.
Chas E

g

At a Probat.' Court neid hi Belfast, within and
for the C untv of Waldo, on the lith day
of D-cember, A, D. 1917.
SAR H E. ELWELL of Northport in said
County, guardian of Warren Arthur Hamillate of
ton, minor child of Lillian G, Hamilton,
Northport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying she may
be licensed to sell and convey at private sale
in accordance with an advantageous offer all'
the trees standing on the first parcel of real
estate described in said petition, together with
right of way over the second parcel therein
described, for the purpose of removing said
trees and right to enter upon said real estate
and to cut and remove said trees during a

period ending May 1,1920.
Ordered. Thai the said petitioner give

notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks s ccessively in The Republican Journal, a nev sin said County,
papor published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Prohate Court, to oe
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the 8th day of January, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clocK before noon.and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A

Attest:
Chas E

true copy.

Johnson, Register.

At a Pri bate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of December, A. I). 1917.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament, of Josephine K. Wight,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to William
G. Preston, the executor named therein, without
bond, it bail g so i r< vided in the

will.

giving

That notice be given to all persons
a copy of this order to be
weeks successively in The Rethree
published
publican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast,, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within ana
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
January next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause.if any they have,why the ^ame

Ordered,

interested by causing

should not be proved, approved and allowed

i.nd

petition granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

OI/UEj

or

A true copy.

urnimj,

Waldo, ss,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
December, A. D. 1917.
CHARLES W. FREDERICK of said Belfast,
residuary devisee f**r life of certain real estate under the last will of Lena P. Frederick,
late of said Belfast, deceased, having presented a petition representing that as such ae
visee he has an estate in his possession in the
real estate described in said petition; that said
real estate is subject to a contingent remain
der under the terms of said will, ana praying

of the will above named.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks sucnewsce sively in The Republican Journal, a
i'> «■ id County, that
paper published at
a 1* obute Court, to be held
at
they may appeal
the
at Belfast, within and for said County, on
8th day of January, A. D. 1918, at ten of the
if
show
and
cause,
any
they
clock before noon,
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should

30 Years.

i

that Ralph 1. Morse of said Belfast tmjy be
appointed t'us tee and authorized to self' the
LILLIAN M. SNOW, executrix of the will real estate described in Bf.id petition for th,e
of Willie H
Snow, late of Belfast, in said sum of seventy-five dollars and dispose of the
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented proceeds of said sale after paying the exacterms
a petition praying that her first and final
pense thereof, according td law and the

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interisted by causing a copy of this order,
attested by the Register f said Court, to be
published three weeks successively if. The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in
said Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the second Tuesday of January,
1918, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have why,the prayer o*f said
petitioner should not he granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:
Chas E.

A true copy

Johnson, Register.

Johnson, Register.

(

Attest:
has. E.

Johnson. Register.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
of
duly appointed administrator of the estate
SYLVANUS B. JONES, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Ail persons having
bonds as the law directs.
d< mai ds against the estate of said deceased
to present ttio sBme for settleart- d-b.r. 1
nil indebted thereto are r quested
ment,
to make payment immediately.
WILL1.1M 3. JONES.
Palermo. Me

Nov

13, 1917.

ihe subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
hereby gives notice that on the 9th
October, A D 1917, he was duly appointed administrator of the tstate of
JOSEPH A. BAKER, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and was
then a resident of Monroe, but having rescriber
day of

..

moved since my appointment out of the State,
in compliance with the provisions of the
statute of said State or Maine, do hereby appoint Abbie J Baker of Monroe, Maine, my

authorized Agent.

ALBERT A. BAKER.
Monroe, Nov 13, 1917

Ihe subscriber
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
hereby giv’es notice that she has been duly ap-

pointed

executrix of the

last will and testa-

ment of

TIBBETT& late of Liberty,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present tire same for setWYMAN T.

At a Probate Court neid at Belfast, within and
frr the County of Waldo.in vacation, on tbe
12th day of December, A. D. 1917.

ALICE G BILLINGS of Lynn. Massachusetts,as a daughter of fcdw. B. Billings, late of
said Lynn, deceased having presented a petition

that she may be appointed adminof the estate in the State of Maine of

praying

istratrix
said deceased.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
! published at Belfast, in said County, that they
I may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 8th
the
day of January, A D. 1918. at ten of
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
should
have, whv the prayer of said petitioner
not be

granted.

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the lltb day of
December, A. D. 1917.
WILLIAM R. PHILLER, executor of the estate in the State of Maine of George Philler,
late of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,

deceased, having presented

a

petition praying

that his first and final account

as

executor of

said estate be allowed.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons ihterested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks sucJournal, a news; cessively in The Republican
I paper published at Belfast, in said County,
Court, to
a
Probate
at
that they may appear
< be held at Belfast, within and for said County.
D.
! on the 8th day of January, A.
1918, at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
said petiany they have, why the prayer of
tioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BO WDEN, Judge.
A true copy.

him in that small glo*e.”
Had a Good Stare.
Maude—Let's start a secret society!
Alice—Ail right; I heard a lot of
secrets at the bridge club this afternoon!—The Lamb.

D. 1917.

Justice of the Peace.

Saving

stead of the usual cup of tea, notes a
London correspondent. Of course, any
coffee that is diluted with milk is
cafe au lait, but the term is usually
applied to the beverage as the French
take it for breakfast. That is a mixture of clear coffee infusion to which
is added a liberal amount of hot milk.

A.

(Signed) ANNIE E MOORE.
Personally appeared the above named Annie
E. Moore and made oath that the allegations
contained in the above ‘ibel by her signed are
true, before me, this seventh day of December
A. D 1917.

In

Greece.”

School teacher (to little boy)—If a farmproach to man, asked the teacher in nater raises 1,700 bushels of wheat and sells
ural history.
Please, sir, the flea, answered little Bil- it for SI. 17 per bushel, what will he get?
Milestones.
Little Boy—Automobile.
ly Jones.

teen.

Pink Tea Workers Barred.
The head of the canteen department of the National League for Women’s Service has requested all “pink
tea” members to resign from her di“I would rather have one devision.
pendable woman than one thousand
who can’t work because they have an
engagement to play golf or because it
is their afternoon at home,” she remarked, according to the Worcester

madam,” replied the

The Answer.

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for tbe County of Waldo on the
third Tuesday of April in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eigh-

doubt about it: this weather is unsuitable for weddings!’”
Nevertheless, he was imperatively
persuaded to come and be married
'without waiting for it to clear up.

2m46
Down South.

STATE OF MAINE

oughter stand up agin a gale when a
meetin’ house steeple can’t. No, sir,’
says I to myself, ‘there ain’t a mite of

Gas May Help Win War.
Our illuminating gas plants may win
the war for us. according to the American Chemical society. These. experts
say that the only way of quickly increasing the available supply of toluol
is to extract it from the nation’s gas.
Toluol is the basis of trinitrotoluol, the
famous Rritish high explosive T. N. T.
The production in this country is confined largely to by-product coke ovens
and the entire present output is conHowever, by quick and
tracted for.
energetic action we can secure an immense supplementary supply of this

a

COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.

man

banner flaunts into view.
Such women are obstacles in the
progress of any cause with which they
see tit to play.

^

Christmas
tree for her scholars at the schoolhouse
Monday afternoon. A nice program was
given and all had a good time.

“She swung and she swayed and she
kind of hung in the wind, and then,
jest as I was gettin’ my boots on to
.start, over she went! And, says I to
myself i ‘That’s a clear showing, if
ever there was one; and here I stay!

ganization machinery—and disappears
until a new “cause” or a brighter

Always Bought

The Kind You Have

Bears the Signature of

Mrs. Jennie .Harding had

off,’ says I to myself, ‘but then, wommaybe they
en is so onreasonable
won’t.’ I kep’ ray eye on the meetin’
house steeple, and says I: ‘If she goes,
I don’t; and if she don’t, I do.’

Post.
Red Cross workers and war workers of ail types are up against the
old-age problems of organizers—how
to weed out the indifferent and Inefficient w'orker. the person who enthusiastically enrolls under every new
banner, attends a few meetings, throws
a monkey-wrench or two into the or-

Camden and

gene Barnes.

‘I don’t know ’bout this! I don’t know !’
Arter breakfast ’twas wuss; and says
I to myself: ‘I most know they’ll put
it off; I most know they will !* I had
my eye on the meetin’ house steeple,
and I could see ’twas swaying consid‘I know they’d orter put it
erable.

a

against Experiment.

health of Children—Experience

up from
daughter
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Eu-

pouring guns and pitchforks, so to
.speak, and I says to myself, says I.

couldn’t say

and Children.

Just-as-good

came

standing, and on the threshold, very
much surprised, stood Amos, lie had
supposed that of course the wedding
would be postponed.
“Well, now. when I woke up ’twas

woman

Infants

has borne the signaThe Kind You Have Always Bought
made under his
been
has
and
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher,
for over 30 years. Allow no one
supervision
personal
Imitations and
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits,
”
and
endanger tne
«
but
are
Experiments,

Fred Felker and little

and Mrs.

Mr.

the whole front of the house; perhaps
Amos was killed or pinned under the
wreck.
At last a party of anxious volunteers started forth, in the teeth of the
When they
tempest, to investigate.
.reached the farm the elm was still

Even a

for

Harriman.

bride and waited for the bridegroom,
but he did not appear.
The storm \vas truly terrific; indeed,
the meeting house, just across the
common, had already surrendered its
steeple with a tremendous crash. The
bride became hysterical and her brothOminous
ers began
to look worried.
whispers ran about that if the great
elm in front of Amos’ door had blown
down it must surely have crushed in

WANTED, good
“Well,” remafked the lady, “I thought full market value. Write or phone
so myself, but a gentleman has jult told
HERALD OFFICE,
it

|

Almost every family in this neighborhood had a tree for their children.

New Englander Allowed Blowing Over
of Church Steeple by Hurricane to
Influence His Wedding Plans.

captain.
me

PMOSPECV KEKKY.

WEATHER CHANGED HIS VIEWS

-r-•-*

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate

Al

a

rroume u»un Iinu

late of

the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
RALPH I. MORSE.
Belfast, Me., Dec. 11,1917.
The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gi ves notice that he has been
estate in
the
of
duly appointed administrator
the State of Maine, of
BENIAH HARDING, late of Billerica,
in the State of Massachusetts, deceased. All
tbe estate of
persons having demands against
raid deceased »re desired to present the same
are rethereto
indebted
all
for settlement, mid
Rohquested to make payment immediately to
authorert F. Dunton of Belfast, Uaine, my
ed agent.
BENIAH F. HARDINU.
Billerica, Mass., Dtc. 11,1917.

on

-■•*«*■*

the 11th

day of

PHILLER of Philadelphia
executor of the estate of George
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, de-

Philler,
ceased, having presented a petition praying
that the actual market value of the property
of said deceased now in his hands, subject to
the payment of the collateral inheritance tax,
the persons interested in the succession therebe
to, and the amount of the tax thereon may

determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persoriB interested by causing a copy of

this order to be published three weeks succesBively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
to be held at
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said County,on the 8th,
ten
of the clock
at
day of January. A. D. 1918,
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
of said petitioner should not
the

why

prayer
granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

be

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

in the

tlement. and all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately.

are

requested

NELLIE A. TIBBETTS.
Liberty, Maine, Dec. il, 19^7.

The tuhscriber
EXECUTRIX’S NO l ICE
hereby gives notice that she has been du.'y apIa6t will and testaof
the
executrix
pointed

ment of

JAMES L. MA

^

late of Searsmont:

RINER,

Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
ETTA L. MARRINER.
Searsmont, Me,, Dec 11, 1917.
in the

County

of

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
estate of
the
ot
duly appointed administrator

OLIVE E. JONES, late of Palermo,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlement,
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
WILLIAM S JONES.
Palermo, Me., Nov. 13, 1917.
in the

and
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
1917
A.
D.
December.
of
15th day

At

HARRY M. LENFEST, administrator on the
eBtate of Hollis Tomer, late of Palermo, in
said Countv of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that he may be
licensed to sell and convey at public or private
sale certain real estate of said deceased situated in Palermo, in said County, and described
in said

petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to ill persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newsthat
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
the
on
said
and
for
at Belfast, within
County,
8th day of January, A. D. 1918, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWuEN. Judge.

HORACE MADDOCKS, late of Searsport,
in

A»v..c.nt,

WILLIAM R.

Pennsylvania,

A true copy.

of

a*.

County of Waldo,
December, A. D 1917

for the

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ard
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
December, A. D. 1917.

LOCK CREMIN, executor of the will of
Elizabeth P. Nason, late of Monroe, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
aca petition praying that bis first and final
count as executor be allowed.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
of
a
persons interested by causing copy
this order to be published three weeks succesa
Journal,
newspaper
sively in The Republican
they
published at Belfast, in said County, that
to be held at
may appear at a Probate Court,
on the 8th
for
said
and
within
County,
Belfast,
day of January, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why,the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
to all

A true copy.

Attest:
nwea E.

Johnson, Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

The

subbeen

scriber hereby gives notice tnat she has
estate of
duly appointed administratrix of the
LUCIUS P. WALTON, late of Belfast,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease
for settleare desired to present the 6ame
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
immediately,
to make payment
GRACE E. WAL10N.
Belfast, Me Dec. 11. 1917.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The

sub-

been
hereby gives notice that he has
of the eBtate of
duly appointed administrator
DANIEL HUSTUS, late of Freedom,
scriber

County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
same for settlement,
are desired to present the
to make
and all indebted thereto are requested
immediately.
payment
CHARLES T. BRYANT.
Freedom, Me., Dec. 11. 1917.

in the

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhas been
ecriber hereby gives notice that he
de bonis non,
duly appointed administrator
with the will annexed, of the estate of
CHARLES FERNALD, late of Winterport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the lew directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased,
isms for settlea-e desired to present the
are requested
ment, and all indebted thereto
to make payment imm.di.tely
Winterport, Me., Dec. 11,

o

Standard for Maine

^^Higher

Apples.

reason that many orchardnot awake
tlie Slate of Maine do
op portunities we have in

vV|l.l( j.s ihe
;

V spleiidid

for the growing of strictly high
and secure and hold the

lie

M

;pples,

this high grade fruit? Look in
stores in the cities. What do
.r
pples? Are they grown in

i

TWO LONG YEARS
HE SUFFERED
"Firuit-a-fives” lade Him Feel
As If Walking Cn Air

j WOMAN PLEADED FOR CANDOR

WHAT SAMWES EAT

Matron Announcing Nearness of Birthday Found Truth Not Bo Attractive After She Got It.

Meat Twice Daily, White Bread,

A woman with a birthday In sight
| spoke earnestly to three men who were
; her friends, writes Ella Kandull
Pearce, in life.
“Tomorrow will be another birthday for me,” she said. “I know the

Vegetables, Chief Foods.

|

Coffee Served at Breakfast and Buttermilk, Tea, Cocoa or Water

j

at

! freshness of my youth has departed,
but I should like to know, just how
Nov. 28th. 1914.
Orillia,
do they come from a distant
.,
old I appear in the eyes of the world,
“For over two years, I was troubled
tell
i
me, my dear friends, if you were
ihe country?
i with Constipation, Drowsiness, Lack op
looking on me for the first time what
amount of fruit is used every
and
Headaches.
I
saw
One
day
Appetite
i would be your impressions?”
lie eastern part of the country
Fruit-a-tives
your sign which read
Said the first man glibly: “I have
who want first class fruit. They make
you feel like walking on air.”
known you foF several years,, and you
the
in
,ong the best paid people
This appealed to me, so I decided to
appear the same as when I first saw
UHj when they can purchase fruit tryr a box. In a very short time, I
Your beauty is undimmed; your
you.
and packed in the right way in the began to feel better, and now / feelfine.
charm is undiminished. If I did not
to
pay
,,f Maine, they are willing
know otherwise, I should say tomorI have a good appetite, relish everything
row would be your twentieth birthI eat, and the Headaches are gone
prices for it.
the result or
day.”
us consider what is
entirely. I recommend this pleasant
Said the second man more slowly:
urst class fruit packed right and fruit medicitie to all my friends ”,
I “I, too, have known you for several
in good condition at the stores.
DAN McLEAN.
our
years, but it qpenjs to me you have
j at a fruit store in one of
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
Your beauty
been favored by time.
dies the last of November, 1917,
At all dealers orsent postpaid by Fruit"
has ripened and deepened until now
he had any k-tives
if
man
the
of
.piired
Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y,
you, who were once a lovely bud, are
row’ll apples, and was informed
I should
a lovelier rose in bloom.
did not have any, but had a fine
count tomorrow as the beginning of
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE:
... stern grown
apples that he was
your twenty-fifth year.”
a
“And you,” queried the woman of
The following transfers of real estate
,\ live cents each or fifty cents
He also had some smaller sized were recorded in Waldo County Registry the third man, who had been regardwith clear-eyed frankness.
„f the same variety at forty cents of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 27, ing her
“Between friends there should al1917:
ways be truth," he replied graveiy.
11inK ol apples raiseu
Louraine V. Preble, Islesboro, to Wil“I acknowledge your beauty and your
et.
the
country liam H. Morrison, Stockton Springs,
away shipped across
charm and both have been wondersold right in the heart of the als.; land in Islesboro.
a
fully preserved in semblance of youth.
of
to
State
the
of
Brooks,
section
Brooks Grain Company,
lowing
But you ask for candor and you shall
unable
William B. Swan, Belfast; land and
at prices that we have been
have it.
Looking at you closely, I
should not expect you to see thirty—
fur our Maine grown fruit. Does buildings in Brooks.
,.
claim that the western apples
George F. Overlock, Stockton Springs, after tomorrow.”
The woman faced the three men
in flavor to ours? Are there to Calvin W. Elliott, do; land and buildrior
p,
who were her friends, and her eyes
are
that
ings in Stockton Springs.
;lples grown anywhere
were gleaming while her cheeks’ pink
Tolman H. Fernald, Lebanon, et. als.,
in flavor to our McIntosh Red,
She pointed an acturned crimson.
and
land
when
they
Northern
or
Spy
Belfast;
to Henry Bakeman,
onoinor flnorop
i,stein,
,,wn under proper conditions?
buildings in Belfast.
“You have lied,” she said tremulousJennie E. York, Brooks, to Betsey J.
tv ,-n our orchardists take the best
ly, “and you also. But I will forgive
heir trees by cultivating, pruning Colson, Monroe; land in Monroe.
you both because you lied to please
But you”—she whirled toward
me.
Orrin J. Dickey and M. R. Knowlton,
i,ivmg, they will get better results.
the last speaker—“you are a barbarous
rees should be thoroughly sprayed Belfast, to Fannie Rhodes Bowden.Northegotist. You have wounded me in ort!), ground well cultivated and fer- port; land and buildings in Northport.
der to maintain your own reputation
Levi D. George, Prospect, to Lemuel H.
tile trees should be pruned'so
Your
for veracity.
Truth, indeed!
and
buildland
althus
Stockton
Springs;
Dickey,
aey will be open^headed,
honesty offends me. We are no longer
Ihe sun and air to penetrate all ings in Searsport.
friends. Go—and quickly!"
Marcellus Veazie, Islesboro, to Angie
f the tree.
By this method the
“Whew!” exclaimed the third man
j
in
1
and
land
buildings
as he strode through the outer darkght to be high colored and free M. Miller, do';
The fruit should be Islesboro.
“I wonder what would have
ness.
n perfections.
Lucius A. and Harry B. Walton, Belhappened to me if I had really told
out so that the apples will be of

The old idea’that army diet should
consist largely of beans, hardtack and
coffee, is no longer approve^ writes
Belle Case Harrington in Leslies. In
the present training camps meat, preferably beef, is served twice a day.
with white bread baked in the general
camp bakery and kept 24 hours before serving. Where green vegetables
can be obtained they are used, otherwise canned goods are substituted.
Coffee is served at breakfast, and but-

termilk, lemonade, tea,

Each

imple of our fruit, and tell them
goods we deliver will be just the
When we have
is the
sample.
t <1 this trade we will be able to rel
;i
having the fruit up to a high
i,..

In this way

we

best markets for

iire

will be able to

our

apples.

had called to my attention this
bused apples that were selling for
Now, if we can get prices like

|

first class fruit, we can use
best advantage the other grades

f.

r

:

are left.

our

apple barrels selling in some cases
is forty-two and forty-five cents
: with the high cost of packing
shipping, we ought to send our high-

W

■■■!

B
in
•>

le of fruit to the markets in order
to with others in the market. In
shall realize

we

■

larger profit

a

■rchards, and our farms will inaiue, more people will become
fruit

in

proper
1

f

n

there

ar

culture,

and Maine will

place in orcharding.
are more

growers show-

packing a
ass product and receive very good
for a large part of their crop But
ite of this increase, there are some
are behind
ami are not packing
These are the people who keep
•putation ol the pack of our Maine
from being what it should be, and
v hurt those who are putting up
better grades.
most commodities now coming to

it

real interest.

.1

e

They

are

olio it lias been found more

remun-

market the best product proplabeled. thus giving every'evidence
ve

to

deal on the part of the packer
iduccr.
S. A. Eaton,
Assistant Horticulturist,
Maine Department of Agriculture,

square
i

The
ines

Woodpile

Hamlen, United
Maine, has

C.

mmistrator for

K

airman

States fuel
directed the

of the local fuel committee of
state that any statements in

iusta to
iv

is Safe.

newspaper that the fuel administrauon

■ wood,

or

templates commandeering any
fixing ihe price of wood or in-

K ierlcnng

in any way with the wood.infalse; and that the fuel administration had no intention or desire to

’Jstry,

1

are

upon itself amy regulation whatever
the wood industry. The fuel adminisWbion has already done what it could,
•ml will continue so to
do, and 'stimulate
Be harvesting and marketing of all wood
■m can possibly be cut.
Any statewits to the contrary are not true.

Only KDuV
hildren suffer from worms,
are and guard against this

they
com-

childhood.
Signs of worms are: Deranged
stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
stomach, offensive breath, hard
and full beily with occasional

of

ita

gripings and pains about the
navel, pale face of leaden tint,
eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose,

itching of the rectum, short dry
of the teeth, little red points
tongue, starting during sleep,

ng
on

ago Dr. True discovered the
True's Elixir, the Family Lax*
rm Expeller.
Since then people
riting us letters like this: “My
lughter had pinworms very badly,
ing part of a bottle of Dr. True's
much better Mrs. Georgia Phil*
Texas," This remedy has a worldion as the one safe and reliable
orms and stomach disorders for
ind old
At
)<=. and $1.00.
are

fast, to Emma B. Walton, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Fannie L. Bowden, Northport, to Chas.
V. Crockett, [do.; land and buildings in

a

eth W. Norwood,
Attorney at Law,

\t()OKS,

\

MAINE

I

I
8

and a regiment not up
to par in the matter of health is an
awful handicap. All men are vaccinated for smallpox, and inoculated against
typhoid as soon as they enter service.
Minor disorders, sucii as blisters, bow-

the rule.”

SICK WIFE’S STORY SURPRISES BELFAST
The following has surprised Belfast. A
business man’s wife suffered from dyspep-

[
\

No Butter at Vassar.
The announcement at Vassar college
that no more butter will be served at
dinner has caused much discussion, but
the girls promise to give the plan a
It is a
trial, says New York World.
war measure, established on account
of the high cost of living.
The girls
will have gravies, jellies and jams to
take the place of butter. It was said
that the college would lift the ban
on butter for dinner just as soon as
there were any complaints.
The hard-boiled egg for breakfast
is doomed, too; at least it must not be
served where omelet is to be had.
Because most of the girls have a
sweet tooth, the college authorities
will increase the sugar service at all
meals; but this will be evened up by
cutting down of meat.

Sheep-Killing Parrots at Large.
Not long ago no little consternation
was created by the escape at San Francisco of two keas, or sheep-killing parrots, which were being shipped from
Australia to the Smithsonian institution, at Washington, says Popular Mechanics Magazine. The bifds liberated
themselves by splintering the slats of
their wooden crates with their powerful beaks.
The federal authorities
offered a reward of $100 for each bird
taken dead or alive. This species of
parrot has made itself an enemy of
man in both Australia and New Zealand by slaying sheep for the sake of
eating parts of the flesh, of which it
is very fond, and there bounties are
paid for killing the birds.
Sarcastic surprise.
“I wonder why it is considered an
insult to call some men insects?”
“Why is it?”
a
never
miss
insects
“Because
chance to work for a living.”

15 years of age, two of her poems
published in the Boston Traveller,
and since that time she has contributed
to nearly all the more important newspapers of Maine, and also to many influential journals in other parts of the
Mrs. Smith’s literary
United States.
work has been chiefly in the line of journalistic correspondence, descriptions of
natural scenery, translationsirom foreign
literature, and the composition of original
poetry. To the stanzas of the great
French poets, Mrs. Smith has given such
careful study and patient effort as to win
an enviable success in reproducing their
subtle shades of meaning and the music
of their intricate rhythm. -In 1879 she
was united in marriage to Bertram Lewis
Smith of BangorAfter her marriage Mrs. Smith resided
in Bangor until the year 1889, when business interests brought her husband to
Patten, Me., which has ever since been
her home. The wild and romantic scenery of this region of northern Maine has
had an especial charm for Mrs. Smith,
and the picturesque life and landscapes
which the lakes and forests of the Aroostook region supply have formed the subject of some of Mrs. Smith’s best work.
was
were

REFERENDUM PETITION FAILS.

No-one of the four measure* passed by
the last Legislature upon which referendum petitions were circulated will be submitted to a popular vote.' This was the
decision announced by Governor Carl E.
j Milliken Thursday. In a very lengthy
i opinion upon each of the four questions
! he decides 1 hat not in any case did 10,000
i legal electors petition for a popular vote.
On the'“Act. to Provide a Police Commission for the City of Lewiston and to
Promote the Efficiency of the Police Department thereof” the petitions filed contained signatures aggregating
13 220.
Governor Milliken finds that actually
only 9,279 electors affixed their names to
these signatures and that even this number might be still further reduced.
On the “Act to Establish a State Paper”
the number of names on the petitions
was 11,484 and this is reduced to 9,475.
On the “Act to Abolish the Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries and to
Create the Commissioners of Sea and
Shore Fisheries” the petitions bore names
and this number is reduced from 12,300
to 9,672.
In the referendum petitions on the
“Act to Abolish the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game and to Establish
a Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and
Game,” the number of names on th$ petitions is reduced from 11,660 to 9,269.
The referendum law should be repealed
or amended so that it shall no longer be a
farce. It is no secret that solicitors are
1 hired to fill
up these petitions, that many
signatures are illegal and that hundreds
sign them who have no interest in or
knowledge of the merits of the matter
for which they petition.

To do your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.
Hellam, Pa.—“I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s vegetable Compound for female troubles and a displacement. I felt all run down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results,
so decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
I am keeping house
a trial, and felt better right away.
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in this condition. I give you permission to publish
this letter.” Mrs. E. It. Crtjmlixo, R. No. 1, Hellam, Pa.

are a menace,

•r.

C/Ataburn, Maine,

1

plain met.
One of the comforting thoughts to
the friends at home is the fact that
Uncle Sam is bound to maintain good
Even if
health among his soldiers.
there were no humane considerations,
this would be necessary from a purely economic standpoint. Sick soldiers

el trouble, or sore throat are carefully
watched by the officers in charge, and
there is a hospital with trained nurses
in every camp.
No faking can pass.
The officers have sharp eyes to discriminate between real and simulated
illness. As the boys say, “There are
only two times a day when a fellow
can get sick”—at sick call, which occurs at 7 a. m., and again at 5 :30 p.
m.
Between times “he just has to
stand it.”
Regular habits, outdoor life, plain
food, and strenuous military drill, are
In themselves strong factors toward
good health, and many a man who enters the service a comparative weakling will come out fine of physique and
strong of limb.
As for drinking, it “isn’t done!”
Saloons and even soft drink establishments are not allowed to sell anything to a soldier .in uniform, and
many young men who have heretofore
been occasional drinkers now proudly
proclaim themselves teetotalers.

and many valued worker* in the field of
literature. Her father, James Bowdoin
Murch, was a lawyer, and a gentleman of
scholarly tastes who placed a volume of
Shakespeare in his daughter’s band at an
age when most children are reading
nursery tales, and who eagerly encouraged her attempts at verse-making.
Early in her youth her family removed
from Unity to Belfast, the county seat of
Waldo county, Maine, where the girlhood of Mrs. Smith was passed and her
first literary efforts made. Before she

I ATTENTION!
I
Sick Women

on

|

The Senate Committee on Military
Affairs goes right ahead being surprised
over discoveries of delay in preparedness
just as if its members never had heard of
Major General Leonard Wood.—New
York Herald.

man

CHARLOTTE LOUISE SMITH.

Charlotte Louise Smith, daughter of
James Bowdoin and Mary Lucretia Murch,
was born in Unity, a quiet village in the
eastern part of Maine. On her mother’s
side she was descended from the Prescotts of Revolutionary fame, a family
which has given to the .world a brave
general and patriot, a great historian,

you are sending things from home put
in cookies, candies and jams or jellies.
Milk chocolate is one of the things a
soldier seems to crave, and a jar of
malted milk will come handy if he is
not feeling well. Be sure not to send
food that is too rich as the boys are

her the truth?”

New Boomerang Bullet.
The discussion of the war is heard
j everywhere. Even negro janitors find
Northport.
time while shoveling on the coal to
Lilia M. Miller, Searsmont, to Abliie
talk about it, says a New York news
M. Ordway, do.; land and buildings in
letter. Two of them were discussing
Searsmont.
the wonderful inventions brought about
Frank C. Tibado, Belfast, to Ida M.
by the war. “The man Edison is some
Hatch, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. boy,” said one of the negroes. “How’s
Sarah J. McCambridge, Frankfort, to that?” inquired the other. “Why he’s
done gone and invented a magnetized
Frank O. McCambridge, do.; land and
bullet dat can’t miss a German, if it
buildings in Frankfort.
sees his steel helmet.” “That’s what I
Natalie M. Pottle estate, Cranston, R.
calls some invention,” exclaimed the
in
land
other.
“But dat ain’t all what that
I., to Percy S. Edgecomb, Belfast;
bullet can do," continued the first
Belfast.
Sarah E. Edgecomb et. als., Belfast, to speaker. “Whenever that bullet don’t
Percy S. Edgecomb, do.; land in Belfast. hit nothin’ it comes straight back to
! the American lines. “Dat so?” asked
Ernest L. White, Brockton, Mass., to
the second janitor, with some doubt.
Walter G. and Willis S. Hatch, Belfast;
“How do they manage to keep them
land and buildings in Belfast.
there coinin’ back bullets from hittin’
Lizzie H. Smalley, Chelsea, Mass., to
our own men?”
“Well, mah frien’,
and
land
Edwin J. Tilley et al, Belfast;
didn’t ’splain that,” answered the first
buildings in Belfast.
one, “but you can betcher life that
man
Edison has got dem bullets
Estate of Albert B. Otis, Belfast, etc.
als., to Amariah Trim, Islesboro; land in trained. You doan ’spect he’d let ’em
kill any Americans, do you? No, sir.
Islesboro.
j Knowles Bangs, Freedom, to Calvin He’s just got them fixed so dey will
come back and fall around our gun! W. Bangs, do.; land and buildings in
ners’ feet.”
! Freedom (two deeds),
M.
Gertrude
to
j Ephraim Knight, Troy,
Ground Moles Are Big Eaters.
Bennett, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
A Scotchwoman has just announced
Annie M. Cole, Winterport, to Charles the results of an
Interesting series of
A. McKenney, do.; land and buildings in Observations on the common mole. The
most striking point to the layman is
Winterport.
the inordinate appetite of this tiny
A mole will eat its own
creature.
3>1UU Keward, 3>iuu
weight in earthworms in 24 hours. An
The readers of this paper will be pleasordinary man eating in the same raed to learn that there is at least one
tio would require 150 pounds of food
been
dreaded disease that science has
able to cure in all its stages and that is a day. If the human race were concatarrh. Catarrh being greatly influenced stituted like the moles, comments an
by constitutional conditions requires con- exchange, Mr. Hoover’s task would be
stitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh hopeless from the outset. One of the
Medicine is taken internally and acts moles which was a subject for study
through the Blood on the Mucous Sur- weighed four ounces and devoured 120
faces of the System thereby destroying
ounces of food in a single month.
the foundation of the disease, giving the
patient strength by building up the conElectric Ship Has Future.
stitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
The electric ship is no longer a
faith in the curative powers of Hall’s dream but a
reality and I should not
Catarrh Medicine that they offer One be
surprised to find, within a few
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
years of the close of the war, every
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, new vessel of any size driven, steered,
stopped, reversed of turned, merely by
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
the pressing of a series of buttons on
the bridge, says a writer in the ElecTAKEN BY THE GOVERNMENT.
trical Times, London. The application
The government is to take over the of this principle will enable ships to
steamer Governor Dingley and without be run with the highest efficiency at
an even speed, permit marine engidoubt that steamer will not be seen in
neers more liberty of design and yield
Maine waters again.
The Governor 1
proportionately greater cargo space
Cobb is to come on the iine and so far as than the
present cumberous form of
|
is known will continue t.o run on the
machinery allows.
Boston and Portland night line.
This
will prevent the Cob* going South this
An Old Habit.
winter but it will also serve to keep the
The recruit at bayonet practice had
old reliable Portland State Packet line
open on its three trips a week schedule.
jhst given the dummy a vicious Jab,
Fears have been expressed that the withwhen the drill sergeant noticed that he
drawal of the Dingley would close down
was grimacing in a rather unusual
the line, but it is held to be more immanner.
portant to keep this line ope'h than it is
“Number Four!” cried the sergeant;
to have the Governor Cobb running
“what’s the idea of all that mugging?”
down South.
The Eastern Steamship
“Why,” said the recruit, a former
people have had the assurance of the
federal shipping board that one ship will
movie actor, “you want me to register
be left for service on the Portland line
hate or fury or something don’t you?”
and one on the Bangor line, if all of the
rest pf the fleet has to be tak,en over.
*
Back-Handed Comfort.
This will evidently mean the Belfast and
“They say men of brains live longer
the Governor Cobb to be retained in serthan others.”
vice and all of the rest taken for war
“Don’t worry about that, dear boy;
purposes.
you may be one of the exceptions to
BRIEF CLIPPINGS.

cooking in

his way to enter Harvard Law school
at the time of his death. In June, 1912,
Mrs. Smith’s only daughter, Mrs. Katherine Smith Burr died.
Mrs. Smith was of high culture and
marked literary talent, aside from her
beautiful womanly characteristics which
made her beloved by all who knew her.
A most fitting tribute to her talents
and accomplishments was written by
James Thompson Bixby, D. D., now of
Yonkers, N. Y., Unitarian minister and
author, who was pastor at Belfast 1875-79.
It was published in the Magazine of
Poetry, as follows:

on

even if they del write longingly
home wishing for mother’s cookies or
Jane’s fried chicken. Men in outdoor
training have good appetites, and they
are far better off physically than if
fed on the salads and ices and sodas
they probably would have at home.
If
What they miss most is sweets.

:

will be able to
<_his is done,
me leading markets of the East

wa-

Charlotte Louise (Bowdoin) Smith,
wife of Bertram L. Smith, died at her
home in Patten Christmas day. She had
been an invalid for two years but only
during the past few weeks was her condition serious. She is survived by her husband, who is one of Maine’s most distinguished attorneys.
In September, 1903, Mrs. Smith lost
her only son, Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., a
brilliant young man, who had graduated
from Bowdoin college in June and was

boys,

J

we

or

case of an emergency.
takes his meat-pan and
passes before a table where he is
served with the various dishes prepared. He then goes to a table, or if
there is node, drops down on the
ground, and eats in absolute contentDon’t feel too sorry for the
ment.
own

■

\

cocoa

Meals, which in
ter at other meals.
the vernacular are “mess" or “chow,”
are served cafeteria style.
Every soldier is furnished with an
outfit which consists of a meat-pan,
knife, fork and spoon, and a longhandled cup. The cover of the meatpan serves as a plate, and the outfit is
so arranged that each man may do his

I

;

Othjer Meats.

OBITUARY.

Lowell, Mich.—“I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness and
displacement. I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way.”—Mrs. Elise IIeim,R.No.6, Box83,Lowell,Mich.
■

I
I

■

wny

mot

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

Many Belfast People in Poor Health W ithout Knowing the Cause.
are scores of
people who |drag
miserable existence without realiz-

There
a

/

LYDIA E.PINKHfflM'SV
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

WIIAT'S THE REASON?

out

in

/

try

ing the cause of their suffering. Day
after day they are racked with backache
and headache; suffer from nervousness,
dizziness, weakness, languor and depression.
Perhaps the kidneys have fallen
behind in their work of filtering the blood
and that may be the root of the trouble.
Look to your kidneys, assist them in
their work—give them the help they
need. You can use no more highly recommended remedy than Doan’s Kidney Pills
—endorsed by people all over the country
and by your neighbors in Belfast.
Mrs. Anne L. Durham. 15 Park street,
Belfast, says: “I suffered for many years
from kidney trouble and couldn’t find
anything to relieve me until I used Doan’s
Kidney Pills, which I procured at the
City Drug Store. My feet became swollen
and burned. I bathed them in warm
water which gave me only temporary relief. I had dizzy spells at times, when
everything blurred before my eyes,|affectiug my sight and I had to wear glasses.
Doan’s Kidney Pills gave me relief from
the first, and six boxes of this medicine

cured me.”
£ Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Durham
Foster-Milbum Co., Proprietors,
had.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Collector’s Notice of Sale
taxes on land situated in the Town oi
Swanviiie, in the County of Waldo, for the
1917.
year
The following list of taxes on real estate ol
resident and non-resident owners in the Towr
of Swanviiie for the year 1917, committed tc
urn
me for collection for said Town remain
paid; and notice is hereby given that if saic
are
not
previously
taxes, interest and charges
paid, so much of the real estate taxed aBin'it
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
ai
eluding interest and charges, will be sold
public auction on the first Monday f February
1918, at nine o’clock a m.:

RESIDENT OWNERS.

Roberts, Cyrus —No. of acres of land 100
value $376; house, $250; barn, $225; total valut
ot real estate, $850; tax on real estate. $28 33 ;
credit, $2 00.. Land bounded on the north b;
Cynical.
ill
land 11
ey, Ellery Harvey, O. E
Bachelor Maid—Did you know Mr.
Frost and Bert Small; east by land of Georgi
Stevens is writing a book on the hisHolmes eBtate and Fred Holmes; south b
land of O E. Frost and Fred Holmes; west b:
tory of happiness.
land formerly of C. 0. Feavey.
Second B. M.—Impossible; he is a
f I Frank Ordway—No. of acres of land 9, valui
married man.
I
$63; house value, $100; barn value. $20; tota
Land bounded oi
value of real estate. $153.
!
cn
th
Bert
of
Lenfest;
land
the north by
FREE OF CHARGE
south by land of J, C. Durham; on the east b)
land of J. C. Durham; on the west by land o
cold
Any adult suffering from cough,
J C Durham. Tax on real estate, $6 10.
or bronchitis, is invited to call at the
OWNERS.

NON-RESIDENT
C C Moody—Cottage on

I
I

B

ASK YOUR

NEIGHBORS
To Subscribe for

The

Republican

Think How the

Navy

would

Journal

in the

Boy

enjoy

Army

or

home paper.

a

TALK IT OVER
AND THEN SUBSCRIBE
Maine Central R. R.
BELFAST AND BURNHAM
On and after Oct, 1, 1917, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as follows:
FROM BELFAST
PM

AM

Belfast depart.
Citypoint.

Waldo.
Brooks.

7 00
t7 05
t7 15

7 27

»7 39
7 46
Unity. 7 53
03
Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Bangor. 12 05
Clinton. 8 34
8 43
Benton.
Waterville. 8 49
Portland. 1145
Boston, pm. 3 30

Knox.

Thorndike.

TO

2 35
t 2 40
t 2 60
3 02
t3 14
3 20
3 35
*3 42
3 50
5 25
5 10
5 50
5 30
8 25

Factory
Locations
Mill Sites,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
*

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in

life.

Undeveloped Water Power
All

00

9C0

Unlimited Raw Material

PM

7

00

716

Bangor.

660

Benton.

7 21

Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 18 45

AND

12 40

A>

Waterville.....

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

AM

3

Portland.

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels
and

BELFAST

Boston.....

Quarries,

mtiMMl

STATE OF MAINE.

Unpaid

■

10 10

3 22

10 17
10 27
10 60
111 00
1130

12 01
(3 29
3 39
4 10
t4 20
4 29

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

east shore of Swat
Communications regarding locations
drug store of Wm. O. Poor & Son and
Lake, valued at $160; cottage lot valued $60
are invited and will receive attentions
8 64
[
Unity
a sample bottle of
boundei
Land
of
real
estate,
$200.
total yalue
Although
4 37
1146
Ttorndike. 9 02
when addressed to any agent of the
south ant
on the north by land of C. R, Hill;
r4 46
Knox. (9 10
til £5
lic education, as men, and a few women, she dieted she was so bloated her clothes Boschee’s German Syrup, a soothing and east bt land of T D. Nickerson estate; wes
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
6 00
12 35
Brooke. 9 26
$6.67.
real
estate,
Tax
on
Lake.
too, couldn’t seem to live without John would not fit. ONE SPOONFUL buck- healing remedy for all lung troubles, by Swan
4
t6 10
Waldo. |9 36
|12 60
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
of
Swai
shore
west
on
C. G. Dickey—Cottage
Barleycorn, and yet today our liquor bill thorn bark, glycerin*, etc., as mixed in
t9 45
tl 16
t5 20
which has a successful record of fifty Lake valued at $150; cottage lot valued at $50 ! Citypoint. 9 60
has been cut in two without a major
26
6
1
80
arrive.
Belfast,
.Be|
INSTANTLY
her
relieved
Adler-i-ka
total value of real estate, $200 Land boundei
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
surgical operation.
t Flag station.
i
years. Gives the patient a good night’s on the north by land of Ernest Burgess; on thi
cause Adler-i-ka empties BOTH large and
I
Unlimited tickets for Boston are now Bold at
small intestine it relieves ANY CASE rest free from coughing, with free expec- east by Swan Lake; on the 9'iulh by land o
$6.86 from Belfast.
!
PORTLAND, MAINE.
T. B. Berry; on the west by State road. Ta: [
M. L. HARRIS,
constipation, sour stomach or gas and toration in the morning.
i_
en real estate, $6 67.
General Passenger Ageni.
It has QUICKappendicitis.
prevents
FOR FLETCHER'S
Regular sizes, 25 and 75 cents. For sale
H. P. WHITE,
D. C. DOUGLASS,
EST action of anything we ever sold.
all civilized countries.
Collector for Swanviiie,
3w61
General Manager, Portland Maine.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

Not long ago we put more money in
alcohol twice over than we put in all pub- sia and constipation for years.

get absolutely free,

Children Cry

CASTORIA

/

j

something of a meal) Our cooking Is*
part men t spread itself.”

SEARSPORT.

Bailey iB the guest
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Bonsey

Mrs. Chester L.
her

Turkey Dressing, Cranberry
Cake, Jam Turnovers,

ol

see the
The average person is not slow to

advantage

enough.

week and receivof setting aside a small amount each
a
handsome,
generous
ing two weeks before Christmas

Friday by Mrs. Carver.
Montgomery of Bucksport spent a few days in town last week,
the guest of Miss Mildred Shute.
Mrs. John H.

man.

Whittiei
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tupper
the birth
announces
N.
Y.,
of Brooklyn,

if you will glance over the plan of payments printed
of not
below we think you will see the advantage
havbut
of
Club
yourself
only joining the Christmas
member.
a
becoming
in
one
your family

:

cutting ice from Opeechee
Saturday bestream was discontinued
ol
of the extreme cold. Several
Wont of

cause

ing

bitten.
the men were badly frost

Melvin Whittum, a respected
at his home on the
of the Civil War, died
Obituary
Mt. Ephraim road Friday night.

every

notice will be

printed

next week.

portunity

I

a

surgeons
among the New England
work. Di. and
relief
Halifax
in
engaged
O’Neil and daughter, Harriette,
Mrs
in town. Mrs.
spent a part of August
Miss Harriette Web-

Mrs.

was

O’Neil

was

formerly

receive
Pay $5.00 week for 50 weeks and
Club Check for $250.00.
a

ber.
to Camp
Ralph Giikey has returned
after a short leave.
Island,
Long
Upton,
man to
Giikey was the first Searsport
few months of trainenlist. Following a
of Infantry
ing he became a member
corBand No. 308 and is doing excellent

a

a

j

rest to the plumbSunday brought
dawn to dark giving
ers who toiled from
water pipes.
first aid treatment to chilled
fail to remember
Even the weather wise
and coming as it has I
a colder December
there is much
shortage
fuel
of
at a time

j

Mr.

tained

discomfort.
recently in
Capt. Joseph D. Sweetser,
N. Orr
command of the steamer George
has seIsland
Edward
Prince
at
wrecked
cured a position as Government Inspector
Roads,
and will be stationed at Hampton
Mrs. Sweetser will

Va.

spend the

Branch at

Belfast, Maine.

Savings

War

Certificates and Thrift

for sale

Unity.

tractive Christmas tree for their children

Recitations were
Mertie Colcord.
Eaton
given by Frances Closson, Esther
and Edwin Colcord. An offering amountand Aring to $25, was taken for Syrian
Immediately following
menian relief.
and

I
|

;
well covered during the summer
remainwork
that only a limited field for
!
ed. Many of the first members expressed
and much
a desire to renew membership

spection of Santa Claus’donations.
left last Thursday for Boston, where they
will spend two weeks with her son and

fully

Society

Christmas

Union. The guests were pleasantly en- salist parish, will be enterUined this,
Ices Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. Harold E.
tertained with cards and music.
and cakes were served. The bride came Small.
to Searsport from Monroe when a small
child and was educated in the village
schools. The good will of her friends was

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morrison and children enjoyed a family Christmas tree,

shown by the gifts of linen, china, glass
and silver for their new home in Union
Mr. Rider was employed in town during

their guest.

churches
degrees below zero. At the First Cong’l
from Rev.
church, New Years’ greetings
CaliforRobert G. Harbutt of Kenwood,
Mr. Harbutt was pastor
read
were
nia,
of this church for sixteen years and retains a warm interest in his former parishioners who in turn appreciate his fre-

quent greetings. The regular choir
assisted by seven members of the Kanctota Camp Fire. Three carols were added
acto the regular order of service. The
companists were George Dean Littlefield,
was

Leeleven year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Littlefield, violin; Miss Roulst.one,
and Miss Shute, organ. The Camp

piano,

uniFire chorus wore the regular service
form adopted by the national organizablue skirt, white middy and scarlet

tion,
tie.

Christmas night at the Park church
social room an interesting program was
carried out by the Sunday school. “Good
Samaritans Today” was the subject of
the leaflet outlining the program. Following a well rendered chorus' there were
recitations and musical numbers and an
interesting talk upon Bible Lands by Rev.
Themas Martin, whose experiences in
Eastern countries are varied and enterThe soloists of the evening
taining.
■

enjoyed by

her

father,

Mr. Bryant

of Cutler, being

James M. Treat is spending the
time of her granddaughter’s absence with
her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.

Bion B. Sanborn.

opening for

j

young townsman, who
has for several years been the freight
clerk for the B. & A. at Cape Jellison
our

piers.
Mr.

Charles A. Snow

was

the chair-

of the recent Red Cross drive in
town and with the following assistants,
Mrs. Ernest Farris, Mrs. Everett Littlefield, Dr. H. E. Small, Mr. R. L. Mudgett,
man

Mrs. \y. C. Haskell, Miss Martha Tinney, Mr. Henry Hawes and Mr. Walter
F. Trundy, secured 84 additional names

Mr. Irving H. Merrithew has taken the
to the Red Cross membership in the villposition of freight clerk for the B. & A.
and 62 at Sandypoint (new terrilage
vaat the Cape Jellison piers, recently
tory.) This addition makes the entire
cated by Mr. Earle Foster.
These
membership 353 in the town.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher en- earnest workers are to be
heartily comtertained the following guests New Year’s
mended for their enthusiastic and fruiteve: Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Treat, Mr. and ful labors. Mrs. Farris
obtained
Mrs. W. H. Morrison and Mr. and Mrs.

Bion B. Sanborn.
The alarm of fire

Arthur

Grant

Cherryfield

of

was

OF BELFAST

a

and Mrs. G. H.

H.

Parks

of

"
18
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
25
9 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
l.f0al.76
00
9
Lamb
Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
8
40a45 Mutton,
Butter,
86
12al3 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
160
12
Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
22
00 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
8 00
32 Straw,
Cheese,
26a30
25
Turkey.
Chicken,
2
38 Tallow,
Ualf Skins.
16al8
20 Veah
Duck.
<0
unwashed.
62'Wool,
BCk,8i
7 00
22 Wood. hard.
Fowlt
5 00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese.

New

RETAIL

PRICE.

Beef. Corned,
Butter Salt.
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cot run Seed,
CodfiBh, dr*.
Cranberries,
Clover seed,

Tree for them.

Flour,

H. G. Seed,
Lard,

the old board of officers and the same
teachers. Dr. T. N. Pearson is a very
busy man, but he has served 18 years as
superintendent. There were 48 sessions

j

RETAIL MARKET.

22;*28iLime.
18*22!Oat Meal,
2 44 0nions,

kerosene.
2
2 29 Pollock,
321 Pork,
3 15 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal.
15 Shorts,
24 Sugar.
12 00al4 00 <alt, T. I.,
3 26 Sweet Potatoes.
31 Wheat Meal.

29;Oil.

6
16al7
11
33
1 13
7
i-45
10

BOHN

day

perintendent

*25.54 had been deposited in the Birthday
Bank in 1917. The school has a fine library and *140 in the bank.

son.

|
MAKKIKL)

For Sale at this Bank.

I
1
j
!

on

fire department arrived.
Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, at their
Christmas dinner, entertained her mother, Mrs. James M. Treat, and grand-

daughter, Miss Blanche Doe, and his
mother, Mrs. Rose Sanborn.
Capt. Charles P. Staples arrived home
Christmas eve, for a brief call upon his
He left Wednesday
wife and friends.
morning, being now in Government employ with headquarters in New York.
Mrs. Izah T. H. Sanborn of Bangor
was the Christmas guest of the Misses
Faustina, Mary and Harriet D. Hichbom,
arriving in season for Christmas dinner
and remaining until the following Satur-

Christmas e\e, Mr. and Mrs. George
C. Fletcher assisted their young son Eldeu and niece Miss Venessa Hamlin, in

arranging a Christmas tree for Santa’s
presents during the night and great
merriment prevailed among the children, when the gifts were examined
Mrs. (golden and
Christmas morning.
daughter, Miss Venessa Hamlin, after
passing the night with her sister Mrs.
Fletcher and husband went to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Elden Pendleton, at Cape
Jellison, where a family dinner was served, Mr. Pendleton being improved in
health to enjoy the gathering of his children. He now walkB about the house at
will, and out of doors in good weather.
Stockton citizens will be interested in
the following extract from a letter to
Mrs. Shannon, from her son now “Somewhere in France,” written soon after
Thanksgiving: “Our dinner was certainly

Bankrupt.

)

the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tk«
District Court of the United States for th*
District of Maine.
Levi O

Bowden of Frankfort, in the Count;,
Waldo and State of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents, that on the 17th day of
Janu iry, A D. 1917, last past, he
as duly an
judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
to
relating
bankruptcy; that he has duly sur
rendered ail hisj property and rights of prop
erty, and has fully complied with all the re
of

Per order

quirexnenta

of said Acts and of the orders o'
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may he de
creed by the Court,to have a full discharge fron
all debts provable against his estate undesaid bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 27th day of December, A. D. 1917
LEVI O. BOV. DEN.

Meeting.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
SPRINGS TRUST COMthe STOCKTON
PANY will be held in their banking rooms at
Stockton Springs, Maine, at ten o’clock in ihe
forenoon, Tuesday, January 15, A D. 1918. to
elect a board of directors and to transact any
other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
ALBERT M. AMES, Clerk.
Stockton Springs, Me January 3, 1918

Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON

of Maine, Northern Division, ss.
On this 29th day of December, A. D. 1917.
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha<
upon the same on the *th day of February
A. D. 1918, before said Court at Bangor, in said
District, Northern Division, at ten o’clock ir
In stoves, dishes, light farming tools, rugs, the forenoon; and that notice thereof be pub
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
lished
and
commodes,
chairs, mattresses, bureaus,
j printed in said District, Northern Division,
everything in the second hanu line. Ex- and that all known creditors, and other person*
Look in interest, may appear at the said time anc
cellent bargains lor small money.
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
over our line.
the prayer of said petitioner should not b*
DICKEY & KNOW1.TON,
granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
4wl
Pythian Block, Belfast,
the Deputy Clerk shall send by mail to al
known creditors copies of said petition and this
order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of tne said Court, and the seal thereof,
Puller. at
Bangor, in the Northern Division of said
Hand or Machine Cutters. One
District, on the 29th day of December, A. D.
One Hand Lesler.
1917
WILLIAM M, WARREN.
SKOWHEGAN Stlt>E CO
[L. S.]
Deputy Clerk.
Skowhegan, Maine.
1
A trae copy of petition and order thereon.
WILLIAM M. WARREN.
Attest:
a
Deputy Clerk.

District

on

BARGAINS

BENNER-Fogg. In Camden, Dec. 25,
by F. H. Thomas, J. P., William E. BenMe^
ner and Rose L. Fogg, both i of Camden.
BOLIN-CLOSSON. In Bucksport, Dec.
The Good Time club was entertained 23, by Harry W. Carley, Esq., John Erick
Carrie E. Closson, both of
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Field Saturday Bolin and Mrs.
Bucksport.
evening, Dec. 29th. Although at 7 o’clock
Cross-Ward. In Winterport, Dec 25,
the thermometer registered 16 below zero, by Rev. Herbert Dana Knowles, Rayand
mond Donald Cross and Miss Clara I,.
all of the members were present
of Searsport.
ready to partake of a hot supper of escal- Ward, both
HAYNES-ELLIS. In Belfast, Sept. 22,
and
a
mashed
potatoes,
loped clams,
by Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne, Pearlie
great variety of cakes and coffee. The Carlton) Haynes and Miss ,Helen Edna
National ant,
meeting was called to order and Mrs. Ellis, both of Belfast.
Morrill-Cook. In Belfast, Dec. 26,
Maine.
Field in a graceful little speech, presentby Rev. Charles W. Martin, Clarence L.
ot
the stockholders
ed the club present, to Mrs. Ernest Bowen,
both
meeting
D.
The annual
Cook,
Morrill and Miss Beatrice
will be held
whose birthday was on Christmas Day. of Belfast.
of the Searsport National Bank
on
Rider-Parker. In Union, Dec. 25,
She also presented each member with a
rooms in Searsport,"
banking
their
at
Rev. Harvey A. Platts, Frank M.
election
the
for
dainty New Year’s souvenir. A short by
1918,
Rider of Union and Hildred Mae Parker Tuesday, jannary 8,
and for th
program was carried out. The next meet- of Searsport.
of directors for the ensuing year
Mrs.
Charles
ROLLINS-CARLETON. In Belfast, Dec. transaction of any other business as may
ing will be with Mr. and
T
ocrl.
31, by Rev. J. Wilbor Richardsjn, Robert
come before the meeting.
Wayne Rollins and Miss Ida Sarah Carle- legally
AH. NICHOLS, Cashier.
ton, both of Belfast.
WHITE’S CORNER. Winterport. Rolerson-Aldus. In Belfast, Dec.
Me., Pec. 14, 1917.- 3wj>l
Searsport.
I 24, by Rev. Mahlon E. Curtis, Charles
Rolerson and Miss Louise Aldus, both of
Leonard Clarke is at the Paine hospital Belfast.
SWITZER-SHOLES. In Spartenburg, S.
in Bangor for surgical treatment.
the boat from
The parties who swiped
C., Dec. 27, R. W. Switzer of Switzer, S.
first of NoMrs. C. W. Mealey visited Mr. and
C., and Miss Marie H. Sholes ot Belfast. the Twin Oak cottage on the
If the
Tilton-Twitchell. In Burnham, Dec.
located
Mrs. J. H. York in Monroe, Dec. 27th.
been
have
1917,
vember,
Rev. H. M. Ford, Leon Tilton of
as
24,
by
condition
W.
Winterof
as
and
in
White
family
good
L. E.
Burnham and Miss Bernice Twitchell of boat is returned
all well.
port were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Pittslield.
when taken and all damage settled,
WlTHEE-SALLEY. In Pittslield, Dec. Otherwise we shall take the law.
L. A. White, i
A. STINSON.
26, by Charles C. McLaughlin, J. P., John
2wl
Guy Nealey enrolled as a student at Nelson Withee of Pittslield and Doris A.
the
of
at
beginning
Hampden Academy
Sally of Harmony.
YOUNG-SEEKINS. In North Searsport,
the winter term.
Dec. 25, by A. Stinson, Esq., Leslie M
of
W.
Winterport
Miss Beatrice White
Young and Miss Lillian E. Seekins, both
! Wagon, sleigh, harness and robes. Good
is spending the present week with her of Searsport.
Will be sold reasonably,
as new.
Erma
White.
Miss
cousin,
j Enquire of
Miss Edna Conant returned to Hebron
DIED
MKS, H. G. PKASLEE.
i 4wlp
Academy Wednesday after spending the
Christmas holidays at her home.
GROSS. In Belfast, Dec. 28, Harriet
CARD OF THANKS
74 years.
| We wish to thank our many friends for
Clifton Stevens made a brief visit with L. Gross, aged
DRAKE. In Union, Dec. 17, Almeda C., I
his sister, Mrs. R. C. Nealey, while at his
us such nice and valuable Christwidow of the late Millard Drake, aged 88 sending
mas presents, for which we are very
home in Monroe from Ayer, Mass.
years and 10 months.
David Brackett,
grateful.
GARCELON. In East Burnham, Dec.
Mrs. C. H. Libby is convalescing from
Harriet A. Brackett.
Mrs. Wealthy B. Garcelon, aged 84
22,
and
an attack of measles and Miss Louise
December 25, 1917.
years.
Lewia are ill with the same disease.
GINN. In Orland, Dec. 19, Charles A.
of thanks
70 years, 9 months, 12 days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hebard and little Ginn, aged
ROBINSON. In Warren. Dec 19, Orrin
We wish to thank our relatives and
son of Carmel, are spending the holidays
Robinson, aged 41 years.
friends for their help and sympathy so
In Belfast, Dec. 30,
with Mrs. Hebard’s parents, Hon. and
TOOTHAKER.
kindly extended in our recent bereaveand
89
years
Bradford B. Toothaker, aged
Mrs. C. M. Conant.
ment; also for the many beautiful flow8 months.
Mrs. Aldana berry
ers.
G. L. Clarke who has employment at
WEBBER. In Worcester, (Mass. Dec.
and Family.
Prouts’ Neck joined Mrs. Clarne at the 24, Joseph A. Webber,|iaged|3& years, 4
Stockton Springs, Me., Dec 29, 1917.
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon- months and 3 days.

Help

Searsport
Searsport

*

EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.

The subscriber
notice that she has been duly appointed executrix, in the Mate of Maine, ol
last will and testament of

hereby gives

Xhe

BENJAMIN F. RICE, late of Boston,
in the County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the 6ame for settlement,
an all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately to my authorized agent,
Walter C Rice of Stockton Springs,
ELIZABETH R HAMILTON.
Winchester, Mase., Dec. 11, 1917.

■wur

NOTICE

subscriber
The
( UABDIAN’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ai>pointed guardian of the estate of

ARTHUR W.,MOORE, of
Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
directs
law
the
bonds as
demands against the estate ot said ward are
for settlement,
same
the
desired to present
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment
F
3

immediately.

Stockton

For Sale

Springs.

E EDWARD BRITTO,
11. 1917.

Dec.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
estate of
duly appointed administratrix of the
ALEXANDER R McCAMBRIDGE,
late of Frankfort,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto ere requested
to make payment immediately,
ANNA J. McCAMBRIDGE.
Frankfort, Me., Dec. 11. 1917.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhas been
scriber hereby gives notice that he
the estate of
duly appointed administrator ot
LYDIA T. WATERMAN, late of Belfast,
and given
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bouda as lbs law directs. All persona having
deceased
said
of
demands against the estate
for settlement,
are desired to present the same
make
and all indebted thereto are requested to

card”

i

for Discharge.

To

ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton, Springs, Me,, January 3, 1918

Annual

Petition

In the matter of

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Water Con pany will be
held at the office of the secretary at Stockton
of
Springs, Maine, on Tuesday, the 15th day
the
January, A. D. 1918, at 12.30 p. m to hear
reports of the officers and act upon the same,
to elect a board of directors for the ensuing
business that
year and to transact any other
may properly come before said meeting.

Shoe

1

Bankrupt's

Annual Meeting Stockton Springs
Water Company.

110

In South Montville,
CUNNINGHAM.
of school in 1917, four stormy Sundays. Dec. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank CunningLargest number in attendance 154. Seven- ! ham. a daughter.
i
In North Appleton, Dec.
MESERVEY.
teen pupils had been present every Sun10, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey, a
during the year. Russell Blake for j
nine consecutive years has not missed a
Sunday. The 17 received from the sua Bible or some other book.

United States War Savings.
Certificates and Thrift Stamps

_

Sunday afternoon
was for a chimney fire at the residence of
Mrs. John C. Randall. The flames were
extinguished by the neighbors before the

*•*

alone,

31 members.

City National Bank

Cross.

Morrill Sunday school held its annual
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shute. They
election
Sunday, Dec. 30th, re-electing
were accompanied
by Miss Blanche Doe,

so

the past year and has made many friends.
Morning services were held at both
in spite of a temperature of 30

Quite
a
tended an entertainment, followed by
evenin
Monroe,Wednesday
given
dance,
benefit of the Red
ing, Dec. 26th, for the

to her little ones, and every year it is a
pleasure to her to dress up a Christmas

Mrs. Elden S. Shute and Miss Louise

curthe close of the formal program, the
retains hiding the stage were opened,
beautivealing to the amazed children a
Mr. and Mrsilluminated tree.

1

on

E.

m

ard Clarke for the holidays.
ata number from this vicinity

succesment, has held this position eight
sive years, and freely has she given of
her time, strength and Christian endeavor

Christmas eve, which the young folks
appreciated on their early morning in-

on

Santa Claus appeared to distribute the who has been the guest of her mother for
presents. In every w'ay the delightful tw'o weeks.
evening was an illustration of the fine
The mercury fell here in some sections
community spirit that exists at the Har- to 30° below zero. Water pipes frozen,
!
storm
the
interest was shown. Owing to
Much credit is due Miss Abbie and furnace fires
bor.
failing to keep houses
there was no Friday evening class in Chase, S. S. Supt. for her untiring efforts
is the complaint everyj
comfortable,
surgical dressings.
in arranging the program. The lighting I where. The river is closed at
Sandyan inBird lovers repori lewer onus man iui ! of the tree was made possible by
j point and the Cove presents only an unand
arranged
by
to
i genious device planned
Bits of suet fastened
many seasons.
broken field of ice.
sheltered trees fail to attract the usual Robert Coleman.
Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Small entertained
Last year these little lunch
visitors.
as Christmas guests his parents, Mr. and
SPRINGS.
STOCKTON
counters were popular with juncos, nutMrs. William Small of Monroe, and durhatches, downy woodpeckers, chickaMr. Harold Griffin is still with his par- ing the day a Christmas tree for baby
flocks
dees and English sparrows. Large
i cuts, being at present employed at the vil- Winston was displayed, its garlands,
of snow (buntings are seen along the
poinsettias and bells furnishing effective
lage shipbuilding plant.
a
gray
owl,
big
roadsides. Recently
decorations for the room.
Colson
E.
Arthur
Mrs.
spent
and
Mr.
a
Church
in
blinded by light, spent a day
with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. Earle Foster left Christmas for
street shade tree and attracted much at- Christmas
B. Merrithew.
Mrs.
Simeon
I Clarkeville, Arizona, v, here he is to fill a
who
all
passed.
tention from
1
Mrs. Elden S. Shute and daughter, Miss poidtion in the traffic department of the
Mr. and Mrs. Myron F. Parker were at
of
their
honor
I Louise, were Christmas guests of Mr. and Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R.
home Friday evening in
He will be assistant cashier at the staMrs. Elden H. Shute at South Sebec.
was married
who
Hildred
May
daughter,
of the Univer- tion. This is apparently a good business
to Frank Marium Rider of
The Ladies’ Aid

was

Company
____J

and the carrying out of a little program.
A fine treat of assorted cake, cocoa and
apples was served. Mrs. T. N. Pearson,
Superintendent of the Primary Depart-

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar M. Colcord, assisted by her parents, arranged a most at-

Mr. Martin, Mrs.
were Mrs. Maud Buck,
Jennie Colcord, Misses Thelma Colman

from I

The Red Cross Drive continued
Dec. 17th to 25th adding forty-nine memThe territory
bers to Searsport’s quota.

Penobscot Bay Electric

The Primary Department of Morrill
Sunday school had its annual Christmas
the
Tree Saturday afternoon, Dec. 22nd, at
vestry. Forty little ones were present.
Each one received a gift, and a box of
candy. The afternoon was spent in games

Stamps

|

Mrs.
A chimney fire in the residence of
excitemont
some
caused
J.
Nickerson
A.
dusk. No
on Union street, Thursday at
volalarm was sounded but a number of
with
garden
and
ladders
unteers placed
of
hose kept the roof wet until the danger
brands wSs over. Fortunately the

Procession.”

is visiting at

and Mrs. Hobart Blodgett enterof 31.
a family Christmas party

daughter, Mrs.

this Bank.

at

Already Done So—

Not "Join the

fthy

T-Tamnshirf1!.

management
and enjoyable.
Wilson, was well attended
orchesMusic was furnished by Green’s
amountevening
the
of
The profits
tra.
to the Red
ing to about $12 were given

falling
night was unusually calm.

If You have Not

a

guest at the home of Mr.
York Sunday night, going to Monroe Monteacher in the
day to begin his duties as
Edna Harvillage grammar school. Mrs.
and Miss La"ra
Harquail
Avis
Miss
quail,
dinner,
Bickford returned to their school duties
ily laden tree was properly harvested.
in
Castine Dec. 26th.
of
death
of
the
Word has been received
For
Kingsbury Dickey of Denver, Colo.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
resident of this
many years he was a
town, moving to Denver several years
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
one
PAID PRODUCER.
ago. He is survived by his wife, by
PRODUCE MARKET.
12 00
and by one Apples,per bb!,2 OOa'300 Hay.
son, Timothy of Denver,

winter

the fireThe Christmas dance given by
under the
men of local hose companies
R.
of Ernest Gray and G.

our
I

the

Your correspondent was one of a famihome
ly gathering of 14 at the hospitable
at
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Sheldon
Poor’s Mills on the 25th. After a sumptthe fruitage of a large, heavuous

Waldo Trust Co.,

with her husband.

Cross Chapter.

Tape,

Cora A. Goodwin

A Christmas tree was much
young and old.

No Losses

No \ ines

know it, and best of all,

p.

til Jan. 22nd.

week,

No Red

to our aid—we

customers know it.

Esther Hunt, a student at East Northfield Seminary, is at home for the vacation and will not return to her school un-

The
Start today on the road to a Happy Christmas.
next
ends
Club
Christmas
the
to
join
Opportunity

j

prosperity of the'New Year, we trust that you
the true worth and merit of electricity. In nearly

to the

keep continually before you
everything we do—Electricity comes

vited.

»et work.
no

particularly conducive

will

The annual Community Roll Call will
Picnic
be held at the church Jan. 17th.
dinner at the grange hall. All are in-

!

interest
Note. The total amount paid, increased by
make
who
at 2 °Io per annum, will be paid to members
or in
due
are
all their payments during the week they
advance.

As

!

Charles White’s.

Christ-

Christmas

ambitions—is here.

MORRILL.

a

receive
Pav $2.00 a week for 50 weeks and
for
$100.00.
mas Club Check

and

I-----

week for 50 weeks and two weeks before
a Christmas Club Check for $50.00.
receive
Christmas

Pay $1.00

O’Neil of Providence, R. L,

was upon

dancing floor and the fruit punch found
ready sale.

week for 50 weeks and two weeks before
for $25.00.
Christmas receive a Christmas Club Check

Pay 50c

for hoarding.

Dr. M. J.

usually large assemblage

1

fraught with limitless possibilities,hopes

The entire program
was most pleasing and hearty thanks are
extended to each individual contributing
to the pleasures of the audience. An un-

convenient plan

small amount of
Grocers received a
sale in limited
on
was
put
sugar which
is being made
quantities. Every effort
make fair distribuby the local dealers to
and allow no option to the customers

8
1

The New Year

down the house.

surprisingly

Save by this

We had football in the forenoon

companying; very pertinent remarks,
b> Mr. Charles A. Snow, upon the
Red Cross drive; solo by Mrs. Richards,
Mrs. Coleman accompanying, and monologue, introducing songs, by Mr. J. H.
Gerrish in costume, which fairly brought

veteran

I

with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and
its losses—is gone.

The Retl Cross entertainment and dance
given on Christmas night, in Denslow
Hall, netted *30.00. The company was
large (the admission only 10 cents) and
the social spirit and good humor prevailed.
The following was the program for the
entertainment: Duett by Mrs. Richards
and Mrs. Amy Gertrude Coleman, Mrs.
Coleman accompanying; reading, ‘‘Our
Flag and Your Flag,” Mrs. Charles A.
Snow; solo, Mr. Wright, Mrs. Wright ac-

Calderwood,

I

The Old Year—

to liven things up a bit.”

Christmas Club
Check

at
William Gordon Butman, a student
with
Tilton Seminary, spent his vacation
Buthis parents, Capt. and Mrs. James

Sauce

Fudge, Vanilla and Chocolate
Apple or Mince Pie, Cheese
Mixed Nuts, Figs, Chewing Candy
Coffee
(Bread and butter, of course)
Some feed you must admit and all we
wanted of everything. Even the company glutton had to admit that he had

The
But you [can join the Christmas Club today.
the
sueChristmas Club for It 18 bids fair to eclipse
cess of any of its predecessors.

Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper will be
observed at the First Cong’l church next
Sunday afternoon.
t«
Lieut. Wilbur J. Carver returned
on
Boston Wednesday and was joined

I

“The Year Has Gone—Let It Go"

Onions,CreamedOarrots,Mashed Potatoes

ol

Ellsworth.

of a daughter, Katherine
December 26th.

I

It closes next week

See advertisement o£ Mrs. H. G. Peaslee in another column of this issue.

T<yqato Bisque

Roast Turkey and Gravy

paymentimmedi.t.^KuN

Belfast, Me., Dec. 11* 1917.

I

^ATERMAN.

*

